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26th November, 1952.

Sir,
'Ne forward herewith the Report of the 'NliO/UNKRA Health Planning
T.!ission in Korea, prepared in accordance with the instructions in
your letter of 28 July, 1952.

The ~iesion assembled in Geneva on 20 July and received verbal
i:nstructions from you and your staff.
It left on 2'2 July and after
callins at tlle office of the ·iVestern Pacific Ree;ion of W1-!0 arrived
in :'ore8. on 7 August.
It left Korea on 11 October and subsequently
re-assembled in London where the report was completed on 26 }Jovember,
19 52.
We have attempted to '11.ake recommendations which will both ensure
the establishment of satisfactory health conditions in Korea and be
with:Ln the economic caDacity of the country with the initial help
of UN~rn .'\..
'.'Ve V1r-lsh to express our deep aDpreciation of the unfailing; help
and courtesy ~hlch we received from Ministers and officers of the
~-\ore an Govern:ne nt, Governors and their staffs, the local authorities,
the medical and allied professions, and many other individuals and
associations.
We would also like to acknowledge the assistance we
received from UNKRA and UlW.ACK officials.

VJe

are,

W.P. Forrest ·
Dr. ·::'>rock Chisholm,
W~rld Health Organization,
Palais des Nations,
Geneva.
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P T E R I

INS:RODUCTION
THE MISSION
I

The Mission was constituted ·by the Director General of the
World Health Organisation (WHO) in conformity with a Letter of
Arrangement between the World Health Organisation and the United
Nations Korean Reconstruction Agency (UNKRA), to advise on the
ways in whioh the latter organisation could assist the Government
of the Republic of Korea in the rehabilitation vf the health and
health serviees of that country. The brief was enlarged by
reference to the Resolutions of the General Assembly of the
United Nations at its 314th plenary meeting on lst December 1950,
by the polioy statement attached tL them, and by a detailed Letter
of Instruction received from the Deputy Agent General of the
Reo~nstruotion Agenoy dated 4th August 1952·
Missions with comparable errand~ were deepatohed by the
United Nations Food and Agricultural .Organisation (FAO) and by
the United Nations Educational and Social Commission (UNESCO),
but the present Mission differed in its much smaller size, having
three members, and the shorter perivd proposed for it - three
months. The instructions given to the Missicn required a study
and proposals on principles and cutlines of executive work, the
detail to be filled in by mere specialised staff who would
undertake the tasks which they had themselves drawn up in full.
This will ensure that the persons who will help the Government
to carry out the scheme will be those who have actually prepared
the detail. It is hoped that the proposale made are sufficiently
preoise for this purposeo The despatch of a group of specialists
for a long study would have necessitated a preliminary asuumption
of the nature of the speoialisms involved which, in our opinion,
would almost certainly have proved inaccurate,,
The Mission was originally briefed in Geneva; the Leader
later conferred with the Director General of the Reconstruction
Agency in New York, after which the Mission assembled at the
Western Paoific Region of WHO in Manilla and conferred with the
Regional Director on 1 August, whence it arrived in Korea on
7 August. It then made direct contact with the United Nations
Commission for the Unification and RehabilitatiQn of Korea (UNCURK),
with the United Nations Civil Assistance Command in Korea (UNCACK),
with the Reconstruction Agenoy, and with the Government of the
Republic of Korea. The terms of reference required that any scheme
of reconstruction should be in conformity with that Government's
wishes. To ensure this and the attainment of full information
the closest oontaot was maintained with the Government throughout
the stay in Korea, a senior official of the Ministry of Health
continually accompanying the Mission as liais~n officer, and
numerous discussions were held with the Ministers and .;there
oonoerned. Visits were paid to all the Provinces of the mainland
and the City of Seoul, where care was taken to ascertain the
opinions of the Governors or the Mayor, and of local senior
officials, and to inepeot the institutions or problems whioh
they recommended tc us for study ao well as those suggested by
previous review. Both formal and informal meetings were held
with representatives of the Korean Medical Association, Dental
Association, Nurses' AssooiationQ Pharmacists' Assooiati~n and
Wcmen 1 s Association at the National. and Provincial levels, and
with other groups. At theae meetings the many pr~blems which
occurred to the Missioti and those raised by the otb.ers were freely
discussed. Individual discussions were held with the Deans and
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staf£ of Medical Colleges and with the senior staff of institutions
of all types.
The Mission considers that by the continuous maintenance of
these many contacts it was able to associate itself with Korean
opinion, and for this reason believes that its recommendations
should be acceptable to it. The discuss,ions were very frank and
cordial, and the Mission wishes to record the fact that without
this open discussion and ccrdiality, for which it is deeply
grateful, it oould not have arrived at conclusions whioh had a
reasonable prospect of meeting approval.
Several consultations were also held with the leaders and
members of the FAO and UNESCO Missions, the interests of which to
sGme extent overlapped with ita own, as in ~he fields of nutrition
and medical education, and which gained evidence relevant to the
work of all. Common knowledge was pooled at these meetings and
overlapping in the final reports was avoided by mutual definition
of spheres of interest.
The work in Korea was completed in early October, the Leader
leaving on 11 October for London where the Mission reassembled to
complete the writing of its report.
CONDITIONS IN KOREA
Consideration was necessarily limited to southern Korea,
though it would be a mistake ever to lose sight of the !act that
this is regarded by Koreans as a part only of the country which
needs reconstruction. Its people have a long history of continuous
cultural attainment, spread over thousands of years and variously
tempered by the ethics of Buddhismi Confucianism and Christianity,
and they have a very high standard of personal relations and
respect for education. They are predominantly rural, only 15 per
oent living in the large towns, and mostly live in small villages
in houses with a characteristic internal form and typically clean.
The commonest crop is rice, almost always associated with the
culture of beans and green <'egetables which assure some variety
in the diet. The agricultural economy, particularly of these
latter crops, is founded on a traditional application of all
waste nitrogenous matter to the land, and most houses are provided
with latrines the contents of which are used in this way. Though
this practice may have a high agricultural value it results in
almost universal parasitism with a variety of helminths of which
th~ound-worm is the commonest.
Those living by the sea or rivers
ea~ much fish, and in some degree it is widely eaten throughout
the country, but the nutrient value is to some extent offset by
the frequency of infection with Clonorchis and Paragonimus worms.
The tradition of clean living has however served the people well
in other ways, and a dense and steadily increasing population has
resulted.
Reoent disturbances of the economy include the departure of
most of the technical and professJ.onal groups after liberation
from Japanese rule in 1945, and a tide of war which has passed
twice over most of the country and four times over parts of it.
There has been great physical destruotion which, together with the
impossibility of full reocoupation of Seoul where many of the
institutions are concentrated, has greatly reduced the physical
facilities available, and particularly the eduoational faoilities.
Floods of refugees and dis~laced persons, numbering in all about
2.6 millions or 13 per cent of the totnl p.:·pula.tion and including
many severely injured people, presented a vast feeding and housing
problem and constituted ideal nursery beds of infectious disease.
About half the medical graduates of the country were recruited to
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Environmental services in the town broke down following the lose
of transport, personnel and other requirements. Supplies of
drugs and other materials came to an end, and inflation of the
currency destroyed the financial structure of both medioal and
health services. The results included epidemics or typhoid,
dysentery, typhus, smallpox and encephalitis; gross malnutrition
of large seotions of the population and probably, though the
statistics to establish the point are lacking, a general deterioration of health and increase in mortality particularly in that
due to tuberculosis.
The Government of Korea, ~iberally helped by the UN Civil
Assistance Command in Korea using Civilian Relief in Korea supplies,
has met al1 of these problems in some way, and some in a very
satisfactory manner. The governmental organisation and institutions
have been supported at all levels. Though the reconstruetion of
institutions has been impossible, those evacuated from Seoul have
been rehoused in temporary accommodation elsewhere, mainly in Pusan.
Food, clothing and shelter have been provided for the displaced
and destitute on a soale sufficient to maintain life but on a quite
inadequate standard for good health. An immunisation programme
amounting to ?0 million inoculations combined with a delousing
programme has halted the major epidemics. Water supplies and
environmental services have been restored, in some oases almost
to their previous standard. Lost and damaged equipment in hospitals
has been partially replaced. Drugs, dressings, eto. have been
supp~ied in liberal quantity for the treatment.of the .distressed,
and the hospital system has been reinforced by the opening or over
500 pu~lio dispensaries. The Mission is critical of some aspects
of the work carried out, but no criticism oan overshadow its
enormous vatue.
The Civil Assistance Command supports the Korean Government
in these and other ways through the medium of a headquarters
matching the governmental organisation, field teams including
medical and sanitary staff in every Province and in Seoul, a supply
organisation and a transport system. The Reconstruction Agency
had moved into Korea in 1951 and was currently operating under a
Memorandum of Understanding with the UN Command in a first phase
during which it was given only a liaison and planning fuaoticn with
a potential subsidiary executive role. The second phase was to
start 180 days after the cessation of hostilities when ful~
responsibility would be assumed by the Reoonstruotion Agency.
The long delay in the cessation of hostilities had prolonged the
joint existence of the two organisations beyond expectation, and
although the Civil Assjstance Command was undertaking work whieh
had long-term as well as immediate objectives, it seemed te the
Mission that the enforced delay in the commencement ~f reoonstruotion
measures by the organisation designated and intended for that
purpose was regrettable. Suoh work should be executed throughout
by a single organisation, and delay or division of responsibilities
at the start oan only confuse and detract from the Talue of effort.
The population which has undergone these happenings is
estimated at 20.53 millions, living at a density ef 215 to the
equare kilometre, about the same as that of parti~lly industrialised
Japan (223), approaching that of whol1y industrialised England and
Wales (290) and double that of India (109). For an almost entirely
agricultural country Korea is therefore very densely peopled and
must at all times have difficulty in being self-sufficient. The
population is, moreover, increasing. Ceneus records in the past
.referred to the entire country, the population of which increased
at a mean annual rate of 1.?4 per cent. There is no reason to
expect this rate of increase to lessen, particularly in the absence
of eoonomio stability, and increases to 24.4 millions by 1960 and
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- 5 to 29 millions by 19?0 are to be expected.
Vital statistics have been notably deficient since 1944, in
which year the birth rate was 31.8, the death rat.e 21.2 and the
infant mortality rate 115.6 per 1,000 births. Infective ~nd
parasitic diseases accounted for 23 per oent of deaths in 1944,
the last year of reporting; diseases of the respiratory system
mainly pneumonias ·and bronchitis - accounted f'or a further ·20 per
cent. The corresponding f~gures in England and Wales were 6 and
10 per cent. Pulmonary tuberculosis is an important individual
cause of death though greatly varying estimates of the actual
mortali~y have been made;
constantly recurring epidemic diseases,
including cerebro-spinal meningitis, smallpox, enteric, typhus and
diphtheria have caused a variable but high mortality. Nutritional
conditione and parasitism must be reckoned as very important causes
of ill-health as the country has oommonly experienced a "hungry ·
season" and helminthic infection is.almost universal.
The essence of the present situation is that the country is
not backward but contains most of the material for medical services
of a reasonable standard, though their utilisation has been
prevented by happenings of the last ten years. There is an
elaborate system of medical education capable of providing a
sufficiency of doctors, and already a higher ratio of graduate
doctors to general population than exists in most other countrie8
of Asia except Japan~ The position of allied and subsidiary staff
is, however, not so good: nurses are relatively few in number
and their position in the medical and social structure is unsatisfactory; dentists and pharmacists are too few for the needs of
the people, and the great variety of subordinate staff from
laboratory technicians to maintenance people is virtually nonexistent. This deficiency is attributable to the pattern of
employment during the Japanese regime and not to any l~ck of
educability in Koreans, as has been shown by experience in training
the Korean army. The public health system is weak, its administration
is unsatisfa~tory largely because there is great division of
responsibility which involves, amongst other things, a complete
break in the channel of technical responsibility between central
government and local authorities~ There is no properly qualified
direction of publio health work at provincial and lower levels.
Recently the Ministry of Health has embarked on a programme of
establishing prototype institutio~s as models to th~ country, but
for administrative reasons they are divorced from the educational
system and inadequately integrated into general work and se lose
mu~h of their value.
Medioal treatment has been primarily in the
hands of private practitioners, reinforced to a small extent by a
hospital service. Private practice has, however, been very greatly
hampered by lack of supplies and physical destruction of its
materials in the repeated battles which have affected almost all
of the country. The hospita~s, even though smal~, are not operating
to their full oapaoity, and it is apparent that the public has little
confidence in them. The Mission spent muoh effort in trying to
analyse the reasons for this, and concluded that the terms of
service of hospital staff and the nature of the nursing provided
were essential oauses. The hospit~l service has been greatly
elaborated by the formation of a large number of public health
dispensaries which have done admirable work in the field of
epidemic prevention but whioh, again, do not appear to have the
full confidence of the public, and in any case oarry out a curative
funotion only.
The town population was not unreasonably served with medical
before the war. There was then about one doctor to
evezy 6,000 people with an equal number of low grade dootors and
herb doctors practising traditional Chinese medicine. They were
mostly aggregated in the towns and engaged in private practice,
faoili~ies
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were government hospitals in the main towns but they catered
largely for the section of the population able to pay for treatment,
with minor provision for the indigent; in some places there were
Red Cross hospitals, voluntary agencies, and specialised
institutions such as isolation hospitals, leprosaria and tuberouloeie
hospitals. The country-dweller however may not h~ve gained much
advantage from these owing to their distance from his home.
Supporting these services were six Medical Colleges, three
national and three private, which had a potential out-turn of
between 4oo and 500 graduates each year. The health services
were of a much ~re primitive character; the central organisation
controlled lar~e bacteriological and chemistry laboratories of good
standard, but those at provincial level were much smaller and less
satisfactory. Environmental services were provided in towns, usually
on a simple scale, whilst the personal services were in an embryonic
stage. Isolation of infectious diseases was carried out on a major
scale, there being nullierous hospitals or blocks for the purpose 7
and many leprosaria on which the bulk of the Ministry of Health
budget was expended.
This framework has been badly damaged. Its temporary support
has been the responsibility of UNCACK while its rebuilding will
be the duty of the Korean Government aided by UNKRA, for which the
Mission was required to prepare plans. It approached its problem
by the successive steps of:
(a)

examining the present medical and public health services
in the broadest meaning of these terms;

(b)

preparing a statement of the objectives of reconstruction
within its terms of reference;

(o)

devising an outline of the way in which the Kerean
Government, with the help of UNKRA, could attain this
objective, including a statement of the intermediate
measures needed during the transition period.

The first of these is necessarily a discursive statement
constituting the background and justification of the recommendatione 1
but is not necessary for the understanding of their general form.
The others constitute between them the recommendations which it
was the Mission's duty to formulate. They can be read without the
background and as a matter of convenience are brought together in
the following chapter, though proper understanding requires a
reading of the entire text.
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RECONSTRUCTION

STATEMENT
liJhile reconstruction in the field of health is necessarily a
long matter, the Mission was enjoined to consider a five-year term
for the purposes of this report.
The general objective at the
end of that time is the placing of the public health services and
medical services on a stable footing, on as high a standard a~ is
attainable within the period and as is consonant with the ability
of the Korean Government to maintain and improve upon probably with
no more than normal international aid, in a form which is appropriate
to local circumstances and tradition and is acceptable to the
Korean Government and people.
This definition does not refer to replacement of previous
structures, materials and staff though such replacement is a
necessary part of reconstruction.
The difficulties through which
the country has passed inelude management as a Japanese subsidiary
state up to 1944, departure of most of the technical and professional
staff in 1945, division of the country into two wbolly artificial
parts, and bitter wcrfare almost throughout the land.
These have
produced so complicated a'picture that a wider perspective of
reconstruction must be adopted, using the existing foundations and
incorporating all ava~lable materials, but not slavishly following
any previous pattern.
Korea is already one of the most densely peopled agricultural
areas of the world and it will be impossible to meet the needs of a
population which continues to expand indefinitely at the present
rate.
Early stabilisation cannot be hoped for, and propaganda
towards that end from the Korean Government itself, before economic
stability is generally recognised, or at any time from outside
organisations, would probably be useless and might vitiate the
chances of later work and should not therefore be attempted.
The
demographic and social studies which form the basis of public
education campaigns in this respect have already been started and
should be further encouraged; the full emancipation of women and the
provision of employment suitable for them should also be kept
prominently in view in the general scheme of development of the
country.
In the meantime the assumption will be made that a
continued growth will occur and the population may reach or exceed
29 millions in 20 years time.
This could perhaps be supported but
would surely represent the limit of the capacity of the country
without extensive industrial development.
The work cannot succeed in the reconstruction period or survive
after it unless the economic stability of the country is restored,
and unless government service is attractive to good men anxious to
make a career within it.
An essential p~erequisite is therefore
the arrangement of terms of service for staff, providing reasonable
security of tenure, sufficient emolument, and freedom of technically
qualified people of all grades from transfer to non-technical
appointments except at their own wish.
There is no single measure whioh by its widespread application
would result in a dramatic improvement in public health.
Indeed
this is not the objective, but rather to put the country and lts
people on a sound footing in health matters so that they may rest
secure from risk of ~ajar epidemics and have the power to utilise
and enjoy such resources as the country has.
A general rebuilding
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and medical services together with active campaigns to alleviate
some of the more pressing probleills which now present themselves is
needed.
Work of this nature could be successfully initiated within
the period of reconstruction and could be expected to achieve its
immediate objects though it would not produce remarkable changes in
death rates during that time.
Moreover the work could be so planned
that its conti!'luation by the Korean Government after the end of
special international aid would be quite possible, though some
projects such as the c::>netruction of a School of Hygiene would
deserve help after day to day aid had ended.
Those responsible must bear in mind two conversing series of
measures, eventually flowing into each other but initially distinct.
One series is chosen hecause the measures are urgent, imllediately.
practicable, basically sound and preferably with an appeal to the
public, stimulating it to support further measures in the belief of
their efficacy.
The other series is selected regardless of its
imhlediate urgency or practicability, but because the measures
constitute the foundation of a sound system providing a healthy
environment, necessary welfare services, freedom from epidemic and
endemic diseases, and facilities for treatment of the sick.
IMMED I ..~ TE l•.IE:AS URES

Maintenance of nutrition.
This is not considered as a specifically
medical matter and is not further elaborated, but it cannot be
ignored that it is the foundation of all health.
Maintenance is
required in special groups such as refugees and displaced persons a~
well as in the general population because such groups constitute
foci of disease affecting both themselves and the population at large.
Prevention of epidemic and endemic diseases.
An elaborate and
successful prograr~Je of prevention has been built up by UNCACK,
chiefly based on iruuunisation and delousing through the agency of the
newly established public health dispensaries.
The continuation of
this prograw@e will be necessary for a numb~r of years until sounder
wethods of limiting disease transmission can be substituted.
During
the reconstruction period it could well be amplified to cover
endemic diseases as well as the epidemic ones with which it is now
larg~ly concerned.
~ major campaign against helminth infections, a
wide exteusion of BCG vaccination against tuberculosis, and the
establishment of a systeu for the treatment of venereal.disease~
aoongst the general public are reco~uendedt
Each of these u1easures is elaborated in Chapter IV of Part II.
The cru~paign against parasitism is justified by the extreme
prevalence and importance of parasitic diseases and the fact that it
can be undertaken with little elaboration of services.
It would
require supervision by internati'onal staff, detailed later, but raost
of the work could be carried on by existing staff aided by
subordinates who could be trained on the spot and with ease.
The
extension of BCG vaccination is ~ade very desirable by the increasing
frequency of tuberculosis and the inability of the country to institute
other major measures to counteract it, but measures which constitute
the core of a control and treat~ent mechanism are suggested as longterm measures later in this chapter.
It requires a specialist in
tubt£Jrculosis to be provided by UNKRA and an invitation to WHO to send
a visiting teuu to deuonstrate m~thods, initiate training, and
prescribe in further detail the long-term measures to be adopted.
The campaign against venereal diseases is also necessitated by their
frequency, by the difficulty of securing adequate treatment and the
danger to the co<J.ounity of insufficient treatraent.
The ultimate
ucchanisn would be by the provision of special clinics associated
with Health Units and hospitals, but ~ediately a ca~paign oould be
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based on hospitals and soue selected public health dispensaries.
Supplies.
This prograrme should include equipnent, medical stores
and literature, and should have the objective of supporting hospital
and siEliln.r institutions, medical and dental colleges, the national
laboratories, nursing schools, and private practitioners of medicine
and-dentistry.
It will require the peroanent services of a
Supplies Officer, the temporary appointu.Gnt of officers with special
experience of laboratory and hospital equipment, and assistance from
a visiting l7ledical librarian.
Hospital equipruent including beds, bed-linen, heating apparatus 1
autoclaves and sterilisers, and norraal medical, surgical and
pharmaceutical aaterial should be bo.ccC. en st;:t.nda.L"'d lists for 20,
50 and·lOO bed units.
Supplies should be issued after inventory of
equipnent in hand and it may be roughly estioated that supplies
equivalent to equipping four or five thousands beds will be needed.
The nursing school equipLlent needed will be; equivalent· to almost the
entire needs of 16 schools with a capacity of 1,200 pupils.
The
equiplllent for w.edical and dental colleges and t.he laboratories is
specialised; detailed specification will require full prelioinary
survey by a Supplies Officer with special experience.
Rough
esti.uates can be based on the fact t::at soL!lowhat more than half the
equipment for six medical colleges with a total student enrolment
between 2 7 500 and 3,000, all the equipnent for a dental college and
pharmacy college, and virtually all the equipment for a major
bacteriological and vaccine producing laboratory and a major chemistry
laboratory will need replacement.
ConsmaabJ.e luedical stores are necessary for both public and
private practice, _and the support of the latter should divert a
considerable load which would otherwise fall on public institutions.
It is suggested that the present annual importation through Government
and CRIK channels should be increased by about 25 per cent, and
initially one-third of this total diverted to private practitioners
preferably through a cooperative movement organised within the
.Hedical and Dental .Associations.
All supplies to public and private
destinations should be costed.
Public institutions should each
be given a ceiling of expenditure within which they could indent for
supplies.
Materials destined for private practitioners should be
paid for at reasonable prices, receipts being handled according to
the mechanism ruling for sale of other relief goods.
The proportions
going to the two types of user could be adjusted on experience, and
a constant effort ~ade to restore the normal channels of trade.
Supplies of literature should be brought under two progrrucrmes,
immediate and long-teru.
Ir.~ediate provision is needed in the case
of the text books and journals for medical schools with about 450
students in eaoh of two pre-medical and four uedical ye~~s, and for ·
a dental college and pharmacy college with about lOO students in each
on a four years• course.
They are also needed for the current use
of a major bacteriological laboratory and a chemistry laboratory,
16 nursing schools, and 2,500 to 3,000 graduate doctors actually in
practice.
The priL1ary language needed is English, with German,
French and Chinese, if available, as secondaries.
Initial stook
for institutions need not be on a costing basis though replacements
and additions should be.
Distribution to practitioners through
cooperative organisation within the professional Associations, and
possibly even tha· establishment of small provincial libraries to
ensure the maximuD utility of books supplied, is suggested.
Vaccines eonstitute a special category of supply and they
could largely be oanufactured locally and with great advantage.
For this reason the restoration of the vaccine sections of the
National Laboratory for the Prevention of Infectious Diseases should
be given a very high priority as regards structure, equipoent and
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materials.
The fellowships to members of its staff for further
study in ·assay processes and other subjects related to vaccine
production should also be expedi.ted.
Training.
Major training schemes are urgently required for
sanitarians, waterworks staff, and public health nurses, while lesser
ones are required for numerous groups including Health Unit mediGal
officers, nurse-midwives in health unit work, tuberculosis workers
and others.
The major ones are aeeded to fill almost total
deficiencies, to meet which a high output could be kept up from
special schools during the reconstructidn period, the subsequent
smaller replacement needs being supplied by normal on-the-job
-training.
The ~nediate aim should be the establisrunent of three schools
for sanitarians, waterworks operatives and public health nurses,
each operated by visiting international staff.· The sanitarians
school should be based on the executive management of a health area
by a health officer and two sanitarians, all visiting staff.
Courses
of instruction should last six months, and should continue on an
intensive scale until a trained man exists for every gun, municipal
and provincial post as well as for such Health Units as have by then
been established·.
Waterworks traini.ag should be on the basis of a
major waterworks managed by a visiting engineer and two or three
assistants, and should cover all the technologies involved in routine
management of waterworks and water distribution systems.
Public
health nurse training oan only be carried out on the basis of a
locally operating complete scheme of personal public health services.
For this reason the establishment of the National Health Unit proposed
in Chapter II of Part II and the appointment of the visiting Health
Unit team there suggested should be expedited as much as possible~
The existing Rural Hygiene Institute of Kaejon should also be supported
and the public health nurse training already planned there encouraged
in all possible ways.
Urban sanitary improvement.
Full restoration of transport for
scavenging and cesspit clearance is the most urgent urban need, and
may be estimated at 90 per cent of the requirements for 2.5 million
people.
Any specialised vehicles should be suitable for handloading.
Cement for the construction of local collecting dumps is also needed.
Composting plants should be constructed in two or three towns where
they oan be kept under close observation, and as experience is gained
in their operation they should be extended to others.
Treatment of common ailments.
Conversion of the existing public
health dispensaries to Health Units is described in Chapter II of
Part II.
In the meantime they should be utilised for the treatment
of common ailments as well as the prevention of epidemic and endemic
diseases.
They could well be reinforced by mobile clinics,
originally posted to two provinces and to others when ~uocessful
experience has been gained with the originals.
They should also be
supported by ambulances, originally one to each province and major
city, for the transport of seriously ill patients to provincial
hospitals •.
:te-.establishment of w.edical education.
A scheme is detailed in
Chapter VI of Part II and is dealt with as long-tero policy in this
Part.
The imnediate steps of reopening Seoul University .Hedioal
college, Kjung Puk Medical College, and securing release of members
of their senior staffs from arr.1y service should, however, be given a
very high priority, and work should be supported as much as possible
till the long-tero policy can be put into effect.
Fellowship programme.

This is related to long-term needs but could

•
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be started at once and is in fact an essential preliminary to the
long-term programue.
It is considerable; difficulty ~ght be
experienced in its implementation owing to lack of fluency in the
English language, which most Fellows would need.
While none should
be appointed who could not profit for this reason, it would be a
loss to the country if tha selection in the end turned on fluency in
English and not true suitability.
To avoid this, and because the
progranlille is considerable, it wou.ld be worth while to offer instruction
in English as a preliuinary to tLose with an original grounding in
the language.
The conversion of the _younger me~bers of the cownunity
to English as a scientific language would make this offer uore
valuable to their elders and ensure continuity of education.
The
attention of UNESCO is drawn to this recomrJ.endo.tion as this field of
education is within UNESCO responsibilities.
In choosing Fellows
stress should be laid on ensuring that they have previously been
engaged in the speciality concerned (unless no such people are
available), that they are of high intellectual standing and have good
basic training, that they nay be expected to return to appointments
appropriate to the fellowship granted, and that they hav& sufficient
fluency of language to profit.
The object of the fellowships to the
staff of ~edical colleges is to enable then to study systems oth~r
than the Japanese under which they have been brought up, and they
should not therefore go to Japan.
No other lioitation is placed on
their destination and no limitation of any type on the destination of
other groups.
Fellowships are proposed for the following groups for
which an approxiL:late progra.IJIJ.e of despatch is given, but this could
be varied according to circumstances.
Period of
Fellowship

Post

1 ;year

Medical Officer of Health

6 months

Staff of nedical, dental, and
pharmaceutical colleges - nonclinical us well ~s clinical

1 year
1 year

Staff of National Laboratories
·Industrial hygiene officers

~

1

2

3

4

2.·

Total

5

5

2

2

2

16

20 20 20 20 20

lOO

6

2

1

1

2

2

2

..

14
2

6 months

Medical librarians

l

6 Llonths

Supplies officer

1

1 year

Tuberculosis officer

1

].

1 year

Leprosy officer

1

1

2

1 year

Gynaecologist and obstetrician

1

1

1 year

Sanitary E17-gineers

1

1

2

6 months

Nurses

2

5

5

2

2

16

1 year

Misoel~aneous

3

~

3

3

3

15

1

2
1

1

1

].

5

170

Should it not prove possible to ensure the ~ediate reopening
of Seoul Medical College every effort should be made to grant fellowships to as high a proportion as possible of the staff of that College
imoediately.
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Rehabilitation of the disabled.
This is regarded as an immediate
measure because of its moral and political significance and the large
numbers of people needing help. The subjeot is discussed in
Chapter V of Part II, and requires:(1) Provision of servioes and equipment in a Rehabilitation
Centre to be set up at Tongnae.

(2) The appointment of a visiting orthopaedic surgeon to survey
the ~roblem, draw up detailed specifications of materials and staff
required, and on his advioe:-

{3) The appointment of a visiting rehabilitation team under
hie leadership.
LONG-TERM MEASURES
The leng-term programme oan be assisted by UNKRA and woul~ be
impossible et fulfilment without that help, but it should essentially
be a government programme and not one pressed forward independently
by an eutside agenoy. The basis of it lies in some rearrangement
ef government organisation and particularly in establishment of terms
of service for staff which shall continue after the end of international aid, measures which oan only be carried out by Government
itself though the Agency oan stand by to advise and help in them.
The ones which appear to be necessary are detailed below.
Organisational measures.
The essential point cf reform of
o~ganisation is to ensure direct communication on teohnioal matters
between the Ministry of Health and al~ government medical staff in
the provinces. All health work in the provinces should be under
the control of a medical officer speoitioally trained in public
health, technically responsible to the Ministry of Health, and
preferably be the task of a Bureau of Health in the provincial
government. His appointment should be directly controlled by the
Ministry of Health and he should be given adequate emoluments and
security of tenure. It is desirable that ether technical officers
working for government in the provinces should also be directly
employed by the Ministry as members of a permanent staff seconded
to the provinces. The Ministry of Health should maintain direct ·
control over the National Laboratories, ari epidemio oontrol service,
and of the teaching hospitals attached to medical colleges,
associating its prototype sohemes with them. It should further
encourage the attainment of high standards of health work by
provincial governments, preferably by a system of matohing grants
to approved schemes.
To achieve these and to remedy other weaknesses it ie
recommended in the text or Part II that the folLowing organisational
changes should be made:(1) The creation of the post in the Ministry of Health, below
the Minister and Vioe-Minister, of Chief I-'Iedical Officer, the
holder being rea~nsible for al1 executive action subject to the
policy of the Minister.
·
{2) The creation in the Ministry of a Bureau of International
Health.

(3) The unification of supply mechanisms of all types in the
Bureau of Pharmaceutical Affairs, in a section headed by a specialist
Supplies Officer.

t
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officers, public health nurses and sanitarians tor secondment
to provincial appointments.

(5) The creation of an Inspectorate of Factories and Mines
in the Ministry of Commeroe.

(6) The creation of a Bureau of Health at provincial level,
in Seoul, and possibly in the larger oities, in direct
communication with the Ministry ~f Health.

(7) The appointment of a fully trained Health Officer,
employed by central Government, to each province and to Seoul,
and the appointment of Assistant Health Officers under them.
(8) The placing of teaching hospitals, as distinct from the
Colleges with which they are associated, under the Minister of
Health and the creation of central and local liaison systems to
ensure coordination between the two Ministries involved in medical
education.

(9) The creation of a Medical Council to control standards
of medical education, and the revival of the Nursing Affairs
Committee.
Financial measures.
Budgeta~~ systems and methods of financing
need overhaul to en~ure a reasonable allocation of funds to health,
and control by the Ministry of policy and standards throughout
the country. It is.proposed in the text of Part II that:(1) Budgets should be reviewed with the object of allocating
the following.minimum proportions of income from taxation to
health matters: Central Government 5 per cent, provincial government 10 per cent, ~ and other looal authorities 10 per cent.
With the objeot of-attaining a governmental expenditure on all
health work of about 15 million dollar equivalents •
. (2) Central Government support to provincial governments
should be in the form of payment of salaries of key technical
staff and matching grants for approved schemes.
(3) Overhaul of the accounting system of hospitals and other
institutions, including provision for accounting for the cost of
al1 aid supplies.

Revision of terms of service, and methods of appointment of staff.
The establishment of sound conditions of app~intment, followed by
reasonable emolument and seourity of tenure is much needed. It is
suggested that all senior appointments should be made by the
Minister and after advertisement; ·in the case of senior hospital
effioers a preliminary recommendation should be made by a medical
committee and passed through provincial government for comment.
The terms of appointment should a~ply to all grades of technical
staff' including sanitarians and sh'lluld include freedom from
transfer to non-teohnioal appointmehts exoept on request. Salary
scales are not here recommended, but they should be such as to
enable the holders to maintain themselves and· their families in
suitable circumstances without additional support, and should be
higher for health officers than for other grades in the service
of the Ministry of Health.
Revision of the public
Unit system is advised.

- 14 The executive actions to this end would be:(1) Creation of a National Health Unit outeide Seoul oity.
(2) The invitation to the ccuntry of a visiting Health Unit
team, preferably as a unit from 0ne country now operating the
eystem, and arrangement for it to operate the National Unit on
a matching basis with Korean staff.

(3) Survey of the oountry to deoide the location or units so
that eaoh oould be made responsible for the oare of some 50,000
to 70,000 people.
(4) Establishment of prototype Health Units in each province,
utilising the Rural Hygiene Institute at Kaejon and the National
Hospital at Onyang as nuclei in their respective provinces.
(5) Training of staff, including d0otors, health nurses,
nurse-midwives, and sanitarians in the national and prototype
units, and their subsequent posting to public health dispensaries
to convert them into Health Units.
(6) Expansion of the functions of dispensaries so started.
Re-establishment of medical, dental, nursing and pharmacy eduoati•n•
The ultimate form of medical education which is foreseen does not
greatly differ from that which previously existed and has been
dislocated by war. Modifications suggested include the reform of
the curriculum from within after staffs have been given the
opportunity to see the systems used elsewhere; the enlargement
and radical ~provement of teaching hospitals and, in particular,
the immediate provision of more hospital accommodation for Seoul
National University Medical College, the absorption of Seoul
Women's College into Seoul National University Medical College,
and consideration of the need to initiate a medical college at
one o! the universities.now without one. The programme is
considerable but is prad~ioable within a limited term and could
be one of the most rewarding forms of reconstruction.
\

The executive steps

ad~sed

are:-

(1) The urgent reopening ·~f Seoul and Kyung Puk University
Medical Colleges and release of their staffs from military service,
fol~owed by the' reopening ~f Ewha Medical College and the offer o!
incorporation af Seoul Women's Medical Co~lege in the University
Medical College, with an agreement on the adequate admicsion of
women.
{2) Survey of the structures, services, fittings, equipment,
materials and libraries of all medical, dental and ph~aoy eolleges
recognised as such in June 1950, complete restoration in aooe~ance
with the survey but with modification-of ward systems to a predominant public ward type. Similar restoration of nursing sch&als
approved on grounds of their past standards and the hospital
facilities open to them.

(3} Construction of a new teaching hospital, or expansion of
an existing one, in Seoul to provide at ~eaet an add~tional 200
teaohing beds.
(4} Invitation to a complete visiting hospital team, physicians,
surgeons, obstetricians, nurses, technicians, auxiliary, administrative and para-medical staff to cooperate in the work of the
teaching hospitals associated with Seoul Medical College, participate
!ully in medical eduGation and operate a major nursing school. It
is preferable that this should be a complete team arriving as an

'

- 15 integrated group, and the Scandinavian countries who have offered
material help of this type might be invited to consider organising
it. Should this be impossible the feasibility of arranging independent
medical, surgical 1 obstetrical, nurse training and administrative
demonstration teams should be reviewed.
·
N~

(5) The appointment of visiting nursing instructors to Chun
and Kyung Puk Medical Colleges.

(6) Enlargement of a provincial hospital near one of the
universities and not now associated with a medical college as a
preliminary step towards opening a new college.
(7) Implementation of fellowship, equipment and library
recommendations already made above.
(8) The organisation of the following activities in close
connection with medical colleges; a combined domiciliary und
hospital maternity service; tuberculosis control and treatment
centre; and venereal diseases centre.

(9) At a late stage in reconstruction a visiting thoracic
surgery demonstration team should be invited to work in Seoul
Medical College.
Re-establishment and reform of hospital systems.
The general policy
in regard to hospitals is discussed in Chapter V of P~t II. It
involves:-

(1) A survey of hospitals with particular reference to the needs
and population of the areas they serve. On the basis of this survey,
formulation of a programme of hospital reconstruction and enlargement.
(2) Physical survet followed by reconstruction of approved
provincial hospitals, with modification of structure to provide
larger wards, improved staff quarters, and maternity, paediatric,
and tuberculosis sections, and for tuberculosis and venereal diseases
c;l.inics.

(3) Preparation of stru1dard equipment lists, and inventories of
actual equipment in hand, ~eficits being made up.
(4) Revision of the system of admission of the indigent, by the
training and appointment of hospital almoners.
(5) The other measures of staff appointments, revision of terms
of service, nurse training, and supply have already been re.ooilWended
above.
Reconstitution of private practice.
The main measures for supply
and literature have already been advised above. Any additionaJ.
steps possible should be taken to reinforce practice and to strengthen
the influence of the Medical, Dental and Nursing kssooiations
particularly in scie~tific matters.
Reconstitution of laboratory services.
The two National Laboratories
were and could be the keystone of epidemic and endemic disease
prevention and urgently need restoration to this position •. In mak.i.."lg
this reoonstruction,the possibility of their ultimately being fused
to constitute the nucleus of a School of Hygiene on the periphery of
Seoul should constantly be borne in mind. The executive steps
advised are:-

- 16 (l) Physical survey of structures, services, fittings and
equipment as for medical colleges, and restoration on the basis
of this survey, particular emphasis being laid on the urgent
restoration of facilities for vaccine production.
(2) Appointment of a visiting entomologioal team oonsistinc
of an entomologist and assistant entomologist, virologist and
technician to form a daoonatration inaect-borne diseases unit
in the bacteriological laboratory.
·

(3) Implementation of the fellowship, equipment and supply
recommendations already made.
Establishment of model institutions.
suggested:-

The following actions are

(l) Incorporation of the National Venereal Diseases Centre
in the University of Seoul Medical College after the teaching
hospitals have been placed under the Ministry of Health-.
(2) The provision of special assistance to the National
Leprosarium with the object of ensuring proper standards of
admission of infective oases; adequate oase record systems;
systematic and scientifically controlled trentuent; agricultural
or other occupation for those inmates able to undertake it; proper
isolation of infants and uninfected children from cases; and
discharge of non-infective oases.

(3) The early release of Inchon Tuberculosis Sanatorium, ita
oomplete restoration and subsequent support.

(4) Implementation of the previous proposals on foruation ot
model Health Units.
Improvement of water sup~lies in quantity and quality.
Schemes
need development for both rural and urban supplies, the former
based on production of standard designs and subsi~ eupply of
materials and fittings, the latter on survey followed by anlargea.at
and improveoent. The executive measures advised are:(1) An engineering survey of all urban supplies as regards
source, collection and purification systems, and distribution
systems, and in respect of adequacy and quality.
(2) Preparation of detailed plans for the improvement of all
to ensure a minimum supply of 20 gallons of wholesome water per head
per day to all users.

(3) Allocation of priorities for implementation of these plans
on a 25-year scheme, and co~encement of construction work on that
scheme.
LATE MEASURES

The measures already suggested are intended for implementation.
during the period of reconstruction, here defined as being about
five years. By that time the Korean Government should have taken
over all the work and it is hoped that it would be able to maintain
it without international help. There are, however, sone measures
which are necessarily extremely slow or pro1onged and for the
completion of which continuing material aid could be offered. Those
foreseen as coming within this category are the construction of a
School of Hygiene, continuation of waterworks construction and
sanitary improvement, and fellowship programLles.

- "!7 UNKRA ACTIVITIES
The general activities of UNKRA would lie in the support, and
in some cases in the execution of the reconunendations alreaey .
This section is
made for immediate, long-term and Late measures.
concerned in the pnysical activities necessar,y for that support.
staff international
recruited.
During the interim
pe o
e ore UNKRA assumes tul responsibilit,y.~or international
assistance some of the health workers presently seconded to UNCACK
mey continu~.
However, when the time comes to implement the
recommendations in this report the suitability of all staff should
be examined carefully to ensure that they are thoroughly competent
to undertake the responsibilities envisaged.
The present·" field''
health teams would continue until they are replaced b,y the visiting
assistance recommended, or until the Korean government organization
can operate without their aid; both forms of assistance would be
gradually diminished and ultimately withdrawn by the end. of the
reconstruction period, though the timing cannot ~e foretold.
The
staff vrorld.ng at the centre, preswm.bzy in the .Ministey of Health,
would gradually increase by ·reason of: ( 1) The transfer of peri:Pleral fUnctions to the centre as
local assistance becomes less needed.
(2) Attachment of specific training units fbr which there is
no present equivalent.
( ;) The attachment of specialist advisers working with the
Govel'll!OOnt but on the staff of UNKRA.

( 4) The bringing of medical supplies work specifically under
the Ministzy of Health and not as part of a general Goverrunent
supply section as at present, and

( 5) The enlargement of the present engineering section, due
to increase of training functions, addition of specific waterrmrks
survey :f\mctiona, and the undertald.ng of all constructional
engineering design required for the health services.
At the end of the period all staff would be central, or working
in centrally controlled projects, and. the followinS schedule is
based on ul time. te form: Chief .Medical Officer to UNKRA, ..who will also be chief
adviser to the Ministry of Health.
Medical Officer:
Assistant to above.
Medical 0 fficers of Health:
For assistance to provinces and large
cities: up to 12 might be recruited if'
obtainable' later progressively reduced
in numbers.
Medical 0 ffioers:
1 supervising parasitic diseases campaign.
l in charge of' sanite.rinna• training.
1 spec1£.list adviser on tuberculosis.
1 specie.iist adviser on maternity and
child \mlfare.
1 specialist adviser on leprosy.
Provincial e.nd general duties officers
origino.lzy 12, later progressively reduced
in nwnbers.
Adviser on institution and hospital management.
Chief Nurse:
Nursing Instructors:

10 Provincial nursing advisers.
2 nurse tutors for Chun Nam and Kyung Puk
Colleges.

- 18Chief Sanitarian:
Sanitarians:

2 for sanitarians 1 training school.
2 for parasitic diseases team.
Provincial and general duties sanitarians,
originally lo,·lnter progressively reduced
in numbers.

Chief Sanitary Engineer:
Sanitary Engineers:
1 in chnrge of waterworks training school
and mail\tenanoe ~training.
l speci~ist in charge water survey.
Engineering Instructors:
~
2 for wo:b.erworks training and for oa.inteno.nce t~uining.
Drawing Office &
Survey Staff, eto.:
Not specified.
Temporary Staff:
The services of several specialists with
knowledge of building, electrio~l installations, wat~ and heating installation
would be neede.d.
Supply Officer
Storekeepers:

l for headquart•rs stores.
1 for provincial work, inventories,

Temporary Staff:

checld.ng and training.
The services of ·Sl>eoialists in lo.borator;r
fittings and supply, and hospital fittin«s
and supply would probably be needed at
first.

Invitation of demonstration teacs and specialists&
(l) combined demonstration team. A major t~am comprising a
tull staff of physicians, surgeons, obstetricians, nurs9s, administrat~
and auxill.tiry and para-medical staff for work in Seoul. MecU.oal. College
Hospital.
(2) Health Unit teac.
midwives and ~anitarians.

(3) .Tuberculosis team.

A medical officer, public health nurse,

Composition to be specified by WHO.

(4) Rehabilitation team. Originally represented DY an orthopAed1o
surgeon who would specify the specialisms to be represented.
(5) Insect-borne diseases investigation team. Entomo1ogist,
assistant entomologist, virologist and a technician.
(6) Thoracic surgery team. This team would be required late in
the programme and is not here.specified in detail.
(7) Medical librarian.

To be invited as early as possible.

Frovision of fellowships.
The detail of this prog.ramm~ has already
bean specified. It amounts to 168 fe~lowships in five years.
Su~pll~

The normal supply needs excluding special re-equipment of
oratories, medical colleges and hospita~s is estimated at initially
25 per cent greater than the present one. Library supply is detniled
under Immediate Measures.

la
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restoration of structures, services, fittings 1 equipment and original
stook of expandible supplies of the institutions listed below in
order of priority.
(1) The Medical Colleges and associated hospitals of Seoul,
Chun Nam and KYung' Puk National Universities •
•

(2) The Dental and Pharmacy Colleges of Seoul National University.

(3) The National Laboratory for the Prevention of Infectious
Diseases.

(4) The National Chemistry Laboratory.
(5) The National Public Health Centre in Seoul.
(6) Severance and Ewha Medical Colleges. The reconstruction of
Seoul Women's Medical College being dependent on policy.
(7) Inchon Red Cross Hospital and Seoul Red Cross Hospital.
(8) Tongnae Rehabilitation Centre.
(9) Provincial hospitals approved after survey and regrading.
(10) Nursing schools recognised as such at the start of the war
and considered suitable for reconstruction.
Construction of new buildings, or conversion. Provision of an extra
200 bed capacity in association with Seoul University Medical College,
in a new building on the original site, by new construction elsewhere
or by conversion of the Isolation Hospital.
Enlargeuent of nurse and pupil-nurse acoomoodation, and of the
School of Nursing at Seoul to provide a National School of Nursing.
Buildings for a National Health Unit, and prototype units in
each province, to specification previously discussed with another
government in Asia operating this mechanism.
Extension of provincial hos~itals approved for the purpose
to provide separate maternity sections, and accommodation for
tuberculosis and venereal diseases clinics where it is necessary.
Provision of transport. Garbage clearance and cesspit clearance
trucks, 90 per cent of requirements for 2.5 million people.
Ambulances - one for each province and major city.
Mobile clinics - originally two, possibly increased later
to ten.
All of these with 5 year stook of spares.
Waterworks expansion. The scale of supply and support for this
programme will be considerable but cannot be even roughly estimated
until special survey has been made.
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CHAP T E R I
ORGANISATION AND ADMINISTRATION
OF THE HEALTH SERVICES
The efficient execution of the work which comprises the health
service of·a country demands the closest collaboration between
central and local government on the one hand, and voluntary agencies
9n the other. The degree of such collaboration varies between
individual countries but there can be no doubt that the best results
follow a close association between these two.
Modern health work has become so costly that it is no l~nger
possible to expect voluntary agencies to bear a considerable part
of it, but nevertheless the personal voluntary services of
individuals and associations can be of the greatest value in the
operation of health schemes on a national scale.
THE GOVERNMENT HEALTH SERVICES
As in most other countries these services in Korea are
administered at three levels - at the centre in the Ministry of
Health of the National Government, in the Provinces and in)Seoul
by the Bureaux of Social Affairs and locally by the shis(l or
guns.(2)
During the Japanese regime, which lasted from 1910 to 1945,
public health was a function of the Bureau of Police to which was
attached a separate section on sanitation to deal with public health
problems. Institutions such as the Serum Manufacturing Institute
at Seoul (the present National Laboratory for the Prevention of
.Infectious Diseases), the Seoul Hospital, the Imperial University
of Seoul, asylums for the deaf and the blind, and a leper hospital,
were under the direct control of the Governor General, while at
the provincial level a sanitary bureau was attached to the
provincial police division~ and the work was extended to the local
level through the county police- bureau.
The American Military Government, which lasted from September

1945 to May 194?, changed the system of public health administration
by abolishing the health functions of the Bureau of Police and
substituting a Bureau of Health. Shortly afterwards welfare
functions were added to the Bureau of Health and the designation
altered to the Bureau of Health and Welfare. A Department of Public
Health and Welfare was established in each province corresponding
to the organisational arrangement at the centre. A change in
designation was subsequently effected, changing the ter~ bureau
at the centre into a department, and the departments in the provinces
to bureaux. The supervision and control of the national institutions
which had been a function of the Governor General was entrusted to
the Department of Public Health and Welfareo
Following the American Military Government an Interim Government
was established and lasted from June 1947 to August 1948. During
(l) ~:
(2)

a city.

the major division of a province, roughly but inaccurately
translated as "county"~

~:
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continued but the n,mber of pro·-iincial bureaux was reduced from ten
to five.
With the establishment of the Government of the Republic of
Korea in August 1948, the Central :Cepartment of Public Health and
We:!.,fare was reduced to the status of a bureau in tr.e Ministry of
Social Aff~irs. After a sho~t period of operatic~ this arrangement
was found unsa·i:dsfaotory and a number of medical associations
petitioned the National Assembly reques·cing the creation of a
separate Minj.stry of Health. In March 1949 the President approved
the Bill passed by the General Asserobly creatin.g a Min:tstry of Health
but no changes were effected in the provincial administration where
public health continued to be under the jurisdiction of the ~tinister
of Social Affairs.
The frequent chan$es in,the administrational arrangement
undoubtedly created many difficulties and some degree of confusion
in the minds of medical. persons and the public.

It would appear that certain public health functions continued
to be vested in the police depa-:-tment as was the case during the
Japanese regime. In a Qa~cain rhi(l) that was visited the information
was given by the ~':£9!: <2 J that-"fii w•~s expected to report oases of
communicable diseases to the ~ur.{3) office as well as directly to
the police. This was confirmed~at a polioe t1tation where it was
observed that there \·.ras an epidemic prevent:i.on section in the police
office. The trans!er of health fnnotions :f.rom the bureav, of police
to the newly created Ministry of Health has not been g~ven full
effect.
Certain specific functions in regard to the control of venereal
diseases are also vested in the police~ This is influenced by the
emergency condit::i.ons ot the present time, but it is nGvertheless
important th'--...t when conditions ~e·:.urn to normal the control of these
diseases also should be LUJ.der·tak.en a.s a purely public health measure.•
Reference to this is made in a subsequent chapter dealing with the
venereal diseasea,
The ohe.nge in the stc-:.tus of the health service by the reduction
of the Departrr.eni; of Publi.o Eealth and Welfe.re established during
the Ame!'ic.an Military Goverr..ment to bureau status undor the Minister
of Social Affairs in 1948 must be r&~~~ded as unfortunate. It is,
however, to the credit of the Government tnat it quickly established
a Minist!"y o:f Health when represent::1tions were macie de£..ar.d.i.l:t.~ :.lH:
creation of such a HinistryQ

In all of the administrative arrangements that existed from
the J'apan~se period to the end of the Interim Government there were
parallel admir.:is·trative organisations at the oentre and in the
provinces ensuring a C')ntinll:!.ty cl action. In the present arrangement thGre is no par.:..llel or~o.nisat:to;l O.'~ thG provincial level, and
in consequence little benefit oar. accrue froa ~he mere creation of
a Mi..""listry of Health at a National. Gover!llllent ..level., !t seems
strange that the m~:iJ.cal assooi.ations which had made representations
for the creation of a oentral Ministry of He3lth did not continue
to make repr-asentations for -the necessary rlrnvisiori. of an efficient
public health c'.i'gani~ation a·t the provino:i.ul level. The effeots of

(l)
(2)
(3)

The smallest administrative division: roughly translated as
"village" ..
The headman of a rhi.
·rhe next Amo.llest d.i:V'ision, roughly t:ranslated as np::t:rish"•

"'
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hoapit_al services are admi niatered in the country which is referred
to in the chapter on medical care.
In the cabinet form of government which obtains in Korea it
is inevitable that the Minister of Health suff"era from two handicaps,
namely, that he is in charge of the moat recently created Ministry
and also that his Ministry is not in a position to impl.ement
effectively the health policy of the Government for which funds
are voted by the legislative assembly. One wonders whether the
very low allocation of funds for health work, amounting to less
than one per cent of the entire budget, is influenced by these factors.
The Minister and the Vice-Minister function as head and deputy
head respectively of the Ministry. As these posts are polit~cal
appointme~ts they cannot be held for any length of time like
technical posts held by officers in the public service. Consequently
a sound long-term programme of health work is more difficult of
re~sation. ·
T~~re is, furthermore, a l~ck of coordination of the work of
the bureaux of the Ministry. Administrations attempt to overcome
these shortcomings in different wars. In most English-speaking
co~tries there is besides the Minist~r and the Vice-Minister,
generally lqlowu as the Parliamentary Secretary, a tech,n:i.cal head
of the department who is in charge of all sections or bureaux and
is not liable to change on political grounds. The designatiQns
applied to such an officer are director-general, director, deputy
minister, surgeon-general and chief medical officer. The title which
bee~ indicates the functions of ~uch an officer is director-general
or director of health services. Besides coordinating the work of
the various bureaux such an officer functions as chief technical
adviser to the Ministry.

Another procedure which aims at similar results is the
appointment as Vice-Minister of.a senior qualified technical
officer who is not affected by political changes. Such an arrangement exists in the Philippines and may be more suited to the
conditions prevailing in this country~
In view of the increasing importance of international health
work it is desirable that a separate Bureau for International Health
and QUarantine should be created in the Ministry of Health. Korea
is already a member of WHO and of its Western Pacific Region and it
is more than likely that for a number of years to come there will
be close association between the government of the Republic of Korea
and other international agencies within the field of health.
A system of oomplete central adminjstration is as undesirable
as a system of complete autono~. Long-term results in the fields
of maternity and ohild welf~e, health education, environmental
sanitation and epidemic control are dependent on local responsibility
devolved from the centre through an appropriate machinery.
·
For purposes of administration the country is divided into

9 provinces and one special city (Seoul) which has the status of
a province. Each province is in charge of a Governor who is
appointed by the ~esident and is assisted by a Provincial Council
elected by the people. In the provinces there are a number of
bureaux through which the various subjects are dealt with.
Generally bureaux are established for Home Affairs, Police,
Agriculture and Industry, and Social Affairs. Health is the
function of a section under the last-named bureau.
the Section of Health there are subsections whioh deal
with medical administration, epidemic control, sanitation
and pharmaceuticals. It is more the rule than the exception that
In

gener~ly
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and in one province he administers 4 hospitals, 6; dispensaries
and 2 leprosaria in addition to directing public health activities
such as sanitation, epidemic disease control, BCG vaccination
and health education.
The provinces are divided into cities called shis and counties
called m• There are 19 shis and 134 counties org;ms. The .e.!
are further divided intouipt and~· A shi has a population
over 50,000, an~ a pop a ion over-zo,ooo and a~ a population
leas than 20,000. There Bl"e 75 ups and 1,449

mzuna.

The application of the English term 11 county 11 to a gun is
misleading. as the ~' unlike a county, has no elected representatives.
A shi 1 a ~ and ~ have a Mayor or chief and an elected Council.
In~e case of a gun, however, there is only a~ chief or §UASU
appointed by the Governor.
~and upi are subdivided into ~ongs which are also called
rhis.--rn-these u timate subdivisions t ere are ttnf chiefs or
rEigons who are eleoted by the people but no elec e council. ·

Taejon is an example of a shi and has a population of 120,000
excluaive of the refugee popula.tiOn which numbers nearly 30, ooo. '
It has a Mayor and 22 €ouncillors elected by the people. The Mayor
is elected by the Councillors and the Vice-Mayor is appointed by the
President on the recommendation of the Mayor and Provincial Governor.
As in the case of the provincial administration there are a number
of bureaux. Those at Taejon comprise Home Affairs, Industries,
Finance, Social Affairs, and construction and M:Uitary Drafting.
Health came under the Bureau of Social Affairs, the Health Section
of which had three divisions, Medical Administration, Disease
Prevention and Sanitation.
As already stated, a ~ has a ~ chief but no elected Council.
In Unsong ~· which is one of the ten in the Province of Chung
Cbong Pukto and covers the areas of 9 ~ with ~ total population
of about 100,000, there were two main aiV!Sions, Home Affairs and
Industry, under the ~ chief. Health came under Home Affairs and
had three divisions, Medicine and Pharmaceuticals, Sanitation and.
Preventive Medicine. There is a total·staff of 52 in this~~
without even a trained sanitary inspector in charge of heal~matters.
.
The administration of ~and upd is similar. There is an
elected council and an elec~ayor an health is a function of
one of the admjnistrative divisions. No traine~ public health
staff is available in the sruns, ~ or~ and frequently not even
in the shis which all have a popuration orliiore than .50, 000 persons.

-

With an organisation of this kind at the provincial and local
levels it is imperative that the medical chiefs at Provincial
Headquarters should be men of the highest calibre. At the present
time none of th&m have had any public health training; they command
little respect from the me4ioal profession and are more or less
divorced from the Ministry of Health. These conditions are not
conducive to efficient work and must be remedied.
The creation of a Bureau of Public Health at the provincial
government level would be in accordance with all the previous
practi'oe and experience in the ·country. The medical chief of the
province should be trained in public health and should belong to a
transferable service under the Ministry of Health in order that some
measure of uniformity may be secured in the work of all the provinces.
Such an arrangement would also ~ovide a training ground for medical
administrators who may be required to fill the higher posts in the
Ministry of Health at the centre.

- 25 There is generally o~ one qualified medical officer in the
provinoial government. In the :pl'ovinoe of Kyonggi-Do which had a
population in the census of 1949 of 2,?40,594 there is only one
medical officer. The four divisions in the Section of Public
Health, namely Medical Administration, Epidemic Control, Sanitation
and Pharmaceuticals, are all in charge of laymen. ~is province
administers four hospitals, 59 public health dispensaries and two
leprosaria.

In the capital city of Seoul which is of provincial status
there is only one medical officer in charge of the Preventive
Medical Subsection in the Bureau ot Social Affa.U-s. In a large
shi like Taejon the chief ot the Public Health Section in the
~au of Social Affairs is a layman and there is not a singlequalified medical man in this administration. Under such conditions
it is impossible to carry out any form of effecti~-e public health
wort, several qualified people being needed to carry such large
responsibilities.
At the ~ or county level conditions are no different.
Publio healtn-Is a function of the Bureau of Home Affairs and all
the staff engaged on public health work are l~en. In a new
scheme for the development of public health work it is desirable
that the local health units which are recommended in'another
section of this report should be vested with as much responsibility
as possible within the framework of the general policies of the
Ministry. Through such units a cooperative scheme of work involving
the central government, the provincial government and the people in
the ~s could be successfully carried out. As the moat essential
requ ement is trained personnel, it is most advisable that the
central government should create and maintain a cadre of trained
medical and subsidiary personnel, comprising sanitary inspectors,
public health nurses and nurse-midwives, from which recruits could
be seconded to man the various units in the country where they
would remain.as central government employees. In such a scheme the
officials would have a greater security of service and would also
have the opportunity of applying for posts in other ~ or provinces,
which would be an induceoent for greater effort. The central
governoent could render its contribution to the operation of health
units by paying the salaries in full or in part of the trained
personnel engaged.
VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATIONS
The non-governoental associations concerned in the field of
health are: the Korean Red Cross Society; the Korean woments
Association; the Korean Medical Association; the Korean Dental
Association; the Korean Nursing Association, the .ICorean Midwivee 1
Association; and two others of much leas signifioance to health:
the Korean Youth Associations (of which there are two) and the
Korean National Association (an association in which the membership
is usually men and whioh is labelled as patriotic).
Korean Red cross Society.

.A/3 m:Lght be expected, the financing of
at the ~nt a catter of extreme
difficUlty. The Korean Red cross, which exists on voluntar,r
contributions without suppo~ from the sovernment, is going through
an extremely difficult ~riod. Nor~y the Red Cross Societ~ of a
eountry which is invo1Yed in wartime operations can rely upon
contributions fro~ Red Cross Societies in other countries, and on
supplies arrang~ and shipped through the operation of the Committ••
of the International Red cross in Geneva. In Korea a difficUlt
position exists because all aid goods from abroad go into Civil
Re~ief Supplies to XOZ'ea, which are distributed through the Civil
Assistance Command and the Korean Government. The Korean Red cross

all these

orgah!Satio~ is
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of normal sources of supplJ from outside t~e country, the Red atoas
Society by one means.. or another does ~ hospitals and clinics •.
The Red Cross Hospital in Seoul is a prime example of what ca,n be
done even under these difficulties. '!'he Society owns what ia
probably the best tuberculosis sanatorium in the country, located
soae miles south of Inchon. At the moment this inatitut~on, which
is virtually undamaged, is in the hands of the UN Armies. The
equipaent is dumaged but not entirely depleted except for nonspecialised equipment such as beds, bl.anltets, iinen, cutlery and
the like. Some s~:ialised equipment which includes a laundry, one
of the best steri
ers s.een by the Mission in ita tour, and .the
equipment of a good central kitchen,. remains intact.. It is understood
that the Canadian Red Cross would be wUling to provide all the
nec·essary equipment and some maintenance supplies for this hospital,
provided that it were set up to deal with tuberculosis in children.
This proposal, which we believe hae considerable me~it, is still
under review by the Korean Red Cross Society.
The relationships between the Society and the Korean Army are
not entirely thos~ which prevail between their analogues in other
countries. The Korean Red Cross does very little pure medical work
but has done a very considerable amount of work among refugees ~d
displaced persons, who present a ?ery large problem. It. claims that
so far it.has cared for about two million refugees. In addition, it
does. a limited amount of welfare work by provision of comforts. and
recreation in three ~ed Cross Hospitals in the neishbourhood of PUean.
The remainder of its actiyi~ies at the moment is limited to ~ouaing
interest amongst Korean women to help in refugee work; work in
connection with Army hospitalsJ the collection and distribution
of extra foods in. ~my hospitals, and oertain other not well defined
welfare activities. It cooperates well with the Korean Women•s
Association without signific~t overlapping.
It is desirable to redefine. the functions of the KOrean Red
cross Society so that it might play the full part that Red Cross
organisations have played with suoh sisnificant success in other
countries. This will.involve a fresh estimate of its capacity and,
it is to be hoped, some revision of the present provisions in Korea
concerning International Red crass channels or aid through the
International League of Red cross Societies.
The Korean Women•s Association.
In most of the provinces visited
by the Mission an opportunity was made to interview the local
leaders of the Women's Association. ~s, 1ike many other such
associations, has been established b7 Aot of the National.Assembly,
but did exist before the Act·becama law. It was first started in
1919. By'law the Association is intimately connected with the
women•a Bureau of the Ministry of Social Affairs. The financing
of the women•s Association has been subject to the usual extreme
fluctuations. At one time 1 . immediately before the war, there was
an officer in charge of women's affairs in each~ and in some
places there were officers in charse of women's alrairs at a lower
level in myuns and
Formerly these officers were paid by the
National Government t ough the women•s Bureau of the Ministry of
Social Af.fairs. However, there is now no budget and these operations
are discontinued except insofar as they oan find support by the J.oca1
chapters of the Korean Women's Association continuing to pay an
officer, nominally of the Women's BUJ"eau, at ~· ~ or ~level .
as the case may be. If they do not find it possibre-ihen tne
officers cannot be paid. The~ personnel of the Ministry of Social
Affairs are called instructors and are usually demonstrators in
the techniques of social work whioh can assist the women of the
country.

UEb;
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(a)

to raise the status of women in Korea;

(b)

to o~ry out adult education, with partioul.ar reference
to women; this objective included health education of
the public in its true sense;

(c)

to.promote improvement in the condition of_women at all
levels of society.

OWing to the economic and financial difficulties which have
beset the country since the beginning of the war and even before
it, the Women's Association now finds itself virtually without
finance. Around February, 1949, the Association was entitled to
collect about 2·00 Won per family; however it was then decreed that
· though 40 Won ooul~e retained by the women's Association, 80 Won
had to go ~the Korean Youth Association, and So Won to the Korean
National Association. In 1949 the Korean Woments AiSociation held
a convention at which it was agreed that each member should pay
200 won with the right of collecting loo won more from other female
members of the :f'amily1 but this was not very successful, and by
1952 very little money had been collected. The organisation has
been sustained through these economic and financial vicissitudes by
considerable subscriptions from leading women in the country, but
the position is rapidly arising where there will be little or no
·funds available .from these voluntary sources. Major· constructive
work is no longer possible because very little money is available
for training, and members have very wisely directed their attention
to small-scale work in terms of comforts for war veterans and police.
The post-war plans of this Association can be summarised as
follows:
(1) Adult education for women, including health education of'
the public. It is noteworthy that the representatives of the
Association are keenly aware of the necessity far cooperating
centrally and locally with every Government organisation concerned
in this most important objective, especially the Ministry of' Health,
the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Agriculture.
(2) Improvement in the condition of the life of women. This
is envisaged as a programme of rationalisation of domestic work, of
cooperation amongst housewives and the general raising of the level
of the status of women.

(3) Widespread propaganda to ensure that the women of Korea
realise what democracy means to them.
(4) The establishment of three national branches - urban,
industrial and rural - though this order does not indicate any
relative importance; the feeling of the Kore.an Woments Association
is that the problems of these three groups are sufficiently
separate to merit separate treatment.
The Korean women's Association is a lay organisation of
considerable significance to the furtherance of public health and
it is recommended that the Ministry of Health make every possible
use of this organisation particularly in its programmes of health
education of the public and of occupational health.
Associated with this non-governmental organisation, and
on here for reasons of convenience, is the Women's Bureau
of the Ministrz_ of Social Affairs.
This is the only Bureau of the
Gover~nt which-deals with women's affairs and consists of two
sections, Women's Affairs, and Living Improvement. The latter
co~ented
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icproveoent of living conditions in Korea as distinct from improvement of economic conditions. The Bureau does some work in connection
with children, for instance it promotes and as tar as possible
within its limited budget finances the ·ceremonies on the 5th Ma1e
which is known as Children's Day. It conducts once a year a Women's
Institute on behalf of the women's Association, lasting a week and
for rural leaders and instructors from the provinces. However, it
is in danger of falling into abeyance because of financial conditions
under which the Women's Bureau is finding it impossible to pay local
instructors and will now find it impossible to finance the annual
Institute. It could print useful pamphlets but for budgetary
difficulties.
The post-war plana of the women's Bureau are connected with:
(1) war widows and orphans, particulal'ly with reference to
housing and organised welfare;

(2) the so-called war prostitutes, ·their rehabilitation and
reintegration int~ the oommunityr and
(3) printing and propaganda.

There _appears to be no conflict· between the women •s Bureau of
the Ministry of Social Affairs and the Korean women's Association.
To an outsider it appears at first as though the Korean women•s
Association is a mere passive arm of GOvernment but on closer
enquiry it appears that they are not eo mUch master and servant as
partners. We oonaider,however, that there should be closer liaison
between the Ministry of Health and the women's Association and the
Women's Burefiu.
In the past, governoent provided an annual sum of lo,ooo,ooo
.won for the. Women's Bureau which was largely used to enable them to
consult with their local organisations. For the present year the
women's Bureau is authorised to provide the same budget but so far
is unable to do so.
·
·

The activities of the Korean Medical, Dental, Nurses• and
Midwives• Associations are desc~ibed in some detail in Chapter

v.

Recommendations:

1.

A new technical, non-political, post of Chief Medical Officer
should be created in the: Ministrr of Health, to secure
continuity of technical operation and to coordinate the work
of the bureaux.

2.

An

3.

Bureaux of Health should be established 1n provincial
governments, and preferably also in the cities and larger
shie.

4.

A permanent cadre of health offioers, public health nurses
and sanitarians should be employed by the MinJ.stry of Health,
for secondment to provincial appointments.

5.

Medical graduates now employed as Provincial Health otficere
should be given training in publio health, those selected as
suitable being sent abroad for the purpose and others trained
locally. ~l suoh posts should eventually be filled by
central government staff with a publi.o health training.

additional Bureau of International Health and Quarantine
should be created.
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The qualifien medical staff of provincial health departments
urgently needs increase, by appointment of assistants to the
Provincial Health Officer.

7.

The post of Health Officer Should be a full-time one, no
private practice being permitted to the holder. Emoluments
should be sufficient to attract and hold good men, and
. greater than those paid to curative staff.

B.

Organisation at the periphery needs comp1ete overhaul and
reconstitution. The reasons and proposed mechanism are set
out in Chapter II. The work of the Health Units there
proposed should be on a cooperative basis between centra1
government, provincial gavernments and local authorities.
Offices should preferably be1ong to a t-ransferable servioe
centrally administered.

9.

Central government aid to-provincial organisation could
usefully take the form of payment of whole or part salaries
of officers in approved schemes, such payments being match~d
by provincial payment of other expenses.
'

10.

The present allocation of funds for health work in the
national budget should be progressively increased to at
least 5 per cen·t of the total.

11.

The functions, operation, and method of supply of the Korean
Red Cross Society should be examined, and modifications made
to give it a greater freedom of action and access to supplies
than it now enjoys.

12.

Health education work carried out by the Kore.Ln Womenta
Association and the Bureau of women's Affair£ in the Ministry
of Social Affairs should be more actively supported by the
Minist~y of Health.

13.

Recommendations on the administration of hospital services
are incorporated in Chapter v.
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II

THE PUBLIC HEALTH DISPENSARY - THE FUTURE HEALTH UNIT

The present local executive organs of health work ore many,
including sanitarians e~ployed by provinces, cities, towns, ~
and Bl!laller units., and also the public health dispensary whi"'ll'lias
carried out much epidemic control and is intended to provide
preventive personal service by clinic and domiciliary work. It
is our considered opinion that the organisation should be changed
by the progressive development of these dispensaries to ~arry out
all local health work, both environmental and personal. On full
conversion they would constitute Health Units, and to speed their
conversion model Health Units should be instituted as soon as is
feasible to act as prototypes and training centres.
The Health Units in a province would come under the direct
control of the Provin_cial Health Officer. and would be li.n.ke<\ to·
the provincial hospitals, the whole organism constituting the
nor~al health service of the province.
They would undertake some
curative work but this would be secondary to the main preventive
function. The dispensaries wer.e developed primarily for emergenoy
curative work, b,ut constitute such a good potential nu~leus for
he~lth work that they ~erit maintenance and elaboration to this
end.
PUBLIC HEALTH DISPENSARIES

The present scheme, initiated in 1951, visualised the
establishment of 500 Public Heo.lth Di.spens_aries and in August
1952 there were 4o6 distributed throughout the provinoes. A
careful study was cade of the working of a large number in
different parts of the country to determine the scope of their
activities and the possibilities for their future developoent.
Although the present scheme of public health dispensaries
was only initiated in 1951 a similar type of work had been in
operation since 1947 at the National Health Centre at Seoul, the
Kyongsang Namdo Provincial Health Centre a.t Pusan and the Cholla
Pukto Provincial Centre at Chunju.
An Ulportant criterion in determining the size of the area
to be attached to a dispensary is the population to be served.
Considerable variations have been noted; the pub1ic health
dispensary in suwon City in Kyonggi-Do served 24 1 000 people as
contrasted with the population of 85,000 served by the dispensary
in Wanj~ ~ of Cholla Pukto. The siting of the public health
dispensar'Ylbuilding is also important and did not appear to have
received th~ attention it deserved. The essential consideration
is the convenience of the people to be served. At Chonju in
Cholla pukto th~~e were three institutions of the same kind, the
Chonju Provincial·~~ealth Centre, the Wanju ~ Public Heo.:Lth
Dispensary and the ~~nju City Public Healt~ispensary, all
located within a radius of a few hundr~d yards. Some dispensaries
were located in aosociat~~n with refugee ca.ops, and though this
may be desirable and even nb•essary under e~ergency conditions,
the siting of these dispensari~g wil~ have to be reviewed when
conditions become oore stable,
The nature of the buildings utiliA0d was on the whole
satisfactory and provided the necessary ~oomn1odation for the
activities that were being carried out. In ~ne ins~oe, however,
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a herb dispensary, an obviously unsatisfactory arrangement.
The proposed activities laid down in a memorandum issued by
the Ministry of Health are:
(1)

relief aedical care;

(2)

investigation and reporting of communicable diseases;

(3)

immunisation and vaccination work;

(4) reporting of births, deaths, and causes of death;
(5)

health education;

(6)

maintenance of simple records, and

(7)

visits to homes, schools, refugee onmps and

refugees~

The above list comprises a number of useful activities in
the field of preventive and curative medicine. In none of the
public health dispensaries that were examined was any kind of a
preliminary health survey conducted in the area assigned for the
dispensary. Knowledge of the existing medical and public health
problems is of vital importance, not only for the determination
of a programme of effective work, but also for the evaluation of
the results of the work carried out. In this respect the vital
statistics are of paracount importance, but at no dispensary was
it possible to obtain them for the area served by it.
An attempt was aade to study the vital statistics in three
types of areas, the capital city of Seoul, a shi and an ~·
Owing to the large scale movement of people during the last two
years no reliable figure for the population was available. This
.naturally vitiated the birth and death rates computed; the death
rates presented, varying from 9 to 12 per·l,OOO, were not
consistent with the conditions that were observed.

Instructions have been laid down on the manner in which births
and infant deaths should be registered for permanent residents,
temporary residents and refugee populations, but they are not being
carried out in a uniform manner. The infant mortality rate of
about 35 per 1,000 bi:-tho: f.0r the~'? "'.re':'.s must be accepted with a
great deal of reservation.
The work carried out in the dispensaries varied according to
the location and the type of staff engaged. All were doing
dispensary and immunisation work. The majority were also doing
B C G vaccination or :naking arrangements for it. Some were doing
tuberculosis and venereal diseases work but very:few V!ere doing
organised home visiting in connection with maternity and child
welfare. The general iopression created was that the work carried
out was not co;,lLlensurate with the staff and facilities that were
available, and that the care of mothers and children received very
little attention. It was also difficult in many instances to
reconcile the figures of daily attendances that were given with
the records of examination and treatment that were available.
The standard minjoum staff as recommended in the memorandum
of the Ministry of Health is a medical officer, one nurse and two
assistant nurses. In several instances it was noted that additional
staff had been engaged and were being paid from other sources than
central government funds.
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officers was inadequate but that the quality was poor. It was
reporte'd to us that the officers paid from central government
funds were all on a temporary basis, and this fact may explain
the poor standard of work that was observed. It will, however,
facilitate the terLdnation of the services of officers who have
not proved to be satisfactory when a permanent organisation is
contemplated under ~ore stable conditions. Not a single medical
officer in chru:·ge of a dispensary had had even an elementary
course of postgraduate training in public health. The nurses who
were engaged were generally very poor; several were very young
and had had no training whatsoever, even in general nursing.
This was particularly surprising as it was learnt from some
nursing schools that graduate nurses who had completed their
training were without emplotrnent.
The method of financing the public health dispensaries is
obviously aimed at encouraging local people to support their own
health institutions and supplementing the funds provided by central
government. With these objects in view the central government has
guaranteed the payment of the minimum staff at rates of 3,000 Won
per day for the doctor, 2 1 500 won per day for the nurse and 2 1 500
~ per day to each of the two-aBsistants. The ~ were expected
to provide accommodation for employe~s and the burr-ding for the
· dispensary. They were also expected to supplement the salaries
by providing rice, fuel and other benefits to the staff. As will
be noted later, this supplementary income has not been forthcoming
owing to difficulties which are perhaps beyond the control of the
~ and the myuns.
The delay in the payment of salaries from the
nat~onal exchequer and the inability to supplement incomes from
~ contributions have had a deleterious effect upon the morale of
the officers engaged.
Medical Care Associations form an integral part of the public
health dispensary system and their constitution is determined
largely by the financial obligations imposed on the ~· According
to regulations adopted by the Medical Care Association of Cholla
Pukto the aims of the Association are to implement the activities
suggested by the Ministry of Health. Membership of the Association
is open to householders of the particular ~ or ~ concerned i f
they have been in residence for a period of not less than three
months, and it is a duty of eligible householders to join the
Association.
The office bearers are a chairman, vice-chairman, nine to ten
councillors, two inspectors and one general affairs officer. All
are honorary workers.
The income of the Association is derived from membership fees,
donations from charitable persons and the mobile and ~obile
property vested in the Association. The contribution due from the
members is laid down as:
lst class :
2nd class :
3rd class:

20 hops of polished rice per year
10 "
"
"
"
"
11

an

11

"

11

""

The President of the Wangju ~ Public Health Dispensnry
Association, which covers six ~ns, explained that under existing
conditions dues in his Aosociation nre collected in cash and that
2,000 Won is collected from e~ch member. He had estimated that with
a population of 85,000 it would be possible to collect a sum of
20,000,000 won, but during the two months this Association has been
in existence-he had succeeded in collecting only 20 1 000 Won. The
Association is not fulfilling or is unable to fulfil its financial
obligations as originally contemplated.
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collects a charge from patients who have no membership card and
are no·t registered as· refugees. The average charge is 1,500 Won
for one d~y•s medicine. He has collected 30,000 Won during this
same period.
--The supervision of dispensaries is entrusted to provinci~l
governoents through g~ officials. When it is realised that public
health work in a guf ~s a function of its Home Affairs division,
all the officials o which are layoen, it will be seen that there
can be very little technical guidance in the operation of dispensaries fron this source. Theoretically the chief of the Health
Section at province level 1 who is a medic~l oan, is expected to
visit and supervise the dispensaries, but in fact that is very
rarely done, if ever. As in the case of other health-activities,
there was little evidence of supervision and coordination by
officers of the central government. It would seem that even in
the appointment of staff whose salaries are paid by the central
governoent, no ooritrol was exercised with the result that not
infrequently-unsuitable officers had been engaged.
The administration and execution of the work in the dispensaries
rests therefore _aloost entirely with local officers who have had
no public health training and are not in a position to develop the
work on correct lines and to the best advantage. Such an organisation
cannot undertake modern public health work even on a very elementary
scale.
We therefore recoillilend that the Public Health Dispensaries
should be remodelled and converted into Health Units. The main
functions of a Health Unitare preventive but under the special
circumstances prevai1ing in Korea curative work of an outdoor
nature might be incorporated as a separate section of its activities.
THE HEALTH UNIT
A Health Unit should serve a population of approximately 50 1 000
to 70 1 000 in a carefully defined area. Wherever possible the
boundaries should coincide with those of existing administrative
divisions. It oay be practicable to take the area of a ~ for the
operation of a Health Unit, provided the population does not exceed
the limit~tions recoumended; it nay be necessary to have more than
one Health Unit within the boundaries of larger ~·
As Health Units are intended to cover the rural and semi-urban
areas of the country, it is visualised that the capital city of
Seoul and the shis will develop their own health services with
advice and guidanCe from the central government, on a municipal
basis with co~unity and personal services suitable for urban areas.
The total n~ber of Health units that will be needed for rural
and. semi-urban areas will be. about 3?0 1 less than the_preaent nuaber
of Public Health Dispensaries, as the total of suoh population to
be served is about 22 million.
The successful operation of Health Units depends very largely
on the availability of trained staff. At the present time there
are no trained officers.in any of the required gr~des. It will
therefore be necessary to apply the scheme in progressive stages,
establishing a ~odel Health Unit in each province to start with,
as a pilot project. There are already two places where such work
has been started, the Rurai Hygiene Institute at Kaejon and the
National Hospital at Onyang. The oodel Health Units of these two
provinces might be started on the basis of these institutions.
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Health Units, places now without medical facilities should be
given priority. The total nunber of ~ in the country as
reported in various documents varies ~1,449 to 1,531, of which
840 are reported to have no doctor at all. Places where there are
many such myuns should receive a high priority.

It is very desirable that before any Units are established
the whole area to be covered by them should be surveyed and the
boundaries-for each of them defined, even though the full
realisation of the scheme oay take a long period. This will
avoid the subsequent alteration of boundaries and also indicate
to the authorities concerned the full requirements in men and
money for the project~
The public health functions which a Health Unit undertakes
eonsist of an initial.detailed survey of the area; the analysis,
study and improvement of morbidity, mortality and other records
of vital statistics of the area; improvement of the sanitary
environment; all the activities associated with epidemic prevention,
including immunisation work; maternity and child welfare, including
school health work; and health education and training. For such a
.oo~prehensive list of acti~ities a trained staff is essential, and
should comprise the following:
(1) A medical officer trained in public health work, who will
be in charge of the entire Unit and also carry out the public
health functions of the Unit.
(2) One assistant medical officer for curative work and for
assisting in clinic and school work.

(3) At least one public health nurse to be in charge of the
nursing activities and also to supervise domiciliary work.
(4) Five or six sanitary inspectors.
(5) Ten to twelve nurse-midwives.
In the early stages it will be desirable and even necessary to
get some foreign staff. There are several' countries of a status
more or less comparable with Korea where this type of work has been
carried out successfully. It would be advantageous to secure one or
more such teams each comprising a medical officer!of health, public
health nurses, sanitary inspectors and midwives, ~ho have had
practica~ experience of this type of activity to work in collaboration
with local staff in some of these Units.
·
Facilities should be provided at the earliest opportunity to
train all classes of staff locally. At least one of the Health
Units should be developed on the national level to serve as a
prototype and as a teaching centre. The location of the present
national centre at Seoul cannot be regarded as satisfaot·bry for this
purposeo Such an institution should best incorporate within its
limits an urban area co:nbining a shi, an ~ and several ~. It
should also be somewhat larger than the standard unit ad~ in
other parts of the country and be located within a distance of about
25 miles from Seoul, which is the chief lJ.edical training centre in
the country. Such a situation would make it possible to use the
facilities available in the training of undergraduates and postgraduate students in health work• The nor~al routine training at
this centre would be for subsidiary medical personnel such as
sanitary inspectors, public health nurses and nurse-midwives. The
reason for suggesting the change of site from Seoul to one some
distance away from the capital city is to secure conditions which
would approximate as far as possible those which the officers would
m~.at ;·;:i:t!l :'.f":o,.. they have been trained.
This training centre should
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there should be no other henlt.h o~ganisation working within its
limits.
Since public health is the primary function of Health Units,
it would be appropriate to allocate their control to the Bureau
of Preventive Medicine in the Ministry of Health, rather thnn.to
that of Medical Affairs, which now controls the public health
dispensaries. In view. however, of the fact that both curative
and preventive work will be undertaken at these Units, it will be
essential to keep a close liaison between the Bureau Chiefs of
Preventive Medicine and Medical Affairs.
The Health Unit type of work has been successfully applied in
many countries during the last 25 years, a.nd it is our beli~f that
it will produce the saoe beneficial results in this country.·
Detailed inforo.ation on tQ.e operation of the Health Unit sys·te:w
is given in the Health Unit Guide published by the Governuent .of
Ceylon, and we recol:l!.lend that it be aoc~pted as a general guide
to procedure.
Recommendations

1.

The present public health dispensaries should be progressively
modified to form Health Units, the nature, duties and staffing
of which are described in the text.

2.

A model National Health Unit should be established within 25
miles of Seoul, slightly'larger than the standard type and .
modified for training purposes.

,.

A Yieiting team should be asked for to operate the National Unite
matched by Korean staff.

4.

Prototype Units should be started in each province, thoee in
Cholla Puktc and Chung Chong Namdo being on the basis of the
Rural Hygiene Institute at Kaejon and the National Hospital at
Onyang respectively.

s.

Staff training should be started as soon as is possible and
should include doctors, public health nurses, nurse-midwives
and sani tariana.
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III

STATISTICS AND REPORTS
The co~eotion of deoographic and vi~al statistics is the
business of the Statistics Bureau of the Office of Public
Inforoation, analogous to the Office of the Registrar General
in oany other countries. A census has been held quinquenninlly
in the past, but the first one rated as a reasonably close count
was that in 1925 whilst that in 1930 was rated as cooplete. The
quinquennial series was broken by the holding of a census in 1944,
and then interrupted by the partition of the country. A count was
oade, however, of the people of Korea south of the 38th parallel
in 1949 1 and this was followed by est~ates of the population, the
last as at 1st March, 1952. The figures fro~ 1925 onwards are
set out below:Jlrea

!!.!:.
1925
1930
1935
1940
1944
1949
1952

PO£Ulation

Korea
11
11

"
11

Southern Korea
11

"

18,543,326
19,685,58?
21,248,864
22,954,563
25,120,174
20,166 t 756
20,526,705

Reua.rks

Partial count
Fu11 count
11

11

"

11

11

11

11

11

Est:iw.o.te

The increase in popul.ation is progress~ve nnd rapid. The rata
is perhaps most reliably estimated by conparison of the ~igu~es
for 1930 and 1944, between which dates the mean annuul rate of
increase was 1.74 per cent.
Forecasts of future increases are notorious1y unsafe, and this
character is enhanced by the changes in territorial boundaries and
the dis1ooation of life of the peop1e. However, if the rate of
increase for Korea as a whole between 1930 ~~d 1944 were to eontinue
in southern Kdrea for the next twenty·five years, the population
would follow the pattern be1ow:-

-

Year

Po~u1ation

1949
1955
1960
1965
1970
1975

20.2
22.4
24.4
26.6
29.0
31.8

~Miii!ons~

It is now proposed to take a full census every ten years with
the next in 1960, and to elaborate these decennial counts by
informal and roJJgher interc.ediate counts every ten years starting
in 1955. Preliminary steps to this end are already being taken
and deserve to b~ supported.
The area of Korea south of the 38th parallel is 93,634 squore
kilometres, and the density of population in l949 was thus 215 per
square kilometre or 556 to the square oile. Comparative figures for
sone other countries are:-

.Density per
square kilometre

Counttz

u.s.A.
Philippine Islands
India
Ceylon
Japan
England and. Wales
Southern Korea

19
65
109
111
223
290
215

The density of population is extreme, particularly when the
pJ"edomina.ntly agricultural nature of the country is remembered.
It
is only a highly organised and very efficient system of agriculture
which has allowed the country to support such large numbers of
people, and if this were allow~d to degenerate there would be
inevitable starvation amongst the masses.
Recommendations on this
subject are in the province of the Food and Agricultural Organisa1ion
Mission, but the present '¥'HO Mission VTould fail in its responsibilities
if it did not point out that all health is primarily dependent on
food, and its adequate provision demands the closest of attention•
Ru~rds of births and. deaths are likevdse collected by the
Statistics Bureau of the Office of Public Information.
These events
are compulsorily notifiable throughout the country, the responsible
person being the head of the household concerned, vihile provision is
made for reoording happenings to those not coming vd thin recognised
households.
Examination of the statistics suggests that reporting
v.ras reasonably complete until 1944 during the Japanese regime,
when local collection of information was a police f'wl.ction.
After
1945 there was. an abrupt change in the numbers of notifications
'\vhich make subsequent f:i,gures diffic:ul t' to take at their face value,
and enquizy in the countryside revealed that notifioa tions Were
in some places not made in rural areas and were only doubtfully
complete in some of the to. .vns.
The published reports ended with that
for 1948, war having obstructed subsequent collation, but the figures
vmich follow show the nature of the abrupt change and consequent
unreliability of recent statistics.

Period

Birth
rate

Death
rate

Stillbirth
rate

;6.7
16.1
22.0
18.6

18.8
11.9
9·0
9·3

5·0
0.1
0.1
0.1

1940-44,
average

.

1946
19~
19

fig\~

.Marri~e

rate

Divorce
rate

12.0
1.2
2.2
1.7

o.;5
0.1
0.1
0.1

-

It is clear that. the most important action needed ~ this
sphere is the improvement of reporting, and until this has been
carried out there is little point in elaborate handlirJ8 of the data.
The cause of death' is certifiable at the time of notification,
and the obdect of securing certification by a medical practitioner
is laid dorn1 in law and attempted in practice.
Maqy deaths cannot,
however, be certified by qualified practitioners, ·and circumstances
make the acoeptance of· certtfica tea from limited doctors and herb
dootqrs inevitable.; in consequence diagnoses must be accepted with
reserve.
As ,presented they show a ver,y high proportion of deaths
due to infective and parasitic diseases, 23 per cent ofthe total,
the next largest group being diseases of the respiratory system ·
'!;Vhich account for 20 per cent. · l?u.lmonar,y tuberculosis was
considered to have caused a death rate of 35 per 100,000 persons
in 1948, 'a figUre which. could be immediately doubled to compensate
for ·inade~ate notification of deaths and probably deserves a
considerable fUrther increase bcfoV8 it represents actual happenings.
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to the Ministry of Health. Recent records shO\f the following
numbers:-

Typhoid
Paratyphoid

1947

1948

1949

8,250

5,062

5,641

87

183

11

125

886

52

4,oo4

1950

1951

7,210 81,575

-

Dysentery

563

1,328

855

Smallpox

182

1,147

7,747

2,347 43,213

1,831

1,8o6

1,227

1,821 32,211

762

2,243

1,066

732

2,534

Scarlet fever

18

37

12

2

84

Cerebro-spinal
meningitis

77

164

136

50

224

Plague

0

0

0

0

0

Cholera

0

0

0

0

0

Epidemic encephalitis

0

0

5,616

5

27

Typhus
Diphthefoia

The influence of the war in enhancing epidemic diseases in
1951 is clearly discernible. In response to this increase UNCACK
carried out its major immunisation programme. Full figures for
1952 following_ that programme are naturally not ye·t available, but
both the partial figures and personal observation and enquiry show
that the present year has been an unusual1y healthy one in respect
of these diseases except Japanese B encephalitis, which became
epidemic during the late summer. The final figures for this may
exceed those of 1949·
Morbidity statistics of a more general nature are compiled
in dispensaries and hospitals, and reported to provincial and other
headquarters. A high proportion of the diagnoses are v~gue and
unclassifiable, as is usual in such statistics ccllected·in many
· other countries, and no point of importance· emerges· trom .them.
Officers of the UNCACK teams collect their own statistics of
notifiable diseases for submission in connection with that
organisation's programme of epidemic control, and there is probably
more effort to oheok these figures and the nature of the diseases
to which they refer than is usual in governmental figures. They
show the same general pattern of disease incidence and have been
here passed over solely because the governmental figures give a
more continuous picture over a series of years.
It has been suggested that there is a weakness in the
collection of vital statistics by the Office of Information and
of others by the Ministry of Health, it being suggested that the
Ministry should take over both these functions. The division does
now, however, se·em to lead essentially to weakness, and ·no
recommendation for a change is therefore made. So far as both the
offices are concerned, and all types of statistics,. the need is
for more accurate collection of basic data in the field and for the
operation of more efficient checking mechanisms than now exist.
In the field of vital statistics the public need education in the
importance of notification, after whioh the compulsory aspeot of the
·law should again be brought into foroe. Death certificates could be
altered to show the medical qualifications of the _certifying person,
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doctors might well be classified separately from the totals
certified by a great .variety of grades of people. There is often
delay in the notification of infectious diseases, inseparable from
the tact that many people do not receive attention from qualified
medical men and that channels of communication are slow. This
cannot be greatly improv~d .unti.l medical service is· more evenly
distributed, but there· is room tor more careful checking or the
actual diagno~es when reports are received. Statistics reach
central government through a variety or channels, some or them
passing through the newly laid down ones and others passing through
the old police channels. It is notab~e that the latter often
constitute a more speedy means or communication than the others.
Th.ere are many· mat~ers of report from the field to central
Government on other subjects than actual disease incidence, and
oover.ing in general ·the whole range of' financial and adlrlnistrational
control of medical work. It appeared that the number or returns
rendered was greatly in excess of the actual needs of the situation
and that in many oases too frequent returns were demanded. The
position has been further complicated by the natural desire of
UNOAOK for returns and to lay down the form in which it needs them.
It was not possible to make a complete review of' the whole system
of' returns but it clearly needs a radical overhaul with the
objectives ef' cutting down their number and simplifying the channels
through which they pass. This would involve an initial and p,eriodioal review of returns by a senior government official, possibly
assisted by a small committee.
There is at the moment no system of payment to medical
practitioners for notifications of infectious diseases~ Both the
speed and completeness of notification might be improved by the
payment of a small fee as is the practice in many other countries.
The Minister of Health does not at the present time issue an
annual report on the health of the Republic; the many difficulties
encountered sinoe the foundation of the Ministry provided a more
than adequate explanation. The preparation of an annual report is,
however, et great. value, not only to the publio to whom it is
addressed but to the officers in the Ministry who are thereby.
required to make a periodical assessment of the state of health
and ~f the vaiue of the measures they are taking to improve ~t.
Initially suoh a report oould be small in form and deal with .
essential points only. Subsequent enlargement could ooour as ne·ed
tor it was sh.own and public interest in the subjeo·t increased.
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PUBLIC HEALTH ACTIVITIES
Introduction
The general organisation of public health services has been
dealt with in a previous chapter.
The present one, while making
incidental aent1on or organisation, deals with the general sanitary
environment of the people and its control 9 and the welfare and
personal servioes directed to the alleViation of the ills of
particular groups or people.
The commonest diseases of the country are those attributable to
unsatisfactory sanitary surroundings, and particularly to the unsafe
disposal of waste matters.
Typhus, dysentery and non-specific
enteritis are normal everyday occurrences and also oocur in the form
of epidemics which may be extremely serious.
Perhaps more important
than this is the almost universal infestation with worms of different
types.
A survey of the country carried out by the staff of the
National Laboratory for the Prevention of Infective Diseases showed
that 94 per cent of the total population were so affected, the
oommonest parasite being the ordinary roundworm which was present in
82 per cent of those examined.
Hookworms and thread worms were
common, and the flukes affecting the liver and lung were widely
distributed, though more prevalent in riverine territory than elsewhere.
It is probable that if this survey had been confine4 to
country dwellers excluding those living in towns, infestation would
have been found to be universal.
Typhus is a common recurrent
disease and is attributable to Terminous infestation during the winter
period.
The respiratory diseases are not directly attributable to
insanitary surroundings but constitute an extremely important group
of infections, wh~lst oerebro-s)inal meningitis, which must be
included epidemiologically amongst them, is recurrent in epidemic
form.
As a matter of hypothesis only, this might be associated with
the common method of warming the house by means of a hot floor, which
must facilitate the drying and dust dispersal of organisms, which is
known to be a common route of infection with these diseases.
Pulmonary tuberoulosis is widespread and appears to have been
increasing considerably during the last few ·years as a result of the
impoverished and under-nourished state or a considerable part of the
population.
Several insect-borne diseases ooaur 1 including malaria,
filariasis, enoephalitis, louse typhus, mite typhus and possibly
haemorrhagia fever.
Though etudies on their incidence have been
initiated there is, as yet, no organised syst&m for their control.
The general standard of personal cleanliness aimed at in almost
all sections of the community is high, and the Mission was greatly
impressed by the cleanliness of clothing, of person, and of domestic
interiors which it saw in all grades or society.
There is moreover
a tradition or sanitation in the form of sewage and waste disposal,
whilst sanitary laws are on the whole obeyed.
Despite this
inclination and tradition the achievement falls short of requirements
for a number of causes, the ~hief of which are inadequate water
supplies and facilities for personal cleanliness during oold weather,
and the accepted form of sewage disposal through the direct placing
·or waste matters on the land.
In the summer washing of the person
and clothes is largely carried out in natural water courses itself an undesirable method unless special protection is given but in winter even this becomes impossible and the great majority
of the population who are unable to afford water heating unavoidably
allow their standards to drop.
In some towns there are communal
bath houses, but a labour leader estimated that in the winter the
average working man was not able to get a bath more than once in
every one or two months, an4 the considerable cost involved (2,000
Won) made even this difficult.
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particularly necessary.
There are many ways in whicp it could be
improved, but there is no doubt that the two most important although the most difficult - are the improTement of water supplies
until a liberal quantity of wholesome water is available to the
entire population, and improvement of methods of sewage disposal, to
both or which further reference is made below.
THE SANITARY ENVIRONMENT AND ITS CONTROL
Housinea• The normal standard of Korean housing ie good, and even
houses ot relatively poor people include at least one, ueually two,
rooms which are construoted on a special nhot floorn principle and
are kept ecrupulously clean.
However, slums have grown up in most
towns, and their characteristics have been accentuated by overcrowding following war destruction and the movement of displaced
persons, which has increased the population of most. towns by 25 per
cent and et some by nearly lOO per cent.
Efforts have been made to remedy this by housing sohemes;
10,100 housee have been built and 7,000 are unde.r construction in
towns, while 13 1 700 rural houses have been replaced, in addition to
the repair of many thousands of houses and the construction of
roughly 23 1 000 shelters for refugees.
Good as these schemes are, they are insuf£iaient to ~eet the
demands of the situation and the principles followed could be
improved•
Housing schemes normally involve the free a1looati~n et
lumber an~ other essential materials, with the cost ·of heavy
construction work, while the would-be occupant pays for light
oonstructio11 and finishing processes at an approximate eost of one
million Won. Houses must be constructed acoo~ding to given type
plans, or-which there are four, and all of which are good, giving a
habitable and sanitary dwelling of acceptable pattern.
There doee
not appear, however, to be sufficient control over the general layout of settlements, and some of those encountered presented serious
faults, including over-close arrangement of houses, lack of latrines,.
insufficient foot-path provision, and insanitary well surroundings.
The recommending of housing schemes is beyond the province of
this report apart from pointing out their necessity on a large scale.
It is within its province, however, to emphasise that such schemes
should be carried out on a ~asis not only of house plans, but also
et site plans and specifications dealing with. water supply, latrine
aystems, and road and path arrangement. · They should moreover be
eubjeot to inspection to ensure compliance with requirements and
satisfactory standards of construction.
It may be noted that the government of CholLa Pukto, and
possibly of other provinces, has prepared plans of farm-house
constructien which include general lay-out· of associated buildings,
latrines and wells, which could well serve as a model for sohemes
of this type elsewhere.
An imp.ortant function of a public health department is to
concern itself in the standards of housing and village and town layout.
The objective to be aimed at includes the submission of all
plans for publicly supported work to the public ·he~lth department
for inspection, advice and ultimate approval.
It is not possible
to carry this out to its ru11 and proper e~en~ ~ng .to the
embryonic nature of provincial public health departments, but as
and when they develop this should be an important part of their
responsibilities.
Water. The rural population of about 1~ million people relies on
well water, as do a considerable proportion of those living in
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The wells
used are of a uniforn type which has obviously been encduraged by
authority in the past, and chiefly by the display of standard designs.
They are open shallow wells provided with a parapet and concrete
surround, and typically unlined fron the surface downwards.
hlthough
the subsoil water which they tap cannot be guaranteed as· safe it is
probably usually so 1 but the channel for infection of the well though
leakage of surface water into ita upper part and through contaoination
of buckets is wide open.
A very considerable programme of repair
and improvement has been carried out by the Korean Governoent with the
help of UNCACK and has materially improved their general standard,
but it must be continued over a number of years before the position
is really satisfactory.
It is suggested that standard designs should
be prepared providing, amongst other things, for impervious lining of
the upper part of the well and for the provision of peroanent buckets
fixed by chains· which cannot readily be removed or substituted.
It
may be possible to encourage the construction of a satisfactory type
by the subsidised provision of concrete rings and cement for their
fixture, and this should be the subject of study by the sanitation
department.
There are 55 piped water supplies, which are believed to serve
about 2.5 million people.
They were much damaged in the war but
their rehabilitation has been energetically undertaken with the help
of UNCACK 1 the great majority now being in operation.
Their general
character was discussed with the head of the Sanitation Section of
UNCACK and with other officers while the supplies at Seoul, Puean 1
Taejon, Songju, Kwangju and Taegu were inspected in detail and their
relation to others in the province discussed with the local
sanitation authorities of the government and UNCACK.
The 55 systems are reported to have a rated capacity of 265,000
metric tons per day, of which 150 1 000 are supplied to industry and
the remaining 150,000 to households or public faucets.
This is
equivalent to a daily supply of 14.4 US gallons per head of the
population served, but is believed to be a considerable over-estimate
as supplies have probably not been working to their rated capacity
for several years while the user population is certainly greater than
that estimated.
Typically, these supplies are derived from hill catchments und
held in impounding reservoirs whence the water is led through slow
sand filters to the distribution systems, which in no case serves the
entire population.
Most goes to a limited number of private houses
but there are public faucets; even so in densely populated towns a
considerable part of the population relies on well water.
~he
actual delivery of the .supplies examined, after subtraction of ,
industrial use, varied froa three to ten gallons per head of .~he
population estimated to utilise them.
In many case~ piping systeCE
were defective and distribution thereby limited.
The majority of these supplies were not designed to Sfrve the
entire population of the town~, being intended for industry and a
limited privileged class which was at that time mainly Japanese, and
for this intended purpose most were built on excellent vrinoiples.
They are now inadequate by reason of population increases, an increase
in the proportion of the population calling on theQ, and defect~ of
maintenance.
It is apparent that this 1ast has in many oases been
of a very poor standard, though UNCACK has made strenuous efforts to
improve it.
The criticism applies to control systems, chlorination
apparatus, pipiAg systems, and associated machinery such as pumps;
as an example, chlorination apparatus has been fitted to all the
water works examined, but was only actually in working order in two
of the six visited.
The fault appeared to lie principally in
ignorance of mechanism, methods of adjustment, and simple repair the ordinary knowledge and maintenance work which is often taken for
granted but is here laoking.
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One example ~ne encountered where the works were in the hands of a
skilled engineer who had under his charge several adequately trained
assistants, and on this scheme the· general standard .of ~nintenance
was high.
However, although there may often be a tratned engineer
in the provincial governoent office responsible for water supplies,
there is an almost invariable gross lack of men of the skilled
artisan type with sufficient knowledge to be entrusted with the day
to day handling of water works and with the m~~tenance of associated
machinery and apparatus; in consequepce deterioration or periodical
breakdowns of purification and distribution systems is inevitable.
As an example, on one system which was supervised by an engineer,
assisted by three partly trained men, an UNC.ACK sanitary engineer
estimated n proper need for a water-works chief and 31 skilled men;
15 in a maintenance section, 5 draftsmen, o.nd 11 in an operating Nld
technical. section; an estimate which appeared reasonable.
It
seems that discrepancies of this order occur frequently and are
responsible for much of the unsatisfactory nature of the supplies.
The provi~ion of urban water supplies adequate in both qucntit7
and quality is 6ne of the first principles of public he.alth.
';rhey
have their benefits in many other ways than the reduction of. ·
alimentary infection: by the improvement of personal, dom~stic .~4
urban cleanliness, the resulmof which were seen in the dramatic
improvement in public health in Great Britain in the seoond half ot
the lnst century following the widespread introduction of adequate
supplie_s, and in many other countries.
. 'l'he 'process of water sampling o.ud analysis is a prescribed
function ·of the provincial lo.boratory, but does not appear to be
carried out. · Under the influence of UNCACK, o.pporatu~ for the .
estimation of-residual chloriue has been supplied in ~oat areas, but
its routine periodical use is o.n unusual happening.
The nnn~ysis ·o_#
piped -water supplies is an essential part of their functioning nnd
should properly be carried out both by the water authority and by
the health derartment.
The water authority should oheok the proper
functioning of ita purification works by very frequent estimations
of residual chlorine and by bacteriological analyses of water drawn
off at.the faucets to detect imperfections in the distribution
system.
The health.department should carry out routine examinations
at the fauceta and by a process of sampling distribute its
inspections over the entire area served in the oourse ·of a year.
In the present ·state of health departments and provincial. laboratories
this is not a practical possibility, but·it should be developed ne
soon as the persons and ·r~cilities are available.
A general policy of improvement of municipal water supplies
should aim at the provision of a minimum of 20 gallons of wholesome
water per_head of population to all town dwellers.
This would
require the surveying of all wa'ter collecting systems, purification
plants and distribution systems~·. AAd preparing -a programme of
development for each.
Prioritie-s· ·of· work should t·hen be nllocnted.1
the highest priority being given to those areas where the ~upply is
most inadequate in quantity, and the second priority to those areas
where the quantity could ·be oaterially·inoreased without great
o'apital expenditure.
It is raoo.minended that work should be undertaken on this forthwith, and the development progro.r.une started at a.
speed whioh will per~t its oo~pletion within about 25 years.
Such a programme will involve majcr cap~tal expenditure but it should
not be forgotten that in most countrl."'s v:'lter supply is regarded as
tinancially self-supporting though the levying of water rates.
This was probably once the case in Korea, thouga the economic breakdown has now entirely di~located the system, which deserves
restoration.
A training scheme is needed to provide· technicians for tne
proper running, maintenance nnd normal_ enl.:irge'ment of purificab:lo~

systeos, puuping apparatus and distribution syste•as. One rJajor water
works could be taken over and operated as a school staffed by international instructors. This school should handle all the technologies
involved in water nanagenent, including those of oaintenanoe and
repair of pusping machinery, and draftsmanship. Its pupils should
be the existing staff of water works who are at the mogent inadequately
trained, together with additional people - possibly recently demobilised
- who will be necessary ~o bring the staffs up to their proper number. •
The course of instruction would vary according to the techniques
taught, but in no case would it be of leas than three months duration
whilst in r~ it would be of six months. The objective should be
by a process of intensive training to turn out men who are fully
skilled and self-reliant in their field. Much good has been done by
the brief refresher courses given by UNCACK and typically lasting
a few days, but the ensurance of proper maintenance after the end of
international assistance involves ~uch more elaborate instruction.
Sewage.
The tradition and economy of agriculture in Korea is
largely based on the immediate return of all nitrogenous matter to
the soil. In both town and rural areas waste matter is carefully
conserved for ultimate direct disposal on the field, where it is
largely used on the subsidiary crops such as vegetables and beans.
This tradition is largely responsible for the high incidence of worm
infections and of ~any other alimentary diseasea. Though it is
traditional it is not certain that it constitutes the most effective
method of fertilisation. European experiment suggests that though
composted material may have a lower nitrogenous content than fresh,
it is productive of a greater fertilisation through improvement of
soil structure. A few experiments in oomposting have been carried
out and a major one was being initiated at Kwangju at the time of
the Mission's visit. Such experiments should be encouraged but it
is particularly desirable that agricultural research workers should
investigate the subject with the particular objective of defining a
~ethod of production which ensures the greatest fertilisation of the
land with the minimuo risk to the inhabitants.
Rural composting schemes could probably be carried out by local
cooperative effort, but in towns they aemand municipal action.
Municipalities have a system of collection which is, in almost all
oases, inadequate and reinforced by the work of private contractors.
The Mission noted this with regret as it must inevitably lower the
sanitary stan~da involved. The municipality should undertake the
clearance·ot both sewage and refuse, utilising as much as possible
for co~post and holding the remainder under approved conditions until
it oan be used. The latrines, which are at present mostly unsatisfactory, should be improved by the preparation of approved plans,
the adoption of which should be obligatory in urban areas. The
introduct.ion of vaouum clearance to closed containers on trucks is
desirable and could be started in some parts of towns which now have
relatively high rateable value, with the object of its ultimate wider
extension.
As an immediate measure it is important that municipal clearance
should be re-established and to this end transport for the purpose,
much of which has been lost:during the war, should be immediately
restored.

Scavenging Services.
As with the sewage, the tradition of the
country is that the beat pla~e for the garbage is on the land, and
traditionally it is removed 'effectively and quickly. In towns it is
normally carried by householders at regular intervals to dumps which
were at one time cleared regularly by the local authority, but the
loss of trucks during the w~ has greatly reduced the frequency of
clearance. Removal may be direct to farms or to major dumps, which
typically act as temporary clear~ce depots only, the material being
quickly removed by farmers end in·sooe oases delivered to then on
payment of cartage.
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contains a great quantity of p~per and tin which cannot be disposed
of in this way, but which have ·a considerable marketable value.
It is eagerly collected and where uncontrolled is taken to a great
variety of small unauthorised duups - there are said to be 60 around
Pusan - where it is sorted by private individuals, thus producing
an insanitary nuisance.
It ·has, however, been put on an organised
basis in Taegu, where it is collected by the ~unicipality and taken
to a single depot to De sorted under control.
The.oonsiderable
revenue from salvage ia used to support the Sanit~tion Dep£U•tm&nt of
the City.
In principle the system of disposal is unobjectionable if
properly carried out,. but it needs the restoration of transportation
previously used for olearance and lost during the war, and the
provision of proper concrete containers, withprotection against rats,
fqr looal storage before clearance.
hlthough disposal on land is
not objectionable, the material could be used with equal economy in
the preparation of conpost, thereby aiding the sanitary disposal of
night soil.

Food ¥Ygiene.
Much vegetable food is contaminated at source by the
method of fertilisation by night soil which is cocoon, ~d particularly
so in market gardens.
The incidence of.ascariaais is shown on
survey to be 82 per oent of the population throughout the country.
Infection with Clonorchis sinensis nnd_Paragonimus westermanii is
prevalent .in certain parts, ohiefly along the banks of· the major
rivers, and though the gtneral incidence is low, 6.6·per. cent, the
local incidence is so~et~1es high and reaches 36.9: per cent in an area
near Taegu.
This means that much of the fish conswmed is contaminated
at source.
Food is rete+led largely in markets, the··m~agement of
which is one of the recognised functions of the Sanitation Sub-Section
of the Bureau of Social A~fails, now actively assisted by the
Sanitation Section of UNCACK teams.
Food ~s norDally uncovered and
not protected in any way liut there is usual;ly ·an·· o.otive effo~t to
maintain· some standard of cleall.liness of surroundings .and reduction
of flies, a campaign made iifficult by the coamon rough nature 9f the
paving and inadequ~te f~oi~ities.
There are many ~all restaurants
around such markets, o.nd o•nsiddring their oiroumsta.n.ces· ·.the standard
attained is moderately satisfao\ory.
A recent intensive drive.to
secure cleanliness in the handling of food in restaurants and other
places has been initiated by UN~~CK, and an excellent manual for the
use of instructors has been produced.
The imoediate effects to be
expected are soall but if c~libero.te instruction is continued with
determination the effects should be ounulo.tive and ultimately of
considerable value.
Provincial laboratories have o.s one of their
functions the routine examilntion of foods for adulteration and for
bacteriological impurity.
courses in technical t~aining in these
subjects ore given to techntcians ·by the National Laboratory of
Chemistry and the National ~abor~tory fo~ the Prev~ntion of Infectious
Diseases.
The use m~de of these services appears .to be small but
they constitute a foundo.tion on which more o~ · b,e built.·
Insects l~ssociated with DiaGnse. The inseot-borne diseases which
occur in Korea. include malrolo., filariusis, Japanese B encephalitis,
louse-typhus, cite-typhus, Jelapsing !ever o.nd haemorrhagia fever,
and though plague hns not been recorded it is not oert.ain that it is
absent; . it' occurs on a. l.a.r,ce sca.le in neighbouring countries and
- could readily be imported "into the country.
The eptdemiology of Japanese ·~ encephalitis is still in some ways
uncertain, and that of haem~rrhagio fever is very little understood.
The local epideuiology and !istribution of most of the others
deserve further study, part~culo.rly mnlo.rio. concerning which it is
impossible to get reliable data.
It is known to ooour in a very
irregular ~d cirou~scribed iistributivn 1 being ~~sent from many nreo.s,
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but spleen rates ranging from 2 per cent to 24 per cent are to be
found in the broad rice growing areas of Kyongsang Pukto, and possibly
similar conditions occur elsewhere.
Typhus is noroally recurrent in winter epide~ics of varying size.
There are no standard arrangements for disinfestation but UNCACK has
undertaken a wide delousing scheme by the use of DDT powder as well
as active immunisation of the population against typhus, and these
measures have greatly restrained the incidence of that disease.
It
has been shown that the louse has developed a partial resistance to
the action of DDT and although there. is no precedent to go on it is
possible that the utility of this insecticide may steadily decrease.
Ulticate control lies in the provision of a liberal water supply 1
which has been suggested elsewhere.
The National Laboratory for the Prevention of Infectious
Diseases is staffed and equipped to deal with the bacteriological nnd
parasitological aspect of these diseases, though improvement is to be
desired,-but it is not associated 'with any executive organisation.
It is not etaffed or equipped to deal with the epidemiological and
entomological aspects in a satisfactory manner, and its work cannot
be complete until this is remedied.
The background and basic
training ne~ded by a skilled entomologist are unusual; there ore no
facilities for them in Korea and it is unl~kely th~t any Korean has
attained them elsewhere, so that production of a fully suitable Korean
staff within the next few years is unlikely.
The study of these diseases with a view to complete elucidation
of their looal epidemiology and distribution is an important aspect
of public health work, and ·it is suggested that an international teru~
should be appointed to the .National Laboratory, with access to hospital
beds for the observation of clinical oases, for this purpose.
It
should consist of an entomologist, assistant entomologist, virologist
and technician, and should work for a period of three to five years.
During this time it should ~e possible to give overseas training ~a
Korean virologist to replace the international one on his departure,
and tecQnioiana could be trained locally.
An effort should be made
simultaneously to find an appropriate Korean for training as an
entomologist, but it would have to be recognised that this might be
impossible.
Inclination is essential and is not commonly found.
It
must be supported by a good graduate training in general zoology, a
school being chosen with a marked experimental-biological rather than
systematic leaning.
In addition, one or two years post-graduate
experience under supervision would be d_esirable before underto.king
independQnt work as an entomologist.
To start this programme from
the basi• of a high school education might be too prolonged for an
UNKRA activity.
Rodents. llodents are a common feature of the town and countryside,
and their inroad& on food stooks ciust be considerable.
They have
not been sp&oifically incriminated in the transmission of disease in
this country ~d, in particular, bubonic plague has not been reported.
They may act a~ reservoirs of several serious diseases; pl.ague, ·
typhus and Weil"'i disease being cdLl.Clon ones.
Scrub typhus has been
reported, but on \Uquiry into the incidence of the various rodentborne diseases the ~ssion felt that it was encountering ~ore a lack
of information than \ny pos~tive evidence of the local harmlessness
of the rat population.
Wh1tever the present position, there is
undoubtedly a possibil~~y o~ introduction of these diseases and
particularly of plague.
The war daoage which has been suffered by
nany ports and other towns and the failures in cunioipal cleansing
work following the war _grea~\y increase the risk of major epidemic
occurrence.
The potent;alit• calls for particular vigilance in rodent
control and for the routine bo.O\~riologioal examination to detect the
occurrence of plague among rats ~d fleas, or its probability as shown
by flea prevalence.
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The mnin industry of the
country ~s agriculture; the others were principally in the northern
territory, and in Kyonggi-Do•
Those in territory now controlled by
the Korean Governtlent are relatively sllltl.ll and many of them have been
brought to a standstill;
they inolude a textile industry• the
fabrication of rubber goods, and minipg, tung~ten, coal and ether
oinerals being worked.
Mo.ny qf the factories are SJ.;lall, eraploying
very few workers, and are therefore difficult to supervise.
They
eoployed 269,000 workers before the outbreo.k of war, although the
nuober is now reduced to 191,000 by the closure of many factories in
plo.oes near the.mi2itary zone.

The existing law was enacted under Military Governuent and will
probably ba·rePlaced by a bill shortly to ·be brought before the
National Assembly.
The operative one deals with machine safety,
the manufacture of phosphorus matches, working hours, employment of·
juvenile labour and women, and sick and pregnancy leave.
It does
not include requirements for protection against specific industrial
risks, for the provision of first aid faeilit~es, ·or forsmitary
control of factories other than in broad general ter~s.
It is
notable particularly that si~cosis and other risks of cining are not
covered "by the law.
No factory inspection system .is laid down and
it does· not appear to exist.
Despite this, an example has bean set by the Honopoly Bureau, .
which· is the department of government processing tobacco.
One of
its factories was visited at Chonju.
In this factory,l,600 workers,
about 60 per cent of whom are women, are eoployed.
The design :of
the factory is good.
It is well provided with washing and latrine
arrangements.
It has a siople day nursery under unskilled supervision, and includes a fully equipped dispensary run by a doctor .
assisted by a pharoacist ~d two qualified nurses with one unqualified
a.seiat~t.
The. dispensary deals with siokne.ss nt work, industrial
injuries and is also the focal point of a contributory insurance
scheme run for the benefit of workers and their depend~nts.
This example is not generally followed, and in textile works
visited there was no special safety or welfare provision, although
the industri·al ris.ks .were &lall.
.i\ special Tisit was paid to a
coal mine and the welfare of workers was subsequently discussed with
the President of the co.upany and its medical officer.
Workers were
housed in good quality houses in well laid out settlements provided
with comuunal bath houses, which are accessib~e to workers and their
dependants free of oost.
The oine was a simple one of the inoline type, producing
anthracite and free from inflo.amable gas.
Drilling was by the dry
process with no systeoatic dust control.
Ventilation was natural.
There was no sanitation in the nine.
There was no oechanism for
the provision ~first aid at the ~ne, but a dispensary was provided
about a mile away.
There were n4 pit head baths, but baths were
provided in the associated uillages.
There was no examination of.
workers for silicosis and no da.ta:an its incidence.
A dispensary
was provided in the village, where care is given to workers and their
families free of cost;
it has fQur treatment rooms for in-patients,
amongst whom were two people recovering from fractures of the leg
and one recovering from a serious injury to the spine.
The
management of these oases had been undertaken without adequate
facilities such as x-ray examination and the surgeon responsible was
said to be qua.lified by exaLl:i.nation only.
· ··

.

.

The importance of this state of affairs is fully·o.ppreciated
by the company officials and the medical officer who has been
appointed to reoedy it, and who has received public health training
in the United States.
h survey of the mines, including safety
precautions, has been no.de by a member of th~ US Depa.rtnant of Mines,
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providing two hospit~equipped with X-ray apparatus and three
clinics staffed by doctors for their total of 10 1 000 workers, and
arranging periodical examinations including the taking of a radiograph of the chest, and the installation of wet drilling and other
safety precautions.
The company is said to be committed to this
programme though it may be delayed by financial and equipment
difficulties.
For· the general improvement of conditions in industry the first
requirement is the specific training of medical officers in industrial
hygiene.
One specialising in mine work should be employed by the
mining companies and another to establish an inspectorate of mines
and factories within the Ministry of commerce.
The first function
of the inspectorate would be to carry out a detailed survey of
conditions in industries, particularly those with special hazards and
to prepare a complete revision of the law dealing with occupational
conditions, aiming at a level of standards suitably high but strictly
enforceable within the circumstances of the country.
The second
function would be the maintenance of those standards by a regular
inspeetion of factories, for which purpose factory inspectors would
have to be trained.
These factory inspectors are concerned mainly
and in the first place with the maintenance of safe conditions of
employment.
Their provision is not the responsibility of the Ministry
of Health but would presumably be that of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry, and the suggestion is made that the best inspectors are
recruited from_the workers in the particular industry to be inspected.
However, the Ministry of Health has a responsib1lity, to supervise
the sanitary environment ~ which the workers have to oarry out their
duties, for which nurpose tt will be necessary to give some special
training to sanitary inspectors of good quality.
It is pointed out,
however, that the responsibility for implementing the requirements
set up by these sanitary inspections must lie with the ministry
concerned and the industrial enterprise cQncerned, and oannot lie
with the Health Inspection Service.
This programme would resul± in the definition of a number of
safety precautions desirable in industries as a whole, but mining is
a field in which immediate action could be taken without further
survey, and every effort should be made to act on the recommendations
made in this respect by the officer of the US Department of I~es,·
and the proposals put forward by the company already referred to.
It is said that an extension of mining is proposed, in which case the
installation of adequate safety and welfare ~easures, of appropriate
housing and medical care should be looked on as a necessary part of
the work.
Sanitary staff. Organisation has been discussed in a separate chapter
and will not be descr1bed again except to emphasise the difficulties
produced by the indirect lines of authority concerned.
The ministry staff includes three officers with overseas public
health training, one of whom has had special instruction in
statistics and epidemiology.
At the provincial level one medical
officer is responsible for all medical and public health services,
appointed directly by the provincial governor, possibly not a
permanent civil servant, and typically without public health training.
Under him there is a sanitation officer who is again represented by
a sanitation officer at the gun level, who may have working under
him sanitary inspectors who
typically provided on a basis of one
for each province, city, town and~·

are

There is a ainistry instruction that these sanitary inspectors
should not be transferred to other duties in other departments, and
there are arrangements for their examination and qualification for
the title, but no arrangements for training, which must
be gained by the apprenticeship system and by personal
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though the examination system is practised in some r·rovinces
and ensures a certain amount of elementary knowledge.
The result
is that despite careful enquiry the mission has been unable to meet
a sanitary inspector who would be deemed su~tnbly trained and otherwise appropriate for the post in most other count~iea.
This group is essential to the practice of any enviro~ental
care and in fact constitutes the working mechanism of a sanitation
department, and until this lack is remedied there can be no marked
improvement in public sanitation.
The immediate remedy for this situation lies in the training of
sanitary inspectors on a considerable scale.
An adequate initial
cadre would oonsist of at least one to every ~' town and city with
additional numbers for the major cities, but the ultimate numbers
required would progressively·inoreuse as the proposed scheme of
Health Units is developed.
The proper mechanism lies in the creation
of a school for sanitary inspectors working by intensive methods and
under the control of international staff including a medical officer
of health and two or more sanitary inspectors.
This school should
be situated on the border of a town and its staff should be
responsible for all executive sanitary work in a large neighbouring
area with a population of 6o,ooo to ?0 1 000, and including both town
and country dwellings.
The original pupils should be the existing
untrained sanitary inspecto.rs in groups of about 50 undergoing a
course of instruction lasting three months.
As they became trained
and returned to their normnl duties additional people to provide the
necessary numbers should be taken under instruction, possibiy on
demobilisation from the army.
This school should be continued until
the suggested oad.re is full.
When this has been achieved the
intensive training progr'WlUJe could be abandoned and norLlO.l training
undertaken.
This would be in a smaller school, possibly loc~ted in
a health unit, taking the nuaber of pupils required for progressive
exparision of the service and repl&ce~ent of losses for a period of
six months training.·
·
Laboratory Services. At the national level the provl.SJ.on for investigation of endemic and epidemic diseases achieved a high standard
before the war.
The Nationalinstitute for the Prevention of
Infectious Diseases was in Seoul, but is now working in unsatisfactory
accommodation in the neighbourho.od ot Pusan.
It is :ln the charge
of a capable director who has received good training, with a staff of
nine qualified people covering the subjects of bacteriology, biology,
parasitology, virology, pathology, production of vaccinee and antitoxins.
In Seoul the labor·atory undertook vaccine production on a
large scale, being the main source of supply for the country.
It
also undertook the investigation of epidemic n.nd endemic diseases,
carried out the training of technicians tor employment in other
laboratories and was o: research centre.
·
The buildings in Seoul are of varying ages, some being
dilapidated, and occupy a large compound. · There is little direct
war damage; but there has been a grave loss of equipoent, ouch of
which has been found useful by invading forces und removed, and other
porta of which have been looted or undergone deterioration; the
losses include major items and there has been much damage to expensive
machinery.
On appraisal it seems that this institute was of high
quality and that'it should again oonstitute an import~t keystone of
public health work.
The training of several members of the staff,
however, could be extended with advantage.
A programme has been
prepared which includes the training of three senior staff mewbers
immediately after the war, and four more on their return.
The
Mission recommends that this programme should be carried out.
It
is also recommended elsewhere in this report that an.entomological
unit should be attached to the laooratory.
In parallal with n.ni to some extent COl:lplenento.ry to this
institute is the Nationc..l Institute of Chc=Jmistr'.- in Seoul which
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.and bio~ogioal chemistry.
It was housed in a large specially
constructed building, elaborately fitted and equipped, and capable of
dealing with a wide range of chemic~ work and was staffed on a scale
comparable to ·that of the other Natioual Laboratory.
It has
suffered relatively minor direct damage but again there has been muchloss of equipment.
Both these laboratories deserve the fullest rehabilitation suoh
as is suggested elsewhere for medical colleges, because they nre
important key units in the health economy of the country and can
serve an econoaic function by the production of vaccines and other
materials which would otherwise need importation.
In the proposed scheme of reconstruction whioh was put before us
by the directors it was Suggested that these two institutions should
be fused with each other on a new site more distQnt from the centre
of Seoul, firstly f~ the co-ordination of their laboratory functions
and secondly in order that they might serve as the nucleus of a
School of HYgiene at which health staff should be trained.
fhe
dilapidated state of the buildings of the bacteriology laboratory
will even~unlly necessitate much new construction and there is no
objection in principle to this being on a new site.
The present
building of the chemistry laboratory is an excellent one specially
designed for the purpose, and it would be difficult to substantiate
· a·scheme for ita immediate postwar reconstruction on a site adjacent
to the bacteriology laboratory whether that were removed or not.
The intention of fusion .of ·the two units is, however, sound and plc.ns
tor reconstruction· 'Of th-e. baoteriol()gy laboratory should. be drawn up
in a way which will Dllow this to take place when oond~tions are more
nearly normnl.

A laboratory exists at .the capital of' each province but is of a
very different caLibre to those described, being in the charge of
technicians working under the authority of the provincial medical
officer but without direct supervision by a patho~ogist or other
medical man.
The technicians are trained at. the two Na.tionaJ._
Laboratories, their training cove~ing a wide range of subjects,
including chemical and bncteriological analysis of food and water, the
bacteriological and' biochemical processes of' a hospital laboratory and
general bacteriology.
In fact, the great bulk of thei•work lies in
examining smears and sera from the venereal disease clinics, and only
occasionally in other exaLlinationa·.
For instance, the sto.ff of one
laboratory in one month examined 2,459 smears, carried out 430 Kleine
tests on sera, and did about 20 other examinations suoh as blood counts
for the local hospital.
The laboratory provision, whioh at the
national leve~ is good, is therefore inadequate at the provincial
level.
It is notable that there .are.v~ry few medical men engaged in
pathology or bacteriology in the provinces, none being encountered by
the Mission outside the University Colleges and Missions.
Until more
provision is made tor work of this nature there must be marked
difficulty in both the· execution of public health work and in the
treatment of patients.
A programme of ~provement of' provincial laboratories is seriously
needed, the objective being that they should undertake all the
laboratory work of the health services including routine food, water,
entomological and other examinations, participate in disease surveys,
and serve an advisory function in the prevention of disease.
This
programme cannot be undertaken hurriedly.
The first step required is
the training of medical men in bacteriology, biochemistry and the
maintenance and operation of laboratories which is an appropriate
function of the two National Laboratories.
Only. when this has
·been undertaken should the provincial lo.boratories be enlarged, and
the post of provinoin~ pathologist created. · This post would be
under the Medical Officer of Health with provision for direct technical
contact with the directors of the two National Laboratories.
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Recommendations
l.

The imp.rpveroent of rural ·we.lls should be continued, and the
f!Cheme enlarged by the demonstrat;J.on of type plans and subsidised .~i:'ovision of concrete rings, .cenient for their fixture 1
. and well-head fitting.
·.
·
··

2..

A.sur.irey should be made·of all. piped water suppld.es~ and.plans
prepared-for their elab~ration to e~sure a QiniUum supply of 20
ga~lons per head per day in urban areas.
A ?5 year programme of
work. on ·su.ch plans should be initiated.

3.

A training school .for water works. operators of all grades should.
be estab:l:tshed, and comprehensive courses
instruction arrang~d
in it. . ·.
.

4.

· Transp·ort ~eeded for urban sewage clearance and scaven_ging .·should
be. fully re'stored.
'
.

;.

Experimental work on compost manufacture and its -agrioult.ural
value shou~d be initiated in conjuno.t.ion with agricu·lturaJ. .
workers. Prototype oomposting systems for town.sewage\and;refuse
should be arranged.
. , ..

6.

Rodent· contro.l should be improved' and. a watoh kept for the importa t~~n..
plague •

7.

A detailed study should be.made of ·the distribution and epidemiology.·.of !J,alaria, mosquito~borne encephalitis and other insectborne. diseases with a view to formulating schemes of control.

8.
9~

of

of

.

..

·Fellowships in industrial hygiene should be granted to two medical
men, one
study ·particularly the care of oiners.

70

An inspectorate.

the Ministry

~f.faotories

o£ Cotlillerce.

and mines should be established in

10..

The' earliest possible provision should be made for periodical .
examination of miners, wet drilling processes, dust control where
needed, and other safety precautions in mines.

11.

An intensive training school for sanitary· inspectors should be

established as soon_as is possible.
12.

The National Laboratory for the Prevention of Infectious Diseases
and the Na~ional Laboratory for Chenustry should be completely
restored in structure, services, equiphlent and material. Consideration should be given to the movenent of the first o£ ·these to a
·
new sit~ on the periphery of Seoul.

13.

Fellowships should be~ granted to meobers of the staff ·of these
two laboratories.

14.

An intern~ti~nally reor~ited visiting team of an entomologist,
assistant entomologist, vir'ologist and technician should be
attached to one of thes~ laboratories for 3 to 5 years to promote
the. study of i+l,sect-borne diseases.

'•

:
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MATERNITY AND CHILD WEL'FARE
Maternit~ and child welfare work constitutes, .perhaps, the most
~mportant·type

of personal health service in any Eastern country, and
Korea is no exception.
It consists of.notivities which are popular·
with the people as well as with local and central government authorit•
ies.
:Qesults becooe ~vi.dent in a relatively abort ·time· if work is
well done, and the advantages to a country in ensuring tho health and
vitality of an essential section -of·the community are very great. It
is particularly valuable in tha~ it provides.the means of introducing
to the family and the .community other public health measures, such as
sanitation, immunisation and health educntion'in a manne~ more acceptable than would otherwise be possible. The }~nistry of Health has
placed great importance on this work which it i~tiated through
national and provincial centres. It was being further elaborated-with
help from UNICEF but unfortunately, due to the outbreak of hostilities,
became either suspended or carried out in an ineff~cient mnnnar.
Maternity and child welfare is included in.the duties of health
and public health dispensaries, but very l~ttle is now being
done. The existing conditions are not conducive to a proper pro~amme
over a. long ter1a period suoh as the subject demand~. The· institutions
at which it is supposed to be carried out are, at tho moment, ~imarilY
engaged in the treatment of the sick and in preventive measures suoh
ae vaooination and inoculation, The ohief reasons for this uneatisfaot~
ory state ot affairs are the absence of a comprehensive plan of work
and the.total laok of Adequate staff.
·
cen~res

A proper progranme of this 1\U\ture is one of the most important
activities of Health Units •. The care of the mother who is expecting 4
baby, and the child. during the. in·fa.nt·· and pre-school age periods ha.s a
natural appeal and it is logical for a newly established health·organ~
isation to embark on such activities ·at the beginning. When a. mother
or ohild has been ·looked after in n-~unner which appeals to the people,
a bond is created between the health worker and ~he ~amily which is of
immense value in elef4entlll'y heo.lth education rind 'initiat·ing other health
aotivitie~.

Maternity and child welfare work ~plies the oar~ of the mother
during pregnancy, childbirth and during the period immediately following. Although the birth o~ ~be child is a natural phenomenon, i~ ~s
one of great danger i f elementary precautionary measures are not adopted.
A simple programm~ of .work reduces ~aternal mo~tality and saves much
WUJ.eoessary inva.l.idisa, with great a~vantage to the frunily an.d oomz:aunity.
The period of greatest danger to the ohild is the f~w days iamediately following birth, nnd detailed care through this period oon.~e
of great value.
Child welfare work should be carried out in the home, at clin~cs
and, wh~re the occasion demands, at hospitals. Home visiting is of the
utmost importance, as ~t is by this menns that the first contact is
made with the mother and the facily, but it has yet to bo developed on
proper linos in Korea.
·
Clinics should be held on speoial days at fixed times. Expeotnnt
mothers should be examined, minor defects corrected, and ·where major
abnormalities are detected, the mother should be referred to a hospital.
Infants and pre-school children should also be examined und looked after,
particularly in Pogard to feeding, the observance of hygiene and the
t~eatment of mino~ ailmentst particularly worm infestations.
~ose
with major diseases should be referrod from the clinic to the trentment
section or the hospital, dopending on oiroumstanoes, as the primary
function of the olinio is to keep the 1:1other and the oh:Ud hea..lthy, not
to give tr~atment.
'
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nurses and midwives who constitute the normal staff of the Health
Unit. It is essential that the medical officer in charge of the
Unit, who will direct the maternity and child welfare work, should
have had a training in public health, either locally or abroad, and
should have a clear understanding of the relationship between maternity and child welfare and the other fields of public health. The
medical officers of health should be in charge of the clinics,
assisted by others.
The public health nurse is a general nurse with a training in
aidwifery who has undergone a postgraduate course of training in
her specialism. Public Health nurses are used in different ways
in different countries. In the circumstances of Korea the best way
of utilising the~ would be as advisers to and supervisors of the
midwives, and as assistants at the clinics.
The midwife plays a very important role. It is she who does
most o£ the home visiting and makes the first contact with the
families and conducts the deliveries in normal oases.
In many
countries they are a distinct class with a certificate and licence
authorising them to practise midwifery only, but in Korea nursing
and midwifery are incorporated in a single course and all qualified
midwives will in future also be qualified nur~c~. In view of the
important part which they will pl~y in Health ijnit work in general
and in maternity and child welfare work in par'Cioular, it would be
very advantageous if they oo~ld attend a course of about 6 months
duration in eleoentary hygiene and public health and domiciliary
midwifery before actual appointment to a Health Unit.
The nurse-midwife will be the backbone of the service and has
many duties: she visits the homes,conducts normal deliveries and
makes the first contact with the mothers and children, and is the
educator in elementary hygiene. vvhen she is not otherwise engaged,
she also attends the clinics. For these reasons it is important
that a limited area where no more than 150 deliveries a year can be
expected should be assigned to hur and that she should reside in
the area.
Well-conducted maternity and pediatrio units in hospitals to
which Health Units are affiliated are essential. Major abnormalities
in mothers and children can only be dealt with in properly constituted
hospitals which are valuable training centres for doctors and nurses.
At the present time, very few maternity oases or pedintric oases
are available even for teaching purposes. An affiliation of the
hospitals with the Health Units should remedy this grave defect.
It is obvious that an organised programae of this nature oan
be instituted only in stages with the development of the Health
units. In the interim perio·d the I!ledioal and nursing staffs
attached to the existing dispensaries should be given a short coursa
of training and work on lines approximatin&, those which have been
recommended.
The evaluation of the usefulness of maternity and child
welfare work is cooparatively easy. The infant mortality rate and
the maternal mortality rate are accepted as standards of public
health and the collection of figures for these rates is relatively
easy. Such an approach in a large area is in itself a method of
improving the general vital statistics of that area.
The financial implications-of a programme of maternity and
child welfare work are relatively little. The work is primarily
concerned with the prevention of sickness and the education of the
individual and calls for no large-scale expenditure.
The chief
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Unlike curative medical institutions, the Health Units do not require
elaborate buildings.
For the successful operation of a programme it is essential
that the services both at the clinics and in the homes should be
free. It is true that, if the work is done well, there will arise
in the course of time a great demand for hospital acooumodation for
maternity and pediatric oases, and this will necessitate a larger
outlay in providing these facilities.
In a long-term evaluation of maternity cind child welf~re work
the fact cannot be overlooked that with the reduction of deaths and
a stationary high birth rate an increase of the population is bound
to occur as it has done in other countries wher~ schemes of maternity
and child welfru•e work have been suoocssfully carried out.

In this country war orphans constitute a special problem. They
are now being looked after in orphru1~ges but it is questionable
whether this will be the best method under more normal conditions.
The finding of homes for as many as possible under the cnre of foster
parents should be car~fully considered.
The care of the school child is receiving some attention at the
present time. The work is on an individual basis, each school
making arrangements with local physicians on an ad hoc basia. Some
schools employ nurses as well.
It is desirable~at this should be
integrated with the maternity and child welfare programoe, and that
the health officers of the local Health Unit should be associated
with it. Where the local health officers uro unable to cope with the
work of all the schools in the area thero is no objeotion.to the
services of one or more local practitioners being used ori a part-tioe
basis, provided they are interested in the work.
Medical exaoinations will be of little use unless adequate
are provided in the Health Units and in the hospitals
for the correction of the defects that. are found. For effective work
to be carried out it is necessary that the Ministry of Education should
provide the necessary equipment and the facilities required by the
doctor and. the nurse. In such an arrangewent the two Ninistries concerned will contribute jointly towards this important field of public
health work - the I{inistry of Education by providing the necessary
equipment as well as by paying any part-time medical officers who may
be employed, and the Ministry of Health by giving the services of the
Medical Officer of Health and the facilities required for the correction of defects.
faoilitie~

As school health work falls within the soope of both the Ministry
of Education and the Ministry of Health, it is necessary that a coordinated policy applicable to all the schools in the country be
agreed upon to obtain the maximum'benefits for the children whom it
is intended to serve.
Recommendations

1. .

Maternity and child welfare work should be an integrated part of
Health Unit work. This work should be carried out at clinics in
Health Units and in the homes.

2.

For certain types of cases care in medical institutions is
essential. Hospitals should be affiliated to the Health Units
where this work is being aarried out, and maternity and
pediatric unite should be provided in the hospital.
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3.

The most important requirement is trained staff. Doctors,
nurses ana midwives who ar~ engaged in this work should
receive proper training in hospitals as well as in the field.

4.

A study of the vital statistics within each Health Unit area
should be made each year. This will indicate whefe services
are most needed and also the value of work t~at has been

done~

The school health work programme should be reorientated in.
Qrder.to -bring it within the general health .progr~e o~~the
arc~ •.. There should be a coordinated policy between. the
Ministry of Education and the Hinistry of Health.
. ' . .,
.
.
.
· In~e;-national assistance could best t-ake· the form of--training of personnel and pz:ovi·sion of :necessary suppliel!l. Under
the present emergency co.nd:j.tions some acc.essory ·foods as well
al!l ·milk or milk powder could be given through the maternity
and ch:i,.ld welfare clinics ·to t·he CAildren who are in need of
such s~pplements, with great a4vant~ge.

.6.

DISEASES OF MAJOR SOCIAL l}WORTANCE
The diseases, other than the acute communicable diseases,
whioh need immediate attention are leprosy, venereal diseases,
tuber.oulosis ·.and. the wQrm, diseases. .They· have· a special.
s.igm..fi,c.anoe because a. programme .f0r ·their control·must :be ~r.i..ed
out· systematioalJ.y over a long p~;rio.d of. "time and· inevitabl~.,
theref.ore, influences th.e economy -of the country.
They. could
however be taclded immediately as. actiQn need not. int·erfere with the
general planning .of the health services, though it ·.should b.e .·
int.egrat~d .in t.hem as they develop.,
The :l..nitiatia~ ·of·. work on s.ound
linea would qn the other hand.be a gre~t asset as a·demonstration
of the· .met4.ods to bre deve.loped.
•

.

I

.:
The app,lioation .of modern concepts on the type of· ·leproat oase
needi;ng segregation, the initiation of a systtalll. of par.ole, the
:"'.f;l.~ation of contacts, and the early separation of potential eaoos
in children of lepro.sy parents could both reduce the present heavy
financial burden and show the way to a ,syt!tem. that would· eventu-ally
heJ.p to control the disease.
Tu,ber.culosis is a very serious health and. finanoia·l problem.
There are said to be approximately a raillion cases of whom nearly onethird need institutional care.
It is beyond the powers of the
-.ountry to provide this but it_is important to maintain a quick turnover of hospital patients and rilo"dern "intensive treatment. As an
immediate measure one sanatorium and one or more wards in teaching
· h.ospitals C(ould be established where modern .'methods of ta:-eatillent ·
gould be provided and arrangements made. !or the training of doctors 1
nurses and te"ohnicians. After-care and rehabUitatiori should be
deve1oped in oonneo~on with them ~or wider "application ~~ the future.
It would perhaps not be posaib~e nor eTcn desirable to' change
· the present system of rigid oontrol of venereal diseaa~s. in ~ertain
··limited sections of the oommunity. It sho~ld however· be po~ai~le to
"develop an additi~ programme of work in association· witn·e~~ing
"medical inst~tuti4ns where the voluntary and ·confidential" natur~'of
treatment ot these diseases could be maintained, because .the .fol:l:.OW..up
ot contaots and education in preventive and· p~ophylaotic meas~res can
b-e under't'ak.en only under such oondit:icins.
·· ·
The most widespread condition to be found in K~rea is parasitism.
· The· cost to the economy oannot be estitlated but it -oust be extremely
.. ltigh. Thi~. Qlae.q of debil,ity J.e..nds itself peculiarly well to the speedy
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could b~· carried out by partially trained workers drawn. from the
' r·ural po'pulation itself.
Specific proposals to this effeot a.ro
made la~er.in this chapter.
·
Leprosy.
Organised work for the care and tr·eatl:lent of patients
suffering from leprosy was started ~awards the beginning of the
oentury as a private and missionary enterprise.
This was followed
by the·· establishment of a Government leprosarium at Sorokto durj.ng
the Japanese regime, and the administration· of this institution
was reserved to the Governor General.
There are at present 13
plaoes for the accommodation.of l~prosy patients distributed in
seven provinces. It has been estiaated that the total number of
leprosy patients in the country is 45,000 and· the aceor40odation ·
that is provided is euif1oient only for about l6,ooo. There is
therefore a balance of about 29,000 who are either living in.their
vi~lages or eking out ~ existence by begging in the cities.
A
situation which leaves suGh a large proportion of oases at large
would render ineffective any measures that may be adoRted for the
control of this disease.

.'

Leprosy workers have several:- problems: the prevention :of· ..
infection; the treatQent and care of patients suffering from the
disease; over.ooming po·pular prejudice and el.i.tDinating the sooial.
stigma generally attached to-this-disease.- The ·outlook prevailing
in Koz·ea is suoh as even to· cause far.rl.lies to disown their own
meuber·a who have contracted the disease and to drive them out of
their .community. ·A more scientific and sympathetio approach is
essential in facing this· large and difficult proble~. N~arly 4?
per cent of the budget of· the Ministry of ·Health is spe.nt on the
care of leprosy patients and when it is realised that only about a
. third of the patients aro· being catered for, it is evi~ent that
eooriomioally the present system could not be adapted ~o provide·
for all leprosy patients. The problem deserves careful exam.inat~n
to evolve a practical and sci.entifio scheute ·within the ecoll,omic
·capabilities of Government.
A list of the institutions with the number of· patients in
ea.oh .of them, distributed by s.exes, as on 30th J~e, 19.52, is e;i~en
below:
LeErOsl
·Name of
Institution

tnstitut~ona

Mal as

.Femal.es

Total

3,3?3
672.
370•
782
712
303
'
·292
641
1,. 666
181

2,130
410
19?
464

.5 ,!)03
l,o82

Type

"l. Kangsangwon
National
11
Aesangw:on
11
3. SWlgkiewon
4 •. Sosangwon
"
5· Sangaewon
Provincial
11
6.• Aiekyungwon
?. Chongaewon
"
8. Aerakwon
Missi?nary
11
.9. Aeyangwon
J,O. Singsangwon
Private
11. St. Lazaro
·l-ti.asionar;y
12. Chonghaewon
Provincial
~3. Kyung·sang
N~o Colonies
"

z.

~

lZO

•

567

1,246

489

l,~Ol

136

439
393
l,l?8
l,l28

101

537
462
84

. .. 61

26!)

·91

181
37?

1, l~26

677

2,103

9.,824

. 5,839

15,663

286
.·.
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They were mainly segregation oa.ops rather than centres for the
efficient treatuent of patients.
The aoco~odation provided was
generally in detached or se1ai-detaohed houses, the unma.x-ried zmles
and the ununrried females living separ~tely in different houses and
.r.1arried couples living together.
Soo ;) oo~_onies are on a dormitory
pattern with central cookine facilities but in oost the patients who
lived in one particular house cooked their own meals. Some of the
quo.rters v1ere well constructed with good light and ventilation, and
the naintenance of the buildings and their cleal;.:i:.1ess were on the
whole very good.
The best hlaintained colony seen was at Taejon
where the entire work was carried out by the patients themselves
under the direction of the superintenC.ent, who is also a patient
and had been elected to his post by the pat.:Lents.
He had been six
years in the colony und before contrhcting the disease had been a
student at the University of Seoul.
In this colony a proper system
of adQinistration had bee~· organised under the direction of the
superintendent who w~s himself in charge of general affairs; there
were sections deal~ng with home affairs, medical affairs, work and
maintenance and religious and cultural affairs.
A good percentage of the innates in all those colonies are ablebodied persons and c~pable of some form of work.
A few are engage~
in medical care and allied activities.
The ~ajority from the
farming class were doing u very limited amount of agricultural work
by growing vegetables and ~aintaining pigs, rabbits·and poultry.
No major form of agricultural work, ,?articularly rice cultivation,
is possible for lack of land. In the Sung Kei Wuon colony at
Pupyong, where there are 597 inr.mt(;;!.:::; the site covers 103 acres but
the available farm:ing land is reportc,~ to be only 4~ acrt;;s.
The attitude to marriage reported to us vnries fro:n on~ colony
to another.
In one, marriage was pe"-"mitted without any restriction.
In another, ~arriage was permitted after. a vasectomy, and in still
another r.mrriage was not allowed at all.
A distressing feature in
most of the colonies was that infants and young nhildren lived in
the colonies in the closest contact with their infected parents.
In the Sung Kei Wuon colony which was established in 1947, all the
children born since the inception of the colony n.r;:. still living
with their parents~ A separate institution for the care of these
children has b~en established recently at Taegu by tho Government and
contains the potentialities of a very useful field of future work.
At the present ti~e only childr~n of five yenrs and over are received
at this L~stitution, ond 150 out of 700 contact children have so for
been separatea.
The ti~e of removal is far too late if the
children are t;o be saved from contracting the. disease.
It is well
known that infection in leprosy is by long and intimate contact
and that susceptibility is highest in the early ages. A policy
which pern:its infants and young childr..:n to ·remo.in with their
infected parents for five years before separation is by no means
satisfactory.
There is une co~ony at Aerak~on ~. Taegu.where a preventorium
has been established in the colony itself for the early
segregation of chi~dren. There are at present 40 ch~dren in it,
being educated and well cared for. · This sche1:w can be coim:wnded
to .other colonies. Apart fz•om th6 1nck of :facilities for the
early separation of children there is ~ gr.~at reluctance on the
part of the ·parents to allow the r'..:mov::tl of their children.. This
is perhaps the best index to a lack of health instruction and of a
social consciousness D.tlong the community i.."l relo:l;ior.. to this problem.
In the colonies vicited the least ~lp~essive feature was the
medical care progr~o.
It shouJ.d, however~ be stated that, due to
unavoidable circuusto.noes, the c~lony ~t Sorokto which was considered
to be one ol' the good institutions wo.s not inspected.
Medical care
i.a dependent largely on the medical offic..:rs; L~ sowe colonies there

were full-ti~e uedicnl officers; in others a part-time officer
had been engaged who visited the institution periodically; in
others there was no physician at all. Probably few if nny had had
any special training in leprosy or had much interest in its
problem.s. One of the part-ti,;le medical officers, visiting a
colony once a weck 1 ntter.ded o~~y to intercurrent diseases and
took no part whatsoever iD. the treatnent of leprosy.
In all
the institutions visited the actual nedioa~ care of the
patients, including giv.i..11g i'1j0t:L:.ons and even performing minor
operations, was carried out by patients who had been given
eleQ.entary instruction.
Great care ought to be exeroisad in admitting a peroon to a
leprosy institution but the rJethoO. of admission seen by u ._. left
room for considerabl('-.irnprovement.
Any person who was referred
to an institution by the health a':lthority or by the poJ.ice was
adr.rltted.
In41'.iries iailed in most instances to r<.oveal a
record of the signs and sy.o.ptoms on admission. Apart from the
danger of admitting persons not suffering leprosy, the absence
of a detailed record makes the evaluo.tion of the progress of the
case and the value of the treatment impossible. Record forms
are available, but are not being maintained. Proper supervision
to ensure that correct methods are followed is necessaryy
particularly as medical officers the:!seJ.ves are not v1ell trained
in the treatment of those cases.
The specifi.c drugs used are dio.zone 1 pror:J..i..'l'l and ohaulllloo§;ro.
oil.
They are supplied by UNCACK and WGre o.vailablc in
sufficient quantiti0s.
The mortality figures for the first
half of the GJ.rrent year were avo.ilable for one of th0 leprosy
colonies, at Sung Kei Viluon ut Pupyong. In a population of 528
at the beginning of th~ year there were 12 deaths during the
months ..:·anua.ry to June.
The estimated annual death rate is 47
per thousand. There were 8 deaths among the 345 nale patients
and 4 among the 1.83 female patients.
There is no difference in
the death rate cf the two sexes.
In regard to leprosy we would

reco~ond:

(1) The prevc.iling attitude that cases of leprosy must be kept
in government institutions for all time Ulust be changed, for
both scientific and financial reasons<

(2) The oases that require u~stitucional treatDent are
infective oases and advanced no!l.-~-l. nfe·::il.. ive ones with gross
deformities or other hv.ndicapa which uak0 the:U.- r~ha!Jilitation
in soci~ty ir.:1possi:cle.
The best type of institution for infective ouses is of
tne colony pattern, with opportunity for work by the patier.ts.
For advanced cases with dei'qrr.ri.ties an infirr.tury type of building would be appropriate.

(3) Every case that is admitted to o.. leprosy institut:iQn
must be carefully ex.~ined a~d a detailed report of tho
condition of the patient kep~.
(4) The nedio~.l car0 progral4lle must be considerably :improved.
The tro.in:i.ng of oediJD.l. ofiicel~s i.n the special fields is of the
ut.m?st importance,, Part-time medical officers are unsatisfactory.
A tro.ining centre esto..bli,shed by a ned:i.oal consultant c.t one of
the institutions would be a p-ractico.l means of t::>aining officers
f ::.. other institutions"
One or nore selected officers should
be.given the best possible training abroad to serve as Leaders
in this field of medicine~
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scientifically under medical ;supervision and direction. · The
determination of non-infectivity which is the basis for the release
of patients from leprosy institutions must be based on laboratory
diagnosis.
Adequate laboratory facilitios must therefore bo
provided an~ tochnici~ns to uan.them properly trained.
(6) The examination and obser·vation of cases and contacts and
discharge on p~ole ·Should be systematically carried out.
This
col..lld be done either at the local·hospita.ls or in a separate section
of th~ ·. Healt:h Unite..• · The doctors undertaking this should receive
som~ training, especially in .the early.dingnosis of oases.
The
establishment of.separnte ·elin:Los for this purpose would not·be
desiiable for both. technical. and financial reasons.
(7) A uniform procedure .should be ad~pted with regard to marriage.
If lilarriage is permitted it should be after vasectomy.

(8)

Children must bid separated from infected persons o.t birth.

(9) As the financial implications of leprosy c9ntrol are ~port~1t
it is necessary to nake leprosy institutions and colonies at least
partially self-supporting.
(10) The exaaple of the Taejon leprosy hospital oould be used on
·a wide soa~e to reduce the administrative expenses to a. minimwa.
·(11.). Able-bodied· pci.tients who have no gross le~ions ehould be
offered opportunities for work. .Agricultural work is desirable as
:.many inmates are from the far.u.ing 'class.
· (12) If agequate land is not available for ag.ricultur~ other types
of work, such as textile manufzcture, leather work and shoe ~aking
should be e~oouraged.
(13) The ulti1:1ate aim of the lepro~y insti.tutionf?. should be to
make the patients non-infecti~e.as ~oon as ·possible, to educate the
patients, during their residence in tht:: iristitutions, in. some form
·of trade and rehabilitate them in the community· under supervision.

The Venereal Diseases. The probleri of venereal disease in Korea
appears to be·serious, but there .is·no way of making an aeourate
estimate of their incidence .in the. absence .of adequate data.
The
· earl~est available figures are those for 1948 which refer to a
highly seieoted section of the population and a comparison between
the· per~od before 1945 and .the present time is not, therefore,
possible.
It would ·however be natural to expect a.n increase in the
inci.denoe under the abnor'm.o.l ·conditions of the present 'time with
large ~my and gisplaoed -populations.
Figures for a selected group of the population·s4ow in Seoul no
deterioration since 1948 •. .In fact,· on the basis of relatively small
samples 1 .there. is a slight improveille~t. ·
In 1948, a surTey was curried out of 16 1 874 entertainers .at the
·National Venereal Disease Centre in Seoul.
Waitresses, taxi
·dancers, ;kisan~ girls and pros.titu'!les are included in this category.
Of these. 11,2.5 , or 66 per cent, were infected. ·~ith one or another
type of venere.al ·disease.
Th.e Ministry of Hea;Lth has figures from
the .same. olass·of peopl·e for ;the period February to Deeerlber 1951.
The number of exar.ti.nations wa~, 6,372 o$ ·which 3 1 239 'or 50.8 per
cent were positive.
A comparative analysis of the figures from
these two stu9,ies is given in the following table.·

.

'
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Total nUQbor exnmined in 1948 : 16,874
"
"
"
" 1951 : 64,934
1948
No. of
cases .
Gonorrhoea
Syphilis
Chancroid
cymphogranu~or1a

venereum
All

!

1:22! .

of total
exru:U.ned

No~.

of

Ca~j~es

~

of totrt·
·exo.milie ·

22.0

5,702
5,317

J3.7
31.5

14,2?9
10,281

15.9.

191

1.1

1,183

1.8

46

0.2

11,256

66.5

14o'
25,88J

0.2

39.9

It is obviously not correct to gauge the incidence of veneru~l·
frow figures from a. selected group specially exposed.
A
rough estimate of 6 per cent of .. the population is given by Dr. In Ho
Chu.
It is also stated by him in his report on public health in .
Korea, 1951, that a survey of 5,219 chi1drsn.undar one year·w~s , .
oo.rr,ied out by the Seoul, National University Hospital and 3.4 per
cent we~e found to be suffering frow congenital syphilis.
di~:~.eaee

In the au~veys at Seoul in 1948 and 1951, gonorrhoea was the ·
most commo~. infection, syphilis the next•
While this is true
generally, certain classes such as prostitutes were: found to have a
higher incidence of syphilis than gonorrhoea in both surveys.~ ·
Brothels are not~oognised in law.
Some exist at the present
time and measures are taken to control the inmates with n view to · ..
preventing infection, particularly of tdlitary perso.p.nel.
Spe.oia.l··
instructions have been issued by the Ministry of Health on the
control of venereal diseases.
All entertainers are required to
ha.v.~ a iu~alth exruhination and possess a health certificate.
Examina~iQns. ~e prescribed twice weekly for prostitutes, once
weekly for taxi dancers and waitresses and once fortnightly tor othe~
entertainers, such as kisang girls.
If the physician fittde any
·
suspicious signs of venereal disease, he withdraws the certificate
and retains it until the. person concerned has been found to be free
of infection or has received the presol"ibed course of tre'ntment.
The girls are thereby· debarred from working during the period pf
eusp.ension of the certificate.
They are frequently .rounded up by·.
the civilian pQlice and taken to the venereal disease .centres for
e-xa-r4na.tion and treatment if found without a he.a.lth certificate.
Centres have been established for the control of these diseases
in different parts of the country.
In Seoul th~r.e are five centres
besi~es the National Venereal Disease Centre.
They are independent .
o~, in asapoiation with police stations, or occasionally in as~ocia.tion
with hospitals.
A special hospital sufficient· to ac~ollllilOdnt~ 2~ .
girls was seen in Tup, where it is uc.intained,by the City · ·
·
auth9ri tie~. . .
. Diagnosis.¥ established by macroscopic, .micro~oopic and
serological exain:lnations. · The Khan,· Kl:eine and,· Murada teste are
norcally us~d;· ~he wasserman test is used occasionally-but the
Cardiolipin teat is ·~ot used' in these clinics •.. · Treatme'p.t of both ·
syphilis anq gonorrhoea is. oarried·out essential~y with procainpenicill~ ~luminium monostaarate admiAistered according to a table

'
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of doses prescribed
the l11inistry.of Health.
Mepharsen is used.
occasionally from supplie.s. provided by the Koreo.·n Govt:rnment.
The Ministry of Heo.lth has two sub-heads ofi.expenditure in its
budget for control of venereal diseases. · The National Health Centre
expenditure is met from. the sub-head of health establishments, and
other expenditure is .u1et from the disl;}nses control sub-heo.d.
Funds
for runn1ng clinics ore obtained.from the cho.rges.made for health
certificates and a monthly charge of 3 1 000 Won for regular
examinations. · .Med:i.cal· supplies from CRIK
given. free but a charge
is levied for drugs su.pplied by the Korean Government.

are

Our

reco~endations

for the control of the venereal diseases are:

(1) Urgent measures to control venereal diseases among
entertai'nera should b(;l continued as they constitute a source of
danger to the general population·.
(2) The probl~Jj} should not however be considered solely in
relation to entertainers but to the public at .large.

(3) Treatjj}ent centres should be so managed that nny member of
the community is able to avail himself or herself of the service.
(4) Venereal ·disease clinics associated wit.h hospitals ·and
Health ·units are much preferable to special centres.
Such arrangement not only affords a measure of privacy to the patient but· ~lso
makes use of the facilities already ava.ila.ble in. these institutions •

.

The National Venereal Disease Centre ~ght usefully be
incorporated with.the Seoul Hedical College for. the education of
undergraduates and postgraduate uedio~l students as well cis for
research.

(5)

(6) The-feelings ·of the patients should be respected, and
treatment givfjn confi~ent;tally •. It is customary in properly
conducted clinics to avoii:l the qse of the· 'name of the patient after
registration·, reference being made only by ·a number assigned to the
patient.
·As with o'ther comm.unieable disen.ses, the treatment and
cure of patients suffering is as important to the community as to
the individual.
All examinations and treatment, therefore, should
be free.
(7) The ·follow-up of contacts is essential, partioularly members
of a family who may have become infected.
The oyole of infection
will not otherwise be broken.
(8) such follow-up work will be helped greatly by public health
nurses, nurse-midwives and sanitary inspectors .~hp will constitute the
staff.of Health Units.
(9) The incorporation o£ venereal disease control with child
welfare work is an effectual means of pr-otecting an important section
of the community 'with great benefit to the country as a whole.

: (10) Adequ~te training of workers and a properly organised system
o.f health ·eduoa.tion ·of the: publio are necessary as in all other public
health·activities.
Tuberculosis. Tuberculosis ie increasingly be coining a ma.·jor problem
of this country.
Medioal mea and others interviewed repeatedly drew
attention to this growing menace.
A oorreot evaluation of the
magnitude of the problem is not possible in view of the imperfect
system of registration of vital statistics and of certifying deaths
and reporting cases of tuberculosis.
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Figures for 1948 show that there were 8,869 deaths from
tuberculosis, .of which 71178 -were of the pulmonary type.
This is
obviously nn understatement even f_or the ~e-wo.r period •.. :..~e
Ministry of. Healt.h estimates that the approximate ineid.ence .ia 6.j_·
per cen~ of t~e total· ;population.- ... This would mean that there a.r·e
about o.l').e million casea"of tuberculosis of which, according to the
Ministry. est~ate t. one third r.equire institutional oo.re.
.
.

.~

x-ro.y examination. in the. o.ut.uran of 1950 showed 190. co.ses of
advance4 tuberculosis in ·the Army Signal Corps Training Sehool;
representing ·14 .67 per o·ent of the. total exo.mined.
This group of
recruits is statod to have been o. random sample of t·he whole corps.
The figure is remarko.bly high and though it should not be.considered
as applicable to the country ~a a whole, all available facts and our·
own observations indicate that the incidence of tuberculosis is
indeed very high.
·
·
control presents many difficult problems in Eastern .countries
which are usually economicAlly backwo.rd.
Conditions ore made w.orse
by the large ·refugee pl:'oblem 1 extensive dama.Je to buildings oo.using
overcrowded living and working conditione, o.nd the inflo.tion of the
currency.
Tuberculosis is a socio-economic as well as a ~edical
proble~..
It is also· a sequel of many preventible conditions the
early control of Which has an appreoiable eff'eot on the. incidence of
tubercul.osia.
If· the figure estimated ·by the Ministry of Health of 6 cases per
lOO persons is correct, the risk of spread is very great..
Loonl
habits of sleeping and eating and the absence of opportunities for
segreg~~ion ~f infected oases in the home make the ·problem ve~y
serious.
It also indicates thnt the problem is large. and growing
and that the a~plico.tion of modern techniques of trea~ment and nftercare to cover all oase·s at once. are a+moat beyond the economic
capacity of the country.
·
There are onlyl,230 beds-for tuberculosis oases, distributed ns
shQwn below, .to handle this la.rge numbe·r of oases.
Ma.ao.n National Tuberculosis Snnntorium
•.••
Masan Veteran Sanatorium
~ •• ·
•••
;pr.esentaticin Tuberculosis SanatoriUrn 1 Mnso.n
Taegu East City Hospital
•••
• ••
Kwangju Presbyterian Hospital
, ••
• ••
.·B~ds for tuberculosis patients in other hospitals
Total :

..
...
•••

.•
'

•••

• ••
•••

280
500
50
200
66
140
1,230

Patients at Mnaan and Taegu are accommodated in school buildings
and a large number in Taegu are in tents.
The Red cross Society
has a very good tuberculosis sanatorium at Inchon but it has been
requisitioned b_;y. the Army and is now unused.
~aoilities for proper d~agnosis and ·t~eatment ·are not available
in the largely improvised buildings that are now being. used •
. Adequate supplies of streptomycin o.nd PAS 'are given by_ CRIK.
Feeding
is important in treatment but the usual diet consists mainly of
carbo-hydrates, with little or no protein or fat.
The use of fish
liver oil was seldom seen though Korea.has a large ·f~shing industry •

. A BCG campo.ign has been started and is now in operation.
During the period January to June, 1952, 360,000 children were
Mantoux-tested and 50 per .oe~t found ·to be positive.
A Mantoux
survey carried out by·Dr. c. s. Chu, Professor of Radiology of the
National Seoul University, d~ing ·1947 an·d 1948 showed the following
incidence :
''
·

- 63 . Mantoux Tests
No. of ·Schools·
·or t'actories

Number. of
tests-.

PriLlary Schools
(6-12 years)

56

106,499

Middle Schools
(12-18 years)

11

7,197

Spinning Factories
(young females,
15-25 years)

8

Number of
:positive

Percent
;eo.si tive ·.

51.6.
·5,269

73.2

5,442

82.4

A full prograruwe of control ~ncludes the detection of cases; the
isolation of infectious ones and the treatment of the sick; ·the aftercare of those who have recovered to promote their re-entry.into
productive oivil occupations; the pr9teotion of susceptible peop~ej .
and the e~ucation and training of staffs for these purposes.
Considering the great number of co.s~s. on the one hand, and the paucity
of institutions and staff and the economic situution on the other; .it
is not possible for the· Korean Govern111ent to undertake a scheme . ,
sufficient to deal with the'.problem in o.ll its nagnitude, or t.o
maintain such a scheme· i ! one were.. originated with international hel.p.
It is possibl'~, however, to. arrangE? ~ne limit.ed w6rk that can b.~. done.
in such a way that as cond.it.ions improve· .i't · co.n be enlarged U:pon to.
form a comprehensive scheme, ·and for this reason the comprehen:sive one '
is outlined immediately below ·while .:interm~diate mechani·slns ·are suggested
afterwards.
··
·
cases are normally detected in private and hospital practice but
the advancement .of.the date of discovery by provision of routine
periodical x-ray e·xaminatl.on greatly enh?-nces the prospect of ·recovery •.
Widespread use· of' mass miniature radiography· at the· present time would
merely resu.lt. iri. the discovery of many oases for wholn no treatment
could be provided.", but its ·discriminate. use in pilot .surveys to :measure
the distr~bution of the disease and t~e variations in·incidence with
time is most desirab~e.
,

.

Isolation and treatment 'of the cases demands elaborate· hospit-al ·
provision, and if the estimates of the Korean Go've~nment·a:re corre-ct .
necessitate the provision of about·300,000 beds for this'purpose alone,
whereas there .lili'e now only 1,230 such beds. and. ·8,43.2 hospital beds of
all types.
Hospital aocollllllodntion should, to ~ome extent,-be in·
special. insti~utions and it is particularly important that some of·
these sh.ould be associated with teaching hospitals, but ouch of this
work could be carried out in sp.ecinl tuberculosis blocks added to
existing hospitals . ..; a tlethod which l:lakes use of some existing
facilities and thereby sa'V'es cost.
A .mo~e simple type of accommodation·
is needed to house chronic cases and others not·requiring intensive .
medioal ~reatment.
Isolation and ~reat~~nt is carried out as muoh in
the interes~ of· ~he oocmunity as of the· individual, whose family often
find themselves impov-erished as. a direct resul.t of one melllber having
contracted this disease, in consequence n'comprehensive scheme should
provide the. ri.ecessi ties o.f hospital treatment· free to all who need it,
those will.ing 'to· pay for additional .co.mforts and privacy being free
to do so.
•
··
·. · ·
·
·
·
The after-care· of tube~ouloais patients involves their periodical
medical ·examination and the maintenance of their nutrition to avoid
breakdown·, and their' settlement ~n occupatio~s in which they can
SUpport themselves without '·inCU:f~i~g stra~ ~hioh might imperil their
chance of complete:reoovery.
Medical examinations could be undertaken
in special tuberculosis clinics at'tached to Henlth Units and hospitals,
where - also - contacts could be seen at short intervals.
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Mainte.nan-oe·· of nutritiQ~ may involve financial support 'for the
patient and his family, but its failure is likely to lead to
delayed recovery. or early relapse..
It could involv·e Government in
heavy financial outlay but a limited scheme applieable to a very
restricted number of those who need it most could be undertaken •.
Settlement in occupations appropriate to their condition needs close ..
collaboration between medical welfare and other workers.
The
ultimate ambition might be the creation of a village settlement such
as tha~ at Papworth in England where occupational training could be
carried out.
It is, however, doubtful whether such n settlement·
could be made se.lf-sufficient.
Protection of the susceptible tnkes several forms: the
maintenance of the nutritio·n of the people, the reduction of ove;rcrowding, the isolation of the infective, and .the encouragement· of
nctive resistance. by BCG vaccination.
This last is not foreseen
as providing a so~e menns of eliminating tuberculosis by itself;
its results could not in any case be seen until after the passing of
several years, but it is most important and should be carried out ·
with the utmost vigour.
Work has &lready been started and only
n~eds· to be expanded.
Stress at the present tim~ is rightly laid
on the vaccination of school children, but other groups such as
doctors; nurses, medical students, workers in ho.sp+tai~ ·and others·
~ho may be specially exposed to infection should be oov~~ed by the ,
campaign· as soon as possible·.
From this t.he campaign· s-hould be
progressively enlarged until all Mantoux negative pe~~le have been
protected.
Fortunately the people have been educated in the value
of inoculations .and vacoinat~ons
a BCG campaign is assured ·of
ready acceptance.
It is the only measure within the economic reach
·of the Korean Government whioh offers n praotioal means of improving
the tuberculosis situation within reaaona.ble time~ and should
therefor-e be given priority high above that of any other measures.

and

:· ·· The :grO."-lPS · requir~g training in tubercul.osis include medical
undergraduates, ROStgraduate students likely to specialise in it 1
radiologists, radiographers, laboratory technicians, nurses and
so·cial workers.
Ideally a major control and treatment scheme should
be"aasociated with. each of the medical ~olleges where this training
··could be undertaken. with the help of speoialists ~each sub-division
of the subject.
Attachment of suoh.a scheme to one·of the medical
colleges is within the bounds of ·practical .possibility,. and should be
one of . the objectives of.· r-eoonstruotion~· A.~ the present time the
virtual absence ·of trtdned staff makes wcirk extremely- difficult.
Two doctors have been specially trained in the.United Stntes and
another is under training in BCG vnccination.
RadioLogists and
·radiographers of sufficient standing are hard to ~ind and there
appear
to be no speci~lly trained nurses or social ~rkers •
.,
The Ministry of Health has spent considerable BWllB on the two
National Sanitoria at Masan, and on otber programmes of control.
A
full campnign is. pe~haps ~ore difficult and expensive than that
against Qny.·other disease encountered in oount::d.es o.t this st~ge of
economic development.
For this reason the utmost care· must be. taken
in designing long•terra projects, and ·.no. useful one other than BCG
vaccination oould be carried out by the Government without external
financial and technical help.
If intensive systematic work is
done an appreciable start should b~ made within the reconstruction
period, but the problem is likely to remain a major one for n·long
time t'he.reafter, and the sehemes prepared should be such as oan be
supported by Kore.o. after the end of. ou·tside help.
Emphasis should be laid on the m~k±ng of ~~curate pilot surveys
by maas miniature radiography; · the isolation of infect'ive oases;
the protection ot susceptibles by BCG vaccination; maintenance of'
national nutrition and the development of facilities for training
staff of all varieties.
We accordingly reoomoend:-

65 (l) . ·An urgent r€q\lest shou~d be .mad~ to' the World. He~lth .
Orgrurl.sation to provide a team incl.udi.ng. medical. office'rs I a radiographer; teehnician and a nurse to conduct pilot surveys and prep~e
· n detailed plan <?f. opero:~ion.
··
·
·
{2') Loca.l staff shqUld be provi-ded_. .to work with this team· on a
matching arrangement.
(3) Selected doctors with experience. in and. aptitude for
tubereulosis work should be granted overseas training fellowships.

(4) The provision for isolation of tuberculosis
hospitals and for their .efficient .tr=eatment should be
rapidly o.s is possible.
Special tuberculosis blocks
facilities for proper treatment should be utt'o.ohed to
hospitals.
(5)

patients in
increased as
with aJ.l the
provincial ·

Tuberculosis cliniQs t:o.r the det.ection of oases, exam.inatioc.

~f contacts. and continued cure· of the infected .might. be established
in· hospitals and d.n the Heal;th Units as they are:_;fcirmed • . . . ·

.(6) . The progrrunme of ~CG vaocj.n_ation should be .intensif:i.e.d at
first amongst school .child;ren and other groups. speoially expotsed to
· risk, and later to reach ull -Ha.ntoux negative people.
·
. :
(7) The tuberculosis sanitorium at Inohon .should be released
from military occupation, sup,ported financ.ia..lly and used ats. a '"cen,tre
for training and the advancement o.f techniques of treatment •

. (8) A .tuberculosis section.shoul.d be developed in connection
with one of the Nat:i:ona.l Medical Co·lleges.
It should include hospital
a~commodation and a clinic und~~taking. the .detec.t.ion ·of cases,
examination of contacts and Q~e ~f the i~fective.
The training of
undergraduates, postgraduates, st.ude:q.ts, nurses, .radiologists, radiographers and social workers should be undertaken in this section.
(9 ):·.·.A tubercul.~sis specia.iist ·should be· ~mployed on the sta.ff. of
·the Reconstruction Agency .to act .~s. adviser ori this. work throughout
tbe. country.
··
·

.
..
Worm Diseases. It is generally agreed that intestinal parasitism is
widely distri~uted throughout the·entire population of Korea.
-Numerous
surveys of r~stricted ..seetions of. the population and; .. small geographical
areas have been made at Yarious times during th!il.: last te~_ .years.
While the particular picture reported from different parts.of the
country varies according to whether the population i~ -living near
·estuaries, or consumes certain infected freshwater shellfish, is
reinfeoted fitom heavy soil. pollution or by o-onto.mi~ated,-wa.ter supplies,
one fact emerges: at least· 95-. per cent of Kor.eans are. infested with
parasites.
Of those infested·practica1ly all· have he~t~ic infestation, and between 35 per cent and 4o per cent. suffer from intestinal
protozoa.
While this rate of infestation by intestinal protozoa is
by no· means hi.gh' for this .part of the world· (it is reported' that' the
inoidence in' Japan is 55 per Qent or more) any.. ady~ntage the Korean
population enjoys ill· this respect is more than offset by., the. heavy.
a-nd extremely. varied .. natur.e of. infes:tation by helminths.·.· ';['he. ·
commonest parasite isr the large rc;>.un.d-worm of the. iilte$tine (Asc<;u'is
lumbricoides),. which. o.f.feet-s approximately 85 p.er ·cent of .the. ,Population,
and· in· some ..areas well. over 90 per cent.
Hookworm disease is · ·
extremely frequent, between 4Q a.nd 50 per oent of the ·populf3,tion
suffering from it.
Both.Ank;rlos:tomO. duodenale o.nd,Neoator ~erioanus
occur.
There is little doubt that a great deal of the anaem~a seen
in rural districts is due to hookworm.
The incidence of infestation by whipworms, pinworms and thread-

worms reaches So per cant in some ~eas.
The broad fish tapeworms
are common and are becoming more widely spread in recent years, though
reasonably exact figures ore not available.
The beef tapeworm, pork
tapeworm. and dwarf tapeworm are aleo common. , To this large array of
parasites must be added fluke (trematode) infestations which are
widely spread, the lung fluke and liver fluke_ (Clono~~his sinensis)
being found in 1!10:St areo.s as o. ·ref.leoti.o·!l. . of cQmmon food habits.
T~e
lung fluke .is con.sidered· to be more serious than the liv(.7r fluke .
which ist .. however, mor.e coiilLlo·n: ·Md more widely spread.
Various-~- ·
ceti~ntes of incidence h~ve been made and it is probable that about
70,000 persons suffer from lung fluke and betwe.en 4oo, 000 and .500, 000 ·
from liver fluke.
A certa.in· number of intestjjna.l flukes are· ai'so to
be found especially in those living near the estuaries of rivers.
It is traditional to eat ra.w or.under~cooked fish, a pr~otice whioh
spreads these parasites •
·
The incidence of the various intestinal protozoa v~ies greatly
frou district to distrio·t and, although it is not very high, it .is
widespread and causes much disability as well as providing a constant
reservoir of disease.
The effect of this vast assembly of parasitic infesta.tion on _the.
general health of the population can.be more easily guessed at than it
can be measured with any reliability.
There is little doubt thnt this.
high rate 'of infestation and· the corresponding debility leo.da ·to M ·
increased incidence of other diseases, such as tuberculosis.
The
reduced vitality of the agricultural workers~ and agriculture-is by
far the largest· industry in Korea - must have a profound effect on ·
the economy of the country and on the enterprise of its people•
The
low productivity of a population debilitated by parasites nlso oeans
that there is oore undernutrition and malnutrition than would otherwise ooour, thus further predisposing the people to infection by other·
disea.ses, an,d eophasising the vicious cir clo ·o.f disease .. poverty disease.
A high pr-oportion of the r\U'a.l population .wear footgea.r 1 usually
rubber shoes •. · T-his is valuable in the prevention of hookworm
.
infection, partipularly amongst children.
One.of the main di~ficult~es
in ca.mpaigns ago4-nst. these parasites·, enoqurag:].ng the people to· we£U'
shoes or boots, ~s largely overco~e already.
Worm inf~station lends i.tself quite well to organised att-ack on
well-defined· principles.
It is o'el:Leved that a campaign to ·reduce
the infestation.of th~·population· and the pollution of the soil by
parasites would commend itself to the people of Korea., since it can
be made plain to any fnrmer and his family that it does not avail
them greatly to toil in the fields, merely to feed a collection of·
parasites.
It.has been found in a number of other countries that
programmes to prevent and· cure these infestations were. popular with
the population and'FoVid.d.most useful starting po;i.nts for the
develop.:nent of W:ider'.progrQ.!::JLles of public heo.lth a.,nd.health education.
There are ve~y few trained wor~ers in'~his ~bjeot in Korea.
The shortage of sanitary personnel is almost absol~te and an effort
to start a campaign would need a· d&te~min~d effort to. establishtraining on.the simple components of' the. work.
Good supervision by
competent medical people has been proved elsewhere to be essential
but would be difficult to provide in Korea today, and it would be
eq,ual.ly impossibl.e to ·recruit J.-o.rge numbers of ~nternational staff
solely tor thi~, purpose.
A visiting demonstrat:S:.on team including o.
medical office~ .....two sru1itarians 1 and a public heal:th nurse with
experience o: su.~h problems elsewhe.re could help· the Minister of
Health to draw up n nation-wide·plan and st~t it ~y: demonstration
surveys and oaopaigns.
It would· train·staff nnd supervise ~ork
carried out ~ ·eaoh.of the provinces by local officers.
In these
local campaigns surveys of· the· incidence. of. worms should first be
undertaken, and where it is found to exceed 6o per oe~t mass treatment
oould be undertaken; in other plo,oes Iil~re. disorimina,te treatme-nt ·

- 67 would be applied, but in any case all school children should be
treated.
Local campaigns would normally be organised and carried
out from Health Units, but the first need not ·wait for their
establishaent and can be carried out by school medical officers and
from public health dispensaries; their ultimate integration into
Health Unit work is, however, very desirable.· ·At first they should
be simply directed against infection with hookworos and round-worms,
but they should be associated with intensive health education on
hygiene and the transill.ssion of parasites·, on the sanitary measures·-·· .:·.
to prevent it, and la.tcr turn to the treatment of the other infestations whi~h are ·common.
We accordingly recoonend:'.'

(1)

I

A visiting team for ·the control of helminthic-infections,

consisting of a physician, two sanitarians and one nurse, should be
invited to the country. .
(2) Under the:general oontpol of this team·o. mass campaign
should be undertaken against the intestinal worms.
(3) This campaign sho~ld be associated with public education·
and improvement of sa.nitatio:n, placing progressively greater stress·
on them.
··

..

.':

The caopaigns should originally be carrie'd out in schools arid ·
trom dispensaries.
As Health Uni.ts nre· created they should undertake
responsibility for them and the work merged into' their normal·_ ·
operatio!ls .• ·:

.

:
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MEDICAL CARE
MEDICAL PRACTICE.ANP ITS AUXILIARIES
Medical •.• : Until nearly the end of last century C)linese herb doctors,
practitioners of 11 han-ei~v, were almost th~:··only medical group in
Korea. ·This oriental system is empiric~~ and not in any sense
soien~itio, but its practitioners are still notable for the
gentleness ot their approach to the patient and they have a
considerable knowledge of symptomatic tr'eatment and essential
nursing techniques, f,or which reason the public has considerable
confidence in them.
·
. Scientific medicine started with the founding ~n 1884 ot· the
hospital which is now Severance Union Medical College, and advanced
'by the foundation in Seoul in 1902 of the hospital .which is now
Seoul Medical College. It progressed further ~n the following .
years, but in the Japanese period the opportun~ties for Koreans to
graduate in Government institutions •ere limited, though considerable
numb•rs were trained by missionary colleges such as Severance, which
hae to date trained more doctors than any other institution in Korea.
Both oriental and scientific medicine are now widely practised
and the praotitioners of both are recognised by law and licensed.
fhe position is complicated by the existence of sub-groups in each.
A licensed practitioner is dependent on passing a state examination
and not on obtaining a medical degree, as any persons, self-taught
or with a few years limited education, may sit the examination. In
addition licenses are given to another group called rvlimited area
doctors 11 -who have not graduated or passed any type of examination,
but are authorised to practise within a restricted area where there
are no, or extremely few, doctors. Practitioners of han-ei or herb
doctors are also licensed and include limited area herb doctors
similar to the limited area practitioners of western medicine. This
lic~nsing gives herb doctors a higher status than they would otherwise
have. Though the Mission recognises the inevitability ot their
existence and, indeed, their utility in some places it hopes that this
acknowledgment ot status by Government will not unduly fortify their
position in t~e es.timate of the people. It would like to see every
possible effort directed towards the popularisation ot scientific
medicine suoh as has been successfully carried out elsewhere in
countries with similar problems.
After 1945 the output of Korean graduates from the medical
colleges materially increased, and in consequence their number has
risen steadily. In September 1952 the number of licensed physicians
ot all types was:(1) Scientific Medicine:
Graduate
Self-taught
Limited area
Total:

3,481
1,109

694

5,284

(2) Oriental Medicine:
Herb dootore
Limited area herb
doctors

618

- 69 At present about 2;000 doctors are working with the Korean
or UN armies, and as these are drawn almost entirely from the
graduate group the numbers actual1y available to the ·civilian
populati:on at the moment are less than. here ·indicated •
.

'

·The ratio of graduates to p~pulation, l to 5,900. is h~gher
than· in many comparable countries a:nd does. n·ot at first sight
app,ear unsatisfactory. There is, however,. a great oon.centratio.n
of doctors in cities and the larg·er towri·s, and this oonctmtrati·on
is one of quality as well as of quantity. A_s a result large numbers
of the people, perhaps amounting to seven or eight niillion, o~nnot
get ·the services .of any licensed practitioner of scientific medicine,
b.nd must rely exolusi vely on the servioes· of herb do'ctors whose
distribution is in the revei'se :form. T:tJ.ere are proJ:laply 850 myunq
containing 30 to 40 per cent O'f the ·total p6pulation in which
proper medical services cannot be conveniently obtainedo The most
serious effect ·is on the health of' the people, but the distribution.
is made visible by the nature of health statistios and by the
continuing popularity of herb ·doctors.
It may be expected that ·the medical oolleges will ~raduate
about 900 persons in the. next three years, and thereafter. roug;tily
4oo a year._ In the' absence of proper ba·sio data· the· effeci; of qutturn on the population of doctors can·be little more than ·a guess.
In making an estimate the annual loss of 4 per oent has been
postulated ·and the -out.;.turn taken as given above.· The. ne't r'es~lt
of this loss and. gain would be an increase in the population. 'or
doctors to about 4,ooo at.the end of 3 years, to 5~700 in·a further
10 years. 7,000 in 20 years and 8,000 in 30 y~ars. It mus·t,-_however,
be remembered that the population will probably be increasing .~n
size -at a constant rate. The ratio of doctors to. popula.tion would,~
a$· a·result, reach about 1 to 4,500 in 1965 and remain roughly
constant thereafter. This ratio does not appear to be a sufficient
one for the needs of a well developed· country. · An increase would
be very desirable if it could be shown that the doctors were likely
to be distributed throughout the country and to care for both rural
and urban populations, and if it could be shown that the country was
economically able to support them; A system of.Government subsidy
to practitioners in rural areas would probably be necessary to ensure
the firet.o! these requirements, and expansion of the faoiliti~s
tor medio.al education should be dependent on a Government pqlicy
in this respect.
Many praotitioners have ·priv~te hospitals with from 5 to 20
Indeed 1' ·the on1y psychiatric hospital ·operating in the country
to-day has aocommoda_tion for 20 patients and is run by a private
praot:i.tioner. Unlike the public hos.pitals the privat·e ones are
USUally .nearly full to Capacity,· 'a: fact Vlhiah oan be :attributed
to the g;t>eater. __confidence of the ·publ.ic in pri va.te practitioners
th.an in hospital doctol's. Many of the sick are cared for in this
way but they oome largely from the relatively weil-to-do classes
since practitioners must make relatively heavy charges for
accommodation· and treatment. These charges have necessarily
greatly increased recently, as a side effeot of infiation and the
rapidly. rising price of drugs·. In oons.equenoe most practitioners
now see many less patients than they did pefore the waro Private
hospitals must be licensed by pro·.rinoi.al gov:em nients which have
~he right of· inspection·, though it is rar-ely carried out for lack
of suitable- -inspectors.
·
bed~.

. Every ·effort_ was,·made 'to consUlt -practising physicians and to
get·an t:l.ccount of their circumstances,· methods· of work and relations
with othe:r medical. and· para-medical grou;'ps. Their major preoccupation is eo oncmi·c. Surgeries, hospitals 9 equipment, books and
supplies have in many oases been lost or greatly damagedG Medical
supplies are_ very difficult to secure and their cost is high;
those· reaching the country .are mostly for relief purposes and
intended for the indigent and refugees, being distributed through
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public ina~itutions.·· ·The Government has a programme, ·amounting_.to
the annual equivalent· of about 1-5 . mil~ion dollars, for the
importation of medioal supplies and distribution to the profession
through normal channels. They are, however, quite insufficient
and the result of -th.e:· discrepancy- iri quantity between relief and
purchased supplies is_ that patients who cannot be classified as
·.
po•erty-stri~ken or refugee have, praotioally speaking, no legitimate
source~ _whil~t those who can be_so classified are more favourably
treated. Illegal di~tribution of relief ·supplies to the general
popul"a:tion must inevitably oco_ur •. Most practitioners admitted its
existence but emphasised their great anxiety to purchase drugs and
equipment on the open market in a l~gal manner.
The absence of medioal literature, either books or periodioals 1
was ·r.reatly deplored by all the groups interviewed. It was stressed
that the destruction of.war prevented reliance on ol4_Stock ~d
that as no new literature is available most practitioners have no
aeeese whatever to medioal literature.
The relations between the medical and nursing profeesion.are
- ......
not on \he whole good, the traditional place of -the nurse in the ..
hospital is a very subordinate one and in consequence nurses and
midwives in pricrate practice are loth to refer their oases either
to doctors or to.hospitals. The inadequate training of some nursee
in the paet may.. have justified a'subordinate position, but nurses of
good standing tend also to be relegated to it with consequent
....
friction between the"professions.
·

:

'

Doctors rarely refer their oases to hoepitals for consultation
or speoialist advice, and despite enquiry it was impossible to find
much ertdenoe of • syetem·of consultation between private prA-ctitioners
themselvee. The reasons probably lie in the standard of many
·
·hospitals and in the absence-of a tradition of consultation in its
proper sense. whatever the cause the pntient loses by reluctance
to refer. hill; and the p~si tion can .o~l~ be regarded ~IS regrettable_..

.

.

Doctors should be encouraged to t·ake part in ·the 'work of
hospitals ~n a part-time remunerateq basis and attending at defined
times. ·· Their -advioe should be given freely not only to pat;J.ents but
to doctors re~errit.Lg _them in the hope of producing a group recognised
by their colleagues as consultants.
On the other hand the attitude of practitioners towards the
publie health problems of recent years is quite enlightened, they
have ~oQperated we~l in immunisation campaigns and in school
inspections, and express a wish to join in maternal and ohild
welfare and other oomparable activities. Government should take
e•ery opportunity to develop this into a.real oo~perative effort,
as Lt would serve the double purpose of improving the public health
ani educating praotitione~s in the arts of preventive med~oine. As
Health Units are created the part•time e.ervioes ot general practitioners should be utilised to help in olinio and school work, and
adequate remuneration. sbould be paid for the time and effort given•
the praotitioners.have.also shown_a readiness to cooperate in ~he
health insurance .schemes whioh are·starting to grow in connection
with trade unio·ns and industry. · There are now fifteen of' these
schemes which tend to employ full-time dootors, but again the parttime servioes of general practitioners oould well be utilised.

Doctors are organised in the Korean National Medical Association
which is established by law, and all prnotitionere must Qelong to it.
Though legally established it operates largely as an· ·independent body
with a central organisation, a chapter for eaoh province and branches
in the larger towns and· oities• ·';('he Assooiat.ion has".aotively hel.ped
Government in immunisation campai~ns_and in dealing wi~h ep:f.demios,
such as the reoent ·one of encephalitis. Members· .are well. aware of
the potential publio value of the Assooiation:and would like to ·

•
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its work in this and other ways to the advantage of the
public, Government and themselves.

It is suggested elsewhere that it should form cooperative
societies to control the distribution of medioal equipment supplied
by international aid. It should also be used to help in making
imported medical literature available to as many doctors as possible,
and its scientific functions could be profitably enlarged; they have
to some extent been developed. with . the help of medioal'uhits of the
UN armies and encouragement of this growth is desiz:o.ble. It, is
suggested elsewhere that the Association should be represe'nted on
the proposed Medical Council to control the_st.andards of medical
education and th~ licensing of practitioners.. A ful~ medical
system· unfortunately ~.so needs a body to control the. standard of
ethics' in the profession ,and as a, last resort to remove. unsuitable
people from.t~e r~gist0r. The Association coul~ wel1'oooperate'in
forming such a body whi.ch might. be constituted by th.e Minister of
Health and inolude representatives of the ·Minister qf. Heal.th~ the
.Minister of Social ·Affairs, the justiciary, the .general publi<?:,·
the Medical Association and the Dental Association. · . ;
· ··
.

Most practitioners interviewed, and certainly the leaders·, were
aware of the chaotic position resulting from.the multiplicity of
types of practitioner and of the ill.-effects <lf concentration of
graduates in cities and townso Many different and interesting·
suggestions were made for improvement, including cons'tructive 'ones
for the provision of medical services to the rural population. It
was proposed by some that 11 assistant doctors 11 should be speoifioally
trained in short co"~Jrses, perhaps of three or four y~ars, .·to work
under graduates in the countryside. There are many opmparable systems
elsewhere whioh could usefully be taken as examples. nAssistant
doc.tors" are int_ended to provide simple medical, care, health
education and the elements of hygien:e t·o rural and. vil~go populations
which would· otherwise be unable to maintain the services ·or a doctor.
They would not only be trained in their positive ao:'!;:t Vi t.ie~ but also
.to know and constantly observe their limitations, emphasis being
placed on the circumstances in which they should either sena the
patient.to a doctor or oall one in. In some countries such people
are paid lR rtially by Government and ·partial~y in:.kind by th.e
locality.
.
'

From a short-term point of view the provision of these assistant
doctors seems to provide a useful solution to·a considerable problem,
and it was notable that many of the medical professio~ sh~ed this
view.· The·outlines of a scheme were discussed with.Government whioh
is, however;- opposed to it and has on the stat1,1te· bo.ok a recently
approved law· which makes it impossible.· Further the potential
output of graduate's is by no means inoonsi-der.able. It was not
therefore· considered desirable to recommend this solution particularly
as it would furthe~ complicate the many problems of medical education.
Dental.
Dentistry was at one time almost entirely the prerogative
of the Japanese, but a very considerable Dental College had been
built up by them in Seoul and considerable numbers of'Korean
dentists ha~e qualified since 1945 and are in. }raotice. They are
lio-~;nsed in the· same way as doctors with. the ·production ·of three
groups, and tHere are now approximately 500 graduated d'entists, 120
lioen'sed without ·limitation; and 150 "limited area '.denti·stsn working
·in the oou~try. Their problems are very mUch the same as those of
doctors. Ma~y were interviewed and gave the.same_pioture of material
. loss and ~pability to obt.ain essential. S'!Ippl·ies. · l•lembers. of the
protess1:on; ·deserve all the support re.commended for their medioal
colleagues.
·
·

... ?2 -

'·

NuraiDJ•1
Nurses and midwives have never enjoyed a reasonable status
in the community, in spite of whioh Korea has more of them than many
.·other co.untries of similar development. Not many were trained before
.1945 when m.os;t of those gradu~ting came from mission schools. Great
efforts were made after the liberation and by 1948 there were about
~ 3,500 ·in: .the country. ·The present figures are approximately the
same, a'bout 1, ?00. being nurses,: 1, ?00 being midwives and ?.00 ,licensed
to practise both nursing and midwifery.
·' ·
During the Japanese era the training of nu;.; t:H:.s a11d ·midwives was
separate, but shortly .after its end the t~o .Professions were
amalgamated into one so that all no~ gra4uating have a ·double
qualification. Most cf these nurses nre trained under ·the old
Japanese system in which the function of the nurse is to act as an
assistant,.attendant, aJ.?.d in some·')a.set;~ general servant·to the doctor
to whom she owes her allegiance, and without w~ose instruction she
~oes not aot.
The care. of the patient remains the responsibility of
the family, whioh is nprmally admitted to hospital with him. The
undesirability of this. system is appreois.t~d by many, and= n(;t least
by the nursing representatives with whom we spOke, who. thought it
unsatisf~o~ory and. partly resp9.~sible for ~he existing lowly status
of. a nurse and the unpopUlarity of h_ospit~s. It was constantly
represented to.. US· that ·~ursing WaS unpopular,. that its status in .
publio and medioal opini~n was low, and that trained nurses preferred
the practioe .of midwifery, w~ere they were able to aot independently,
• to that of nursing. We were great11 impresse4 by the sense of
responsibility.whioh was shown by ntirses in pu~ting these· views
before· us.
·
·
.,

•'

... . There has been some progressi•J"e ohnnge in the ·status of the
nurse· during the last seven years, and the work of UNCACK nurses,
th.e .i'~adership of senior members of' the prof'.ession, toget'her with
. e:tfort.s .of the ..Ministry G)f Health to improve standards, are having
.· a etumulative effeot. However, the ~elationship between ··do~tor and
nurse is sl9w to.ohange and has import~t effects on me~ioal practioe,
.. the popularity of hof!pitals, and of tm.blio aooeptanoe of nursing as
a respeotable.profesSion. However, both nurses and midwives in
pri "ate·. praetioe work aliilC)St in i.soJ.ati.on from eaoh other, from
dactors ·and hospitals.
··
·
.: The advisability of again separating instruotion in midwifery
that·. of general nursing was oa.refully considered. They have
..been successfully and usefully separated in some other countries
with the resu~t that th~ training of the midwife has been greatly
reduced in leng~h, and. in consequence it has been posSible to train
.'·~arge numbers :f.n relatively sh.ot:;t. times.
There·are, how-ever,
compensating disadvantages and the oo~try has reoently formulated
·. a pol~oy of unifioa:tion. On the' balanoe of ,advantage and die_advanta!'e it was ..deqided not to make a reooJillDlendation of separation.
The training in midwifery which is given to the·ordinary nurse does,
however, require oonsiderable improvement; and it is very desirable
th.at 'there should be established some ·central institut:Lon managed
by Government, where· th·e highest standard of training in" this branoh
of nur~~ng as well as of others is given •.
f~om.

.
The standard of.nursing is import~t_not-oniy tor its .direct
· effeot but··.be~ause it affect·s the w:.-llingness ·of the .population
to en_ter ·h-ospitals,' which is closely l"'al~ted to the ·.standards of
·.,·nursing care they reoeive in them-... 'l,'he ·hospital pqsition cannot
be improved until the. tuaotions of the nurs.e have }:)ecn·· ohanged, and
·both·doctors and publio reoogniae:the ohange• In the ohapter on
Profesei·onal' Education. i.t i~ .proposed tha·t a ma.j~r· nursing sohool
in Seoul sh~uld be-completely reorganised to giYe tr~ining on good
lines with the help of a visiting team, and that additional facilities
should be given to al1 exie~ing nursing schools. In addition it.is
desirable that a Nursing Adviser should be appointed to eaoh province
with the function of encouraging the improvement of nursing standards
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a Chief Nurse at the Ministry of Health and: is supported by_ a Chief
Nurse and Nurs1.ng Advisers in UNCAC~, and it
most desirable that
these two mechanisnis should contirm4· The Nursing A~fair~ Committee.
which has been disbanded could perfprm many useful functions in
raising the status and standard of nursing~ Its reconstitution
has been recommended in the chapte·r on Professional Edti_cation but
its functions should not be limited to ·control' of standards of
education.
.
. ·:
·
.

is

Reconw.endation?.
1.

Private practice by medioal and dental ,practitioners should
be encouraged and _suppa,rted: by· all 'poss::i,;ble means.
..
.
Prn.ctitioners should be encouraged to settle in ru;ral· areas,
if necessary by a.' sys'tem df govern~ent subsidy ..
'l

.•

•

-

~

2.

3.

Supplies and equipment ·should be made·a:~:tla.ble to privat~
praetitione:t_s on payment cif r·eas6nable ·_cost· ..· It is suggested
that initially one·-third · o'f. tq·t~l 'imports should be distributed
to this group ·and' 'that 'the propor:tion :ahouid.'be subsequently
reconsidered~
'
.:

4.

Medical literature should be made.a:vailable;.·
Chapter VII)~

5·

The Medical and Den~<al Association's should be ·requested· to form
cooperative organisations for the distribution of supplies and
literature in a manner ensuring fair distribution and the
accessibility
of literature to the maximum poss'ible
number.
.
.,

(See'al.so

/

6.

Private practi tio!'lers ahould be encourage-d to work in hospitals
and in Health Units, and to participate in maternal and child
welfare and school inspection Ol1 a remune.ra:ted and part-time ·
basis ..

7..

The ·scientific funotiono of· the· Medical and Dental Associations
should be encouraged, and UN medical ·staff' should participate·
in them as much as possible.

8.-

A National School

9o

Hospital Nursing· Ad·lise-rs ·-~hould~ b~La.ppoj.nted to eaol:J. province.

10..

of Nursing shoUld be established in Seoul
and visiting nursing instructors, reoruited internationally,
should be ~ppointed.to the nursing schools of Chun Nam and Kyung
Puk Uriiversitiesa (See Cha~ter VI)~

The

advisabi~ity

of licensing herb doc.tors shoUld be reconsidered.

•'
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HOSPITAL SERVICES
A very large number of institutions are classified as hospitals,
largely ·on aocoUn.t 'of t.he inoll.:.Sion of private hospitals or nursing ·
homes together with public ones either general or for special diseases,
and the missionary, Army and Red Cross hospitals. T.he publio hospitals
are here referred to.
..

.

'!'here are '9l'hospl:ota.ls appr·oved as such for relief p\U'poses;
varying in size from lO.to 500 beds, with an average of 90o The
total beds amount to 8,472, or a ratio of one to 2,400 people, which
is quite inadequate for the needs of the population. Kyongsang Nam~o
has more hospitals than any other province, 20 for 3 million people,
and Cheju-Do the least, 2 for 250,000 1 but the ratio of beds to
population is about the same .•
The public hospit~ls come under a number of Ministries - Transport,
Education, and Home Affaire as well as the Ministry of He~th - and
there does not appear to be regular consultation between them, though
it is desirabie on t~ohnioal matters, recruitment of staff and other
subjects. Owing to the break in the channel of authority on health
matters.~~t~een the oentre and the provinces, the Ministry of Health
has.v~ry little share in the administration of public hospitals, in
the. ooor4~ati~n of their work or formulation of their -policy. At
the'prQvin~ial level responsibility rests with the Health Section of
the Bureau of Education and Social Affairs, the Chief of which
nominally administers all hospitals within the province. ·In faot,
hospitals aro usually administered by their own Direotors,. independently and with little consultation, but occasionally a fee~g of '
rivalry with the provincial Chief arises, with UQtortunate results.
The Director is the chief administrative officer in the hospital,
wor~g ~~ough his technical and non-technical staff.
T.Q.e financing of hospitals .is ooQplicatedi income is ~erived
from ·provihoial government; central government and patients, and
much expenditure is obscured by the faot that many of the supplies
are not now coated. The Ministry of Health inakes a direot provision'
of rioe. and money for supplementary foods needed in the maintenance
of refugee and poor patients. and also pnys the salaries of some
medical officers in a few, all payments being made through the
pro~incial government.
The payments are, howeTer, now in~dequate
to meet. ~he ~xpenaes incurred, and frequently delayed. Most patients
in hospital pay tees whioh vary from .5,000 won to 20,000 won a day
for 3rd and lst class beds. This payment ia exclusive of-rhe oast
of food and medicine. The normal payment by out-patients is l,ooo
Won.·

-:

Patients who cannot aj'ford to pay for treatment' must usually
get a certificate from the ~ office to ~uali!y for attention or
a~ssion.
Many did not appear to know the procedure or if they did
know it were unwillins or unable to go through it, aud in consequence
there is.~ oonsid.erable.bar to the admission of poorer patients.
The great majority of pre-war hospitals were well planned and
constructed, though largely as a number of private rooms. war damage
has been considerable and where reco~truotion has been undertaken
the ward design usually, unfortunately, follows the same pattern.
Though wards are usually allocated to a number of speoinlties it is
rare to see any special section assigned for maternity oases, a
feature perhaps indicative of th~ general att~tude to maternity work.
In most hospitals there is libernl provision for the isolation of
infectious diseases, thoug~ these eeotions are little used because che
number of suoh oases has r•oentlr reduced.
The sanitary state !$ usually unsatisfactory; there is often a

,
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shortage of water and the system of ~xcreta disposal and maintenance
of lavatories is generally poor; la~ndries are either non-existent
or very poor. Light and ventilation are generally good but heating
arrangements·are· often questionable, while quarters for the staff,
and especially for nurses, are with few exceptions poor.
The state of wards, particularly those for indigent patients,
.i.s.often unsatisfactory and they are frequently dirty. Little
nursing· care is given and the common ward design would make supervision by nurses very difficult even were it not considered primarily
.the· duty of the relatives. Patients must often remain in their own
unsuitable clothing with unsatisfactory blankets and bed linan,·a
taot per-haps attributable .partly to war shortages.
Out..;patient ·clinics are usually elaborately organi~ed into
sections of ~nternal medicine, surgery,' obstetries and gynaecology,
paediatrics, dentistry, and eye ear nose and throat, and the
facilities. which they provide are usual~y reasonably good; except
that the' laboratory provision is very meagre and only the most
elementary examinations undertaken in them.
There has b.een a considerable loss· of equipment during the war
and the effects are noticeable in all departments but particularly in
operating theatres and laboratories.· Very few hospitals have ohildrents
cots with the result that two children commonly oocupy Qne full-sized
bed.
• . Frequent complaint is made of the shortage of ~ugs and medical
supplies. These are obtained from CRIK agencies and. supplemented by
local purchase, and inspection of a number of storerooms usually
revealed a fair stook of drugs and other .supplies.. It i.s most necessary
to husband the availab-le supplies but questionable whether this is
being done. EXpensive drugs and injections are frequent~y used when
~ore conservative and economical methods might have produced comparable results. This is chiefly due to the faot that no ~oney value
is applied to the goods supplied free and their cost is not apparent
in the cost of admnistering the hospital.
Staff has been depleted both in quantity and in quality by the
events of the last few years. A number have gone to the Services,
in some··cases with serious results •. Ky\mg Puk Medical .College
Hospital has lost six heads of clinical departments in this way, and
it is noticeab~e that the burden of this l.oss has fa+len unequally, ·~
many other· .institutions being in a ~;1uoh better position. A major loss
of staff of this natUre can have a orippling'effect and is particularly unfortunate in a teaching institution, ae it can deteriorate the
quality of the next generation. 'The quality of. staff .has been
deterio~atad and this is particularly du·e to the very i,nadequate
salaries now paid and consequent departure ~f good men to other
branches. of the profession. consultative services. are not usually.
organised, and even where prominent men such as cl.ilUoal professprs
have hospital duties they may lose muoh of their v~lue by irregular
or ~sufficient attendance.
The Mission had expected to find druaaged hospitals working to
or even beyond their act~al capacity, but to its'oonsiderable
surprise found that few hospitals were full and oost far from full,
while the out-patient clinics were attended by relatively,few people.
Much time was spent in trying.to analyse the reasons for this, as it
is clear that the public has little eonfidence in the hospital system.
It appears to be· due to ·a ntu:ther of causes: the oost. of admission ae
a paying pat~ent;· the difficulty of getting a relief ~ertificate
from the _e o·ffice; the fact that private treatment outsicl.e the
hospital ~s not much more costly than treatment
within
'·
. anq th~ doctor

..
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quality of hospital st~ffs and· particularly a lack of confidence
in the quality of care and nursing manageme~t avnilable to.the
poor.
The first objective for hospital reconstruction schemes gust
be to make the~ acceptable to and generally popular with the public.
It is not suggested that payment by those capable ot it should be
abandoned, as this is not now feasible, but free treatment for those
in need of it should be more readily available than is now the case.
The only practicable system is to eliminate the c~cuitous route
·
of reference to the ~ office and appoint a~oners in the hospitals
who could assess the-ability of patients to pay afte~ admission.
Patients should be admitted either direct or on the certificate of
medi.cal men, and their financial status evaluated simultaneously
with the gr~t of treatment.
·
·
The ·status of the hospital doctor needs restoration, firet by
establishment of proper terms of remuneration and service to attract
and maintain good men, and then by establishment of a better recruitment system. Minimum standards should be laid down for every post
and appointment to the higher ones should be made by the Ministry •
.. Appointment should be preceded by public advertisement and
· ~~nsultation with. the provincial government and, except in the case
Qf direotors, on the recommendation of a medioal committee of the
hospital. such recommendations should pass through provincia~
·
government to the Ministry to allow ample opportunity for comment.
The status and utility of hospitals could be raised by
encouraging consultation in its proper sense. The advice of prominent
medical men should be free~y available in them, and visits by partt~e consultants at fixed times and dates well known to the public
and profession could profitably be organised.· Such consult.ants
could work in both in~patient and out-patient .departments a~d
participate in teaching, and should be adequately remuner'ated for
their services. By selection of good men an effort should be made
to develop a tradition that it is an honour to be associated with
the public hospital services.
The quality of practice in hospitals cou~d .also be improved
by demonstration teams. It is recommended elsewhere that a major
team should be associated with Seoul university Medicai.College
but it is desirable that other groups from this or o.ther teams
sfiould be attached to other hospitals from time to:time.
.

'

considerable reoonstruoti~n of damaged hospitals and building
of new ones will be necessary, and it is recommended_that when this
occurs the whol-e design of hospitals should be reviewed·. Review
should particularly include the desirable size of wards·, preference
being._ given to public wards in which nursing can be properly .supervisEui. Sp~_oia+ mate~nity blocks or sections complete with all their
necessary facilities should be added wherever possible, and special
provision should be made for paediatrics and tuberculosis patients.
The quality of staff quarters and particularly nurses• quarters
demands special study.
The desirability of more direct technical control by the
Ministry.of Health has been elaborated else~here.
Before physical.recons~ruotion, .o~eful evaluation ot the
medical needs of areas should be made to determine.which most need
increase of faoSJ.ities. AA. early survey. on lin.ee simi~ar to that
carried out in the US under the auspices of.the American Medical
Association would
very desirable.

be
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inventory co111pared with standard lists considered necessary for
each type and size o·f hospital prepared' in consultation with the
me.cll.oal profession. Equipment deficiencies·which are particularly
apparent in ope;rating theatres, laboratories, laundries, water
supplies and boiler rooms·should·then be made· good.
.

.

The post of Supplies Officer should be created'in the Ministry
and ~.system of.inspection and maintenance of equipment in a~
hospitals instituted. Drugs and other expendibles.supplied free to
hospitals should be given a money value to be entered into the
accounts. Both for these and for purchased-supplies it is preferable
to allocate a definite sum of Qoney to each hospital and allow it
freedom of action to secure its needs within this limit on the basis
of recommendations of a medical·committee.
The use and misuse of antibiotics and other expensive supplies
·need mora·oareful control, and the establishment in each institution
of·a centralised supply station is reconmended. A prototype station
controlling and a~inistering such preparations could be started at
Seoul by the administrative team recommended elsewhere. The methods
of control could then be spread to other hospitals by demonstration
and visiting.
RecorJ.mendations
1.

Terms of service and remuneration of hospital staffs should be
radically overhau1ed.

2.

Specific standards should be laid down for every professional
appointment, senior posts should be·advertised, recommendations
shOuld then be made by a medioal.ooumittee through provincial
governQent to central government, which should make the appointments •
.

·'

3 ...

Consultant practice in ·hospitals.should be

4.

Ohe or more visiting teams, internationa~ly recruited, should
be attached to a teaching hospital.and depute individuals or
groups to give demonstration~ in others. ·

stron~l~

encouraged.

The training syste~ of nurses should be reviseq (see Chapter VI)
arid the employment of untrained ·and 'unlicensed nurses discont~ued.

6.

• •

•

•

.

rJ

'

Treatment shouLd be made more readily available to the poor,
preferably by the substitution of ari almoner system for the
present one which requires a prelim1nary certificate.
··A survey should be ~aa.de of ho'spital provision and its relation
to actual needs in each province.

8.

Reconstruction of damaged hospitals should be carried out on the
basis of this survey. In its course wards should be enlarged,
staff quarters should be improved and special provision made for
mD:ternity, .Paediat.rios and tuberculosis patients.
The me.thod of pr·ovision of drugs and other expendible·s to
hospita]._s should be reviewed. All supplies whether· free or paid
for should be ooste:d· and entered into the accounts. Distribution
: to hospitals· .should be controlled by money values within
l.imit
fixed .for e·~ch 'ra~he'r· than by volume.

a

10.

Greater·· control. ·of the use .of antibiotics and other expensive
drugs should be exercised. A system of oentrnl supply, and
administration· is reoo~ended.
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CURf\TIVE WORK m HEALTH UNI'l'§
'

'

'

In a OQuntry whioh is .largely rural it would be both eoonomioal
and desirable to establish,.in addition to hospitals, a number of
small medioal insti~utions which oould administer out-patient
treatment. In th~ ohapter 11 The Publio Health Dispensary - The
Future Health UnitH the recommendation was made that these Units
should be theoentree of·publio health aotivity as.well ae of minor
me.dical treatment. The publio health funotions were dealt with in
some d~ltail. It is appropriate to consider here the curative
functions of these Units.
In dealing with the publio health and ourative aotivities
eepar,ately it is our intention t.o stress that while the same building
and some of tho personnel ~ght be used for oombined purposes, the·
activities should be carried out separately. Any attempt to merge
the p~eventive work into the curative·work is doomed to failure under
existing conditions, as indeed the functioning of the present publio
health dispensaries has ·demonstrated.
The curative functions to be carri&d out in the Health Unit
are the examination and treatment of al1 minor ailmen~s and the
referring of the'more serious oases to the hospitals. In the
preceding section on hospitals we have recommended that oases
referred from these peripheral Units should be admitted on the
strength of the Health Unit medioal 6ffioer's reoo~ndation alone.
. At these centres special olinios for tuberculosis and venereal
diseases should be established and the doo~ora dealing with these
oases in the hospitals should preferably oonduot these · clinics on
fixed days.as consulting physicians. The ~xamination of oontaots
of these diseases and leprosy is also an i~portant function that
should b~ incorpor~ted in the activities.
·
The authorities showed much intere.st in mobile dispen,sariee.
These are indeed a useful asset in the early stages when there will
be neither aooommo~ation D:Jr personnel. to serve the more remote
·
isolated areas.· If such dispensaries are to function properly
they must visit specified areas on fixed days. They oould be a
considerable hel.p in the round-worm campaign recommended in the
section on Worm·Diseases.
For the efficient functioning of hospitals and Health Units,
to make an easy_flow.of patients from one institution to another
possible, an ambulance 'service will be essential. Civilian
ambulances w~re not seen during the whole of our tour.
In the initial stages one or two ambulances located at
provincial headquarters and available to al~ the institutions in
the province would be very desirable. It is a form of medical.
aid that oould and should be given as early as possible.

MEDICAL REHABILITATION'
The present position on medical rehab~itation in Korea is
depressing. There are very few facilities for the rehabilitation
ot the blind, tuberculous, the amputees and cripples, mentally
handicapped and those suffering £rom·leprosy; a,nd now with the
war the whole ·piotur~ !.~:ae beoome magnified by the streams of limbless resulting from ··war and the increased road traffic consequent
on it. So, while some work oan be developed on a small soale tor
other persons in need of re~abilitation, the major effort must ~e
plaoed on the rehabilitation of those whose limbs have been
amputated. This is necessary be.oause of th:eir numbers, o-f. which
the beat estimate ·was at least 1.5,000, "of whioh 5,000 or 6,000 are
from the army. or this total perhaps 15 per oent have lost two
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grenades and ·in r,oad aooidents. There' is a very natural demand that
the victims of the war should reoeive·the best. rehabilitation that
can be arranged as soon as possible. The moral· and ethical reaeons
for -planning suoh activities are supported by the fact that the ·
majority are young· and healthy adults and ohildrett, so the economic·
loss to the community of maintaining them unproduotively would be
great.
The operation ~f even a quite restrioted·rehabilitation
programme· presents very great problems and in o·ther oircumstanoes
it might even have been suggested that it should have been delayed.
In any ca.se, fer the reasons set out below, it ·is o-erto.in that the
programme w.ill have to be a much more restricted one than has been
expected in some quarters.· It· involves a· considerable cycle of
coordinated operations including the responsibilities of several
ministries (Health, Social Affairs, Defence, Education). It is
underetood that an inter-ministerial •ommittee to deal with this
matter has now been established. It is suggested that· the _Oiniatries
conDeotea with trade and industry should be included. in this membership, since they will have heavy responsibilit·y for ensuring the
employment of the rehabilitated.
Rehabilitati·on ·is a long· process covering many months. In
Korea it is·not'possible to draw upon a considerable store of .
fundamental techniques suoh as orthopaedic surgery~ physiotherapy
or vocational training, and they will have to be built up. Surgeons
will be required to prepare the amputation stumps in a suitable
manner for the ultimate fitting of prostheses; the manufacture of
limbs appropriate to Korean conditions - and these conditions are
rather different from those where the manufacture of prostheses is
advanced - must be started; looal technicians need training in the
skilled task of manufacture; premises wil1 be required to house
the patients during the prooess of preparation of stumps, fitting
of prostheses, training in their use, and social and vocational
training; and placement in suitable employment must follow. In
addition, supervision at intervals after discharge from the
institution will be necessary. The trained staff for this does
not exiet.
The present position is that there are premises at Tcngnae,
north of Puean, which could be adapted for use as a rehabilitation
centre. At the mo~ent no rehabilitation is being carried out exoept
~or a little work in education of blind veterans.
These premises
oould probably accommodate from 250 to 300 persons undergoing
rehabilitation. As a first st.ep an inter-ministerial acommittee
for Veterans' Aff'airsvr has been created. A small. orthopaedic
appliance manufacturing unit from u.s. Army has been attached to
the 31st Korean Army Hospital near Tongnae. The main purpose of
this unit is to train Koreans in the making of prostheses and they
have produced fairly satisfactory plastic limbs. The entire
suitability of these limbs, in design or material, for Korean
conditions has~ however, not yet been proved. It is unfortunate
that it is not known how long this unit will remain. No doubt ita
facilities could be converted for use as part of a rehabilitation
project. U.S. Army units are also training some Korean Army
surgeons in orthopaedic praotioe, including speoial management for
stumps to suit prostheses.
·
It is recommended that a rehabilitation programme as large as
can be accommodated in the premises at Tongnae should be put in hand
as soon as possible. These premises wil1 need extensive equipment
and adaptation. It is understood that preliminary plans are being
developed by a medical officer from UNKRA, working through the
facilities of UNCACK. It should be elearly understood that for many
years to oome it wili not be possible to operate on the ful1 scale
really needed, and that many years will be required to deal with the
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large numbers •·requiring' rehabilitation. This ~unit will require
. visiting staff. .. to ·pre:otise and·teach·physiotherapy, ocoupa~ional
therapy, .l;i.:Dtb...fitting, vocational training, mental hygiene,
placement arid .follow-up•. When the problem is reduced, the
experience ·gained from rehabilitation of amputees will. be applicable
to other fields of rehabilitation, such as the t~ber'culous, the
CJrippled· and·,~ to .. a.l.esser extent, 'the deo.f, dumb and blind.
It is recommended that such a programme should be oosted as
soon as;possible and that the size of the project, its cost in
loo-al·ourreno.y and externo.l aid be made clearly known, eo that
over·-optimistto hopes may not·~ encouraged and work begin as
soon as possible. The ·programme should be in the hands of a
vi·siting ort.hopaedic surgeon internationally recruited, wh·o has
run such ·a project elsewhere and has considerable experience of al1
aspects·o£ rehabilitation of amputees. He will require the
.
assistanQe of visiting physiother.apiste 1 ooaupatiolial therapists
and experts in mental hygiene; placement, limb-·fitting and follow-up
.tn employment. He should be responsible for the training of Korean
,~~at.f .to take over al~ the many technical, social and administrative
branches of the project.
'
·
There are several other rehabilitation schemes afoot in Korea,
including some· by Missions. They should be allowed to continue,
subjeot to oontinueus cooperation with the inter-ministerial
·
oommit.tee on rehabilitation.
·

....
'
.

'

'

..

.. . ·''
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EDUCATION IN MEDICINE AND ALLIED SUBJECTS
Medical, dental, nursing and pharmacy education are considered
together because their problems are closely connected, and the
proposals which are put forward for improvement constitute an integrated scheme which cannot be considered in watertight compartments.
Medical education, as discussed in this chapter, is not
synonymous with qualification for a licence to practise medicine.
The li~ence to practise is granted by the Minister of Health on the
results of an examination for which there is no requirement of previous
training of the candidate, who may be completely self-taught or
educated on the apprenticeship principle by other practitioners. The
system_of formal medical education comes within the province of the
Minister of Education. At the end ot their training students receive
a degree from the university but must still submit themselves to the
Minister of Health's examination before they may engage in medical
practice.
UNDERGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION .
The system of medical education ·in its proper sense originated
before the Japanese occupation of Korea. The first medical college,
Severance, was opened by a Christian mission in 1899 in a hospital
which it had established 15 years previously. The establishment of
a government school, then known as the Hansung Medical School,
followed in Seoul in 1902, and it.ultimately became the present
Medical College of Seoul National University. These two colleges
were followed by four others, established during the Japanese
occupation, the effect of which was to introduce considerable
modification in the pre-existing colleges and to determine the
pattern of newly established ones, Some of these changes cay have
been good as they included an increased attention to the scientific
aspeots of medicine, but others were of doubtful value or definitely
bad. The system of teaching used was of a very academic character
with greater emphasis on book learning and demonstration than on
actual practice. The ward system·was that of a private nursing home
in which the patient's family occupied a room with the patient and
undertook his care. The existing low status of women was further
exaggerated and in consequence women were not permitted to enter
government medical colleges, and the status granted to the nurse
was very low. Finally, the colleges were largely staffed by Japanese,
and run fo~ the benefit of Japanese students and Japanese patients,
for whom the associated hospitals were designed •. These influences
had their full effect on government colleges, but operated to a
lesser extent in private colleges where gover~ental pressure was
less strong.
The four new oo11eges included two governmental, lo_cated at
Kwangju and Taegu, and two private colleges in Seoul. Both private
colleges were exclusively for the education of women, a natural
reaction to the exclusion of women from government institutions.
They were the College of Medicine and Pharmacy of Ewha University,
opened in 1925 by a Christian mission university, and the Seoul
Women's Medical College, opened in 1939 by a non-secular Japanese
philanthropist.
The immediate effects of the liberation in 1945 included the
departure of the majority of staff, students and patients in the
teaching colleges, which were then reorientated to Korean use.
Women were permitted to enter the governraent colleges; the standard
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of preliminary eaucat~on was raised by the insertion of a two-year
pre-medical course before the existing four-year medical course.
These changes were undertaken with a sense of responsibility, but
the sudden substitution of new ·staff may have resulted in the
appointment of some people with an tnadequate academic and clinical
backgro~d.
It is pertinent that almost every Dean and senior staff
group with whom we have discussed medical education has expressed
the need for further educational opportunities for their staffs as
they fully appreciate the difficulty under Which they labour in this
respect•
At the present time there ore six colleges, three national and
three private, some of the main points of whi~h are set out in
Table I• The control of these colleges lies tith the Minister of
Education, who is responsible for the financing and appointment of
senior staff in the Nation~ Coliegea, and the general management of
the curriculUm in all. Entrance to the colleges ia.controlled by
examination, which is managed exclusively by the college concerned'
not being controlled externally in any way. ~e curriculum is prep~ed
by the college but is subject to approval by the ~ttnistert who requires
a six-year course - two yecuos pre-medical .rind tour years mel;lico.l in which the detail of ·teaching every. subject ~ laid d9wn in hours.
The number of students .that may be o.dmitted to any college is
similarly subject to the Minister's approval, after examination of
the facilities available. The curriculum and teaching ·are subject to
inspection, but this has not yet been enlorce4 ..for ·laok of suitable
persons on the ministerial staff. The professional exaLlin.ations
including the final are - ii.ke the entrance examinations - conducted
exclusively by the college without any form of governmental control
or inspection, and the degree is given in the name of the ~iversity
on the authority of its President.
This system was working reasonably, though with difficulties,
till the outbreak of the present war, which has passed over. every
medical colle~ in th~ country and caused thQ temporary evacuation
of all, much damage to buildings, and grave loss of equipment,
books and other facilities. It has also resulted in the loss of.
many of the staff, of whom some have been recruited to the army
and others have been casualties. Energetic efforts have been made
to overcome these difficulties and all the colleges are now operating
in name. In practice all are still severely disabled and three of
the four Seoul·colleges operate in Pusan under extremely unsatisfactory oonditi~ns. The only college operating in any way approaching
a normal manner ·is the Medical College of Chun Nam University at
Kwanju. The Medical College of I~g Puk University at Taegu has
partially reopened and has prospects of'further reopening w~thin
the next tew month~. Severance Union Medioul College has. reop~ned
but the destruction of moat of ita buildings and severe aama~e to
others gravely limit ita abilities.
MEDICAL COLLEGES
Enquiry into this subject has included discussions with the
Minister of Education and the Minister of Health, a meeting attended
by the Deans of all the uedical colleges, visits to every institution,
and discussions with individual Deans and other members of the staff.
A phy·sioal appraisal has been made of the conditions of the structures
and equipment of eyery institution and an attempt has been made at a
qualitative appraisal, though as moat of the colleges are p~aotioally
closed this has been extremely difficult. In addition, there have
been a number' of social meetings at which there have been valuable
exchanges of opinion on an informal basis.
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Seoul National
University :M.C.
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Evacuated

700

120

Kyung Puk
University M. C.

National
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1,24
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180
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National

Kwanju
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Open
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Union M. c..
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Seoul
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Ewha

University M. C.
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Mission·

Seoul

1925

Evacuated
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M. C.

Private
Non-seeular

Seoul

1939 .
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University M.C.

00
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Recently
150 pre-war
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200
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-84The Medical College and Hospital of Seoul National University.
These are of the highest material quality, rendy to stand comparison
in this respect with any in Europe or Americn. Buildings are modern,
excellently laid out, inn o~pus about half a mile across, and
specifically designed for all the various functions of a medical
college. They include n 500 bed hospital, spacious clinics, large
science and biological departments, and ample provision for research
laboratories. The physical ~ar damage has affected only a small
part but has included the destruction of the "charity 11 wards, the
remainder of the buildings being intact• The College was evacuated
on invasion of the city and the buildings are now occupied by the
USAF Headquarters, the teaching work now being earried on in very
meagre surroundings in Pusan. The buildings have been stripped of
all their equ~ment, books and materials; fittings have been removed
and the services, such as gas, electricity and water, eut off from
the laboratory -rooos. The College previously utilised its own
hosp~tal and a nearby one known as the Second Hospital, which is
also first class and modern, with a capacity of 200 beds and is now
occupied as a hospital by the Korean ar~.
Repeated requests have been made for permission to reopen the
Medical College in Seoul, but this has not been permitted for
military reasons. It has been said that one of the reasons for
refusal of peruission is that_Seoul is still a closed city within
-'0 miles of the firing line, but there is lUl wt.dercurrent of
bitterness that this should operate against this· College but not
against· Severance Union Medieal College, which has rec~ntly reopened.
There is no direct means of appraising the quality of. the work
undertaken but the college has a high reputation and there are a
large number of well-educnted graduates from it ~hroughout the
country.
he Medical Colle e o!' h
u. This is
relatively new, having been founde in 19 3 in a pre-existing hospital
beside which the construction of medical college buildings was started
in 1945. By 1950 construction had reached an advanced stage and
most of the intended buildings, except the Physiology Department,
had been completed. One of the main blocks of the hospital was
destroyed during the war and there have been other losses, including
the library, by cilitary occupation; otherwise phyaical:damage is
slight. Much equipment and library materil.il has been lost. The
buildings, on a considerably smaller ,scale than those in Seoul, are
well designed and reasonably but not fully equipped. The hospital
has a.good clinic division, though the ward division is -on the usual
fami11 room style and is· older and leas satisfactory in structure.
Clas,.es have b.een r~sumed on ol.most normal scale and Qembers of the
Mission had opportUAities of inspecting students at work, attending
an examination, meeting and talking to students, and enquiring into
the -nature of research ~d post-graduate studies. They were· greatly
impressed by the sp1rit of the College, in which there is a definite
research and experimental leaning. The prnctical work undertaken
by students is inadequate in quantity but there is no doubt that it
is undertaken r~d that both staff nnd students would welco~e further
opportunities for it. The hos·pitu.l has space for 240 beds 1 which
would in most coun~ies be considered inadequate for the annual
out-turn of students which reached 54 in 1950, and quite insufficient
for the authorised 'OUt-turn of 100. Even this bed apace is only
partieJ.ly occupied so that the amoun.t of clinical teaching on
in-patients cannot fail· to l:>e small by any sta.ndard,. It is fair to
add that some of the clinics have a high standard and that the eye
clinic seams to be recognised as the outstanding one of Korea. One
of the difficulties pointed out to u~ by the staff was the absence
of any provision for practical teaching of normal midwifery to students,
as only abnormal oases are admitted.
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established in 1924 and is of a material quality comparable to Seoul
National University. Following the invasion it was evacuated and work
continued on a minor scale in PUsan. The buildings were subsequently
occupied by the army; the Medical College was used as an office
establishment by KMAG (Korean Military Advisory Group) while the
hospital was used as such by the Korean army. The physical damage
to the structure has been sl~ght, but the Medical College has been
stripped of all its services and equipment, while much of the material
in the hospital is said to have been damaged or lost. Following
prolonged negotiations the College has recently reopened in Taegu,
where it has been allowed the use of a small fraction of the hospital.
These negotiations have continued and it seens very probable that the
entire hospital will be returned within the next few months, and there
is a slight possibility thnt tho College might be returned some months
later. Among the other losses there is a material loss of staff by
conscription to the army. Six professors and associate professors of
clinical subjects have been recruited, leaving only three of this group
on the present staff, although the others may be expected to return
after the war.
The material facilities seem good; appraisal of quality of work
is not possible as the College is still in the stage of preparing its
facilities again. Very great difficulties may be encountered in full
reopening, partly due to the departln'e of sen:i.or staff and partly due
to the usual inadequate number of patients. The hospitn1 is rated
as having a capacity of 200 patients, but the average pre-war occupan~
is said to have been between 130 and 150. The aocomnodation whioh has
been returned is sufficient for 60 patients, but oont~ned.QDl7 22 on
the day of the Mission's visit. These two difficulties must be overcome before proper re-establishment ean be considered to have taken
place.
Severance Union Medical College.
This is the pioneer in Korea. It
has from the first had a strongly Christian cission character.
Throughout its existence it has been in nlose contact wi~h Canadian and
US doctors and colleges and has derived much of its character and method
of teaching from them. It has a long tradition of service, its
training has been of a high quality and has produced several of the
foremost doctors in the country. The hospital is laid out on the open
ward system. The buildings and equipment were of high material quality;
the College included a nursing school, and the nursing principles
followed were those of the USA and Canada rather than those usual in
Korea.
The structure has been very severely danaged in the war and about
70 per cent must be regarded as totally destroyed. Evacuation was
inevitable but the hospital was reopened on & small scale·in April
and students readmitted in June, 1952. Only 66 patients can now be
accommodated and this only at the sacrifice of space needed for other
functions, such as out-patient department, nurses' home and class
rooms. Teaching appears to have a stronger ol.inical flavour than in
so~e other colleges.
The curriculum was once ruled by Japanese
government regulation so that it largely contorm6d to the normal, but.
the Dean is anxious to reorientate the teaching to a mainly clinical
character; with this object 8 of the 26 senior staff were sent abroad
on study leave while the College was closed.
Ewha Medical College.
This is a part of a Christian mission ~versity
which is devoted exciusively to the education of women and which
branched out into the field of medicaL education in 1925. It has a
small Medical College and a hospital of 60 beds, which was entirely
devoted to maternity work, there being over 3,000 births each year
in the hospital before it was evacuated. The students undertook their
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Transportation Hospital. The Co1lege had no co~trol over these other
hospitals•
At the time of the outbreak of war funds had been collected for
the construction of a general hospital directly under the University
control, and it is said that not only had contracts been laid but t~at
most of the materials for construction had been delivered to the site.
On invasion, the College was evacuated and carried on minor work under
unsuitable conditions in Pusan~ There was serious damage to the
buildings of the Medionl College and complete loss of the material
collected for erection of a general hospital, while funds set aside
for its completion were lost by depreciation. Recently medical work,
but not medical teaching, has reen re-established in Seoul on a small
scale. A dispensary has been opened and the maternity hospital is
in process of reopening. The facilities o£ this Medical College were
probably much below those of the others already described• and teaohing
must have been carried out under difficulties. The University as a
whole, including the Medical College, has however very st~ong leader•
ship and it seems probable that a reasonably high standard was obtained,
despite these difficulties. · It must be remembered that it is the o!Uy
one which could give a full education on clinical material in obstetrics,
there being no other maternity hospital of a comparable nature in the
country, and it was the first to give opportunities for medical
education to women.
Seoul.women•s Medical College,
This is an independent institution
founded by a Japanese philanthropist in 1939 and endowed· by him with
certain lands fro1n whioh it derived an income. The hospital and
Medical College were' situated in n building originally constructed
as an ordinary private school and adapted to the purposes of'a Medical
College and a 150.bed hospital. The result of liberation and the
confiscation of ene~ lands has been.the loss of the ~ndowment of
the College which now has no financial background save that derived
froc fees. It was evacuated upon the invasion of Seoul and work.
carried on on a small soale in Puaan~ The building appears not to
have been damaged by war but it has been partially occupied by the
Korean army as a medioal unit. Its equipment seems to have been lost
and the structure, which was never.entirely suitable for ita use, has
deteriorated further. In fnot, the material assets of this College
are now very small. It has not been possible to appraise the quality
of teaching in it by any means.
PROBLEMS 01!' MEDICAL EDUCATION
Physioal loss.
A major and immediate problem is the physioal damage
and ioss which has occurred .as direct result of the war, and the
general nature of which has been outlined. Rehabi1itation must
include replacement of buildings, the services within them, technical
equipment. expandible caterial and libraries. The need for .library
replacement is magnified by the changeover wh~oh is taking place from
the use of the Japanese language to the use of English, and which has
aade much of the remajning old material obsolete. Few entrants to
the College now speak Japanese and librarie~ need rep~acement by
others in whioh foreign text books and literature in the English
language are liberally provideda
Lanpage.
The language difficulty is enhanced by the fact that
mga senior members of the staffs have Japanese as a scientific
language, possibly with some German or English, whilst .none of
their students have Japanese but are mostly literate in English.
Teaohers and students therefore have no fully common scientific
language and great difficulty will be uet until this situation has
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bean remedied. The conversion to Engllsh as a scientific language .
seei)fs likely to be permanent •. The Mission feels that special
instruction should be offered to the staffs of educational .
institutions in this language, partly in order to ensure that they
have a common scientific language with their students and partly
to facilitate the considerable programme of fellowships which is
proposed at a later stage in this report.
student Members.
In 1948 there were approxilitately 2 1 750 graduate
doctors in southern Korea. The out-turn from the medical colleges,
however, has been relati~ely high and in 1952 there are 3,481 in
addition t9 the non-graduate group which is not here considered.
Present authorised ~tudent enrolments are set out in Table I. The
authorised nuober of final year students is 500, though the attainment of an out-turn of this size would be iapossible if the
regulations for previous years wer.e adhered to, losses being
inevitable. Actual enrolnents have been much affected by war, but
the present figures might produce about 900 graduates in the next
three years, and thereafter something of the order of 4oo a year oan
be expected. The bed capacity of the associated teaching hospitals,
1,480, is ~ot sufficient to justify this out-turn, but it would seem
to be impossible and undesirable to reduce authorised enrolaent.
The poli9y in \hese institutions should be to improve the quality
of teaching in this respect without increase of the student body.
Even when this has been done an increase in student numbers would
make the classes ~wieldy in site and thereby deteriorate the quality
of teaching.
Present output wi.ll eyentual.ly stabilise the ratio of .doctors
to population at about 1 to 4,500. If a further increase is desired
steps must be t~en to open a medical college attached to one of the
other National Universities at an early date. W!.th the best of wills
and ideal conditions it is not poesible to build up a college to
satisfactory quality and see the first out-turn of graduates from
it within less than 12 or 15 years. The selected hospital should
either be constructed anew or chos•n as being well-sited, in sound
condition and appropriately designed to permit of ita progressive
expansion in the course of time. Staff, facilities and equipment
must then be progressively improved to teaching stand~d, itself a
matter of years, before the first steps towards opening the medical
colltge itself can be undertaken.
It has been suggested that an appropriate remedy to the shortage
of medical graduates 1ies in their training overseas, but the Mission
cannot reoo~end this as a policy. The annual number of· fellowships
involved would be very large and quite beyond the resources.of the
country when international aid cane to an end. This failure of
recommendation does not involve the ref~sal of scho1arships to
p~ticularly promising students or to any grade of post-Gr~dunto
worker; th~ reasons for sending such persons abroad are not to
sw.~l the number of doctors but to produce a leaven of graduates with
specialised training or standards of comparison between their own
ano other countries.
C!£7iculua.
The appropriateness of thd present curriculum has
been questioned and we were specifically asked to advise on it by
the Minister of Education. Unfortunately the virtual c1osure of
notmal teaching has cade real judgoent extremely difficult. The
previous four-year course was changed to six years by the insertion
o:t two. "pre-.cedical"- years soon after 1945. Biology and science were
tiansferred to these years in which they occupy about 60 per cent of
the time, the re.caining 40 per cent being spent on the continuation
ot the ordinary liberal education of the student. Pre-medical study
tncludes three foreign languages, English, German and Latin, which
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for a high general educational level cannot be gainsaid. The odbrse
is always taken in one of the medical colleges, an arrangen1ent
which produces an unnecessary rigidity and early coomittal to choice
of medical college, or even of the medical profession as a career.
It contains a considerable element of general education which it is
the proper funGtion of the high school to impart, and stud~ in such
schools should be permissible i f appropriate facilities for teaching
are avc.ilable, though o.lternative special provision by the University
should be allowed. The formal entrance examinations to the ~edic~
college should preferably be at the end of this course, and ~hould
include both practical and.written examination in biology, physics,
and chemistry as well as examination of the general educational
level attained.
The subsequent nedical course of four years includes one Y.eo.r
of anatomy, physiology and allied subjects; one year on the basis
of medicine and surgery, including bacteriology, pharuacology, and
allied subjects; one year of medicine and surgery, in whioh muoh
time is prescribed for attendance in clinics or at clinioal
demonstrations; and one year which is prescribed as almost entirely
clinical, either in the out-patient department or in the wards.
From accounts given us there appears, despite the provision, to be
much emphasis on the acadernio aspects of teaching, with less emphaaie
on the clinical training of the student at the bedside than is
ouetomary in oost oouatries. The etaff of all the institutions with
whom the subject was discussed considered that the proportions diff~red
from those common in Europe and the Americas, and thought that
reconsideration at least was desirable. The Mission is in agreement
with this but considers better that the reform should come from
within rather than trom without, a preferred process being the
granting of opportunities to staff to study eduoational systems other
than their own with a view to their revising the present one which,
on paper, is not sroasly unsuitable.
The medical oourse in its true sense lasts four years, one year
·less than that considered necessary in many other countries. No
recommendation is made that the duration of the course should be
altered in the ~ediate or near future beoause it is not now '
grossly unsatisfactory and prolongation might strain ·the resources
of medical colleges and students. The ultimate goal to be aimed
at should, however, include the extension of this course to five years.
control of Standards.
No control of standard by a.ny external body
exists, both the entrance examination nnd the final. exa;U,nation
being managed exclusively by the college concerned, and there b,eing
no aotual inspection of the nature of the training in the intervening
years. This lack of control makes the governmental examination
oonduoted by the Ministry of Health u necessary successor to the
ordinary University ex~~ations. The mechanism is, however,
undesirable, and it would be better to improve the control of the
educational and examination levels within the colleges themselves.
There are several mechanisms by which this could be done. An
appropriate one would be the creation of ~ Medical Council with the
funotion of controlling the standards of medical education and C·f
the professional examinations associated with it. The Council could
be nominated by the President in the same way as he nominates his
Inspection Committee. It should preferably include persons nominated
after discussion with the Ministers of Health and of Education, the ·
Deans of the three Nationnl Medical Colleges, the Deans of other
teaching oolleges and the Council of the Kore~n Medical Association.
This body could function as an advisory body to the two Ministers
concerned and act oy routine periodical inspection of the medical
ooJJ&ges, their curricula and examinations. It should recommend the
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the granting of licences to practise. For some years it might be
necessary to continue the governmental examination in parallel with
the university examinations until the graduates of all approyed
colleges had become recognised for the granting of a ~ioenoe
automatically upon graduation, and when this occurred the government
examination could be allowed to lapse. The system would have the
·advantage of ensuring control by peop~e who were directly concerned
in the educational fie~d themselves and of taking the onus of
prescription of standards away froQ the Ministries, which might find
adverse findings to have unfortunate politica~ repercussions. The
system is comparable to that used in other countries where it has
been found to work well.
In conformity with the previous suggestion that the pre-medical
course might be taken either at the medic~ oo~lege or at the ordin8r7
sohool, the first control of standards should be at the examination
whioh qualifies for entry to the four medical years, there being no
control over the previous training other than that normally exercised
by the Min~ster of Education in schoo~s and colleges generally.
Private Co~eges.
The private colleges have played an important part
medical education; they were the pioneers of medical education·
generally and amongst women. Severance has set a standard of
education admired by all, and Ewha has concentrated attention on
maternity work in a manner much to be desired. All were fully approv~d
colleges at the outbreak of the present war, contributing a notable
proportion of the country's doctors, and having suffered in the war·
deserve full restoration to their previous state. Severance and Ewha
are strongly secular in character and their desire for freedom of
notion in this respect wil~ presumably keep them outside the normal
deve~opment programme of government, inclusion in which would entail
governn~ntal control, but it should n~t debar them from government
support, in proportion to the number of students they train or the
standards'they reach.

In

Seou women's Medical co~lege is different in that it is nonsecular, though run exclusively for women, and its financial background
has almost entirely disappeared. Now women are admitted to the
National Universities the need for an independent women's college has
materially decreased, and it would seem logical to offer it inclusion
in the Medioal College of Seoul National University, with an assurance
of free entry of wo~en to that college. Its present hospital is not
good and might not be regarded as a suitable structure on which to
spend considerable sums in restoration and replacement of eervioee.
If it is condemned on survey new provi~ion will be necessary whether
amalgamation with the University College occurs or not.
F9reign stud~.
The staff of medical colleges and their hospitals
are greatlyampered by the lack of opportunities to study elsewhere
thiul in their own co~leges, and in this way to form standards of
comparison and formulate schemes of improvement. The need for this
study was strongly represented to us on many occasions, it being pointed
out that the previous opportunities in Japan are now no longer
available; they were indeed unsuitable in that the system used in
Japan was the pattern of that in Korea and so provided no standard
of comparison. It is ~ery desirable that fellowships should be given
to men engaged in medical education to visit countries where the
systems used differ radica~ly from those now normal in Korea. Severn!
forms of overseas study will be required, the most valuable type
being that which pernuts the individual to spend·a limited period
in a number of other hospitals and teaching institutions with the
object of studying the teaching methods used. People who have had
this experience may be relied upon on their return to criticise the
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particularly notable that Severance Union Medical College took the
opportunity of ooapulsory closure to start a scheme of this nature
tor its staff, of whom core than one-third were abroad at the time
of the Mission's visit, and it is icportant that the staffs of the
National Colleges should be given an equal opportunity. Fellowships
should be spread over a five-year period, but if it is not possible
to reopen Seoul National Medical College at an early date, advantage
should be t~n of the resulting freedom of movement of the staff
to ~nd them on such journeys as soon as posa~ble.
Language difficulties may present a serious barrier in this;
there are·, however, many sound reasons for encouraging the study of
English by staff members, and it is suggested that formal instruetion
in that language should be offered to this group and that the granting
of fellowships to English-speaking countries should be dependent on
fluency.
Admj~istration.
The National Medical Colleges, including their
hospitals, are controlled in their entirety by the Minister of Education,
liaison with the Ministry of Health being only on the cabinet and
friendly levels with no standard day-to-day fo~mal mechanism. A ntimber
of complications are thereby introduced. The Minister of Education
undertakes the treatment of the sick in addition to his normal functions.
but is not guided by expert advioe within his Ministry. The Minister
of Health in trying to produce model institutions as examples· for· the
·Qountry does not feel that he can utilise the natural mechanism on
improving or aiding teaching hospitals, but must substitute an
alternative one. The result c~ only be reduplication and waste,
with the loss of valuable teaching material. Dunl control is undoubtedly more oomplicated but is worked elsewhere;" there is no inhel"ent
difficulty in the management of the educational institution.by the
Minister of Education and of the hospit~1 by the Minister of Health.
It involves close liaison between,the persons or committees locally
responsible for management, and preferably some overlap in the aetunl
committees of management after they are formed. It ·involves special
arrangements for the appointment of staff who will undertake duties
both in the college and in the hospital, but these arrangements can
be made to work smoothly. It involves separation of finances, but
this is an advantage as it brings the educational charges into their
proper place ~ the education budget, and leaves the cost of treatment
of the sic~and management of prototype institution• in the budget of
the Minister of Health. The evolution of such a systec of joint
cdntrol is strongly recommended because material ndv~tages can flow
frolll it,

fOS~-GRADUAT.E

MEDICAL

EDUCA~ION

Korea is now alaost entirely out off from its former centres of
post-graduate medical education, which were in the universities of
Japan. Her own facilities were never highly developed and take the
form of attachment of students to departcents in medical colleges for
periods of one to three years, at the end of which time they may present
a thesis for the degree of Master of Medicine or Doctor of Medicine.
ln Seoul National University there is a Dean of Post-Graduate studies
who supervises the placing of students in all faculties, whereas in
other universities the policy is arranged by the Dean of the Medical
Faculty. The intern system also exists on a relatively small scale,
but opportunities of any value outside the ~iversities are small and
apparently confined to the Mission Hospitals which cannet offer a
number of vacancies of. tl.UY sigr.ificance in relation to the annual
number of graduates.
Intern work is now nominally compulsory before a licence is granted,
but proper enforcement does not seeo practicable. The proposed Medical

counoil should review opportunities.for it in hospitals throughout
the country and approve hospitals which they consider "suitable f-or
the purpose t work:i.ng toward the goal of univ·ersal intern experienoe.
Provisio·n for post-graduate study in its present fo:r:'tl .should cont;l.nu'•
but it.is very desirable that the students ahould-have Previous post•
graduate clinical experience and ~tern experi~nc~ should be-ins~ted
on ~~ a preliminary. ·
_,: Th~re are no organised oo~ses of post-gradu~t~. stu.dy in .
speoialised branches .of medicine either.curative or preventive,'and
tor some years to come overseas fellowships will be the sole means
of obtaining such speoia.li.sed training. The· Director of" the
··
Laboratory for the Prevention of Infectious Diseases placed a
programme before us for the development of a. School of HYgiene
'
o~ a nucl&us of his laboratory and the Natiopal.Chemistry~L~bora~orTt
which it was proposed should be runalgo.mated for the purpose.' The ·
aoheme o.annot be implemented at the present time for lack of staff
with sufficient tr~itting and experience, but it is one which s~ould
be b~rne in mind in the_ hopa that it can b~ imP,lemented in a few .
ye~s.
ReoollB+.ru~tion of the InfectiOUEi Diseases Laboratory ha& bee.A
recommended in another· section, and it was'there augge.sted 'that· :
consideration should be given ·to reconstruot~on on a _site on tha
·
pes':Lph~rY. of Seoul selected as suitable for this purpo~e,_· and ~ .th•
nQighbo'UJ:ihood of the proposed national no~el Health Uni~.
· :
DENTAL EDUCAT.tON·

The Dental Coll.ege of Seoul National University is .~611.Eiea ~
a builP,ing wh.io h has been= greatly damaged b.y blast and sh~l'l til-e
and is. :Qompletely· evac-uated, though superficial e:xamiria~.i~· su:ggest.ed
that .~he essential structur·e is still sound. Inspection _showed that
it wa.~ elaborately equ-ip'ped, not onq w;J.th seventy;. dentai· c~air.s and
aJ.l their associated· faci.lit:i.es but wit.h ,proper departr,aEmts :t:or· the·
teaching of anatomy, physiology, bncte~iology and-other appro~riate
subject~.
The equipment has virtually all been grave~y qamaged or
looted eo that in fact the building ~s a shell contn~g little
usable equip~ent, and the services and fitt~gs of which will need .
eomp1ete reinstnl.l.ati.on. Students und.ertook a.. four-year course at ·
the end of which they sat for the degree of 'Bachelor of Dental. Science.
The curriculum was elaborate nnd, nlthoug~
me~er of the Mission
~s .speeial~y qualified to judge it, seemed adequate.

no

The Coll~ge was clearly of the same standqrds as ~he gedionl
eollegee and needs restoration and technical aid in forma similar to
those to be granted to medical colleges.
·
·

NURSING EDUCATION
The control. of nurs.ing eduo.a.tion is vested in t.he Ministel" of
Health under regulations which empower him to Iay dow.n·a ourrioulum,
approve schools of nursing, ·conduct examinations an4_grant l~~enoea
to practise. There has been a recent mqdificationunder which· the
Miniatef's right of licenain~ has been. delegated to provincial governm.en.ts·, .and .in consequence the standards have recently be.o·ome extremelY'
varied..
·
·
The regulations require a. m:J ni,mum age at entry to the .school.··
of l5 .years, and a. three.-ye~ oourse of. ins:tr.uc.-~ion. . Th~ curriculum
is _laid doim "in deta:i:.l; firs.t":'year -wor)t is ver·y largely in the classroom o.nd includes the,continua~ion of basic edu~ation together with
ana~o~, J>hysiology, tilate.ria Uled:i,~a, a~c;l .sue~ '.subjij_cte ·as nursirig
etl';lics and history. :.A ~nrge elema~t q:C olas~-room."work continuesin. the· two fol.lowi.ng .years though._ th~ subjec~s. studied are all
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professional ranging froc the continuation of anatomy and physiology,
thr6ugh pharmacology to clinical sub_j_ects such as obstetricts 1 ·
paediatrics' oed'ical and surgical te·ohniques nnd nutrition. The ·
· ·_tim$ spent· in:· clinical practice is stHll:l, being 'typically two ho~s
• '... a day in the fir-st year. and three o.ild · four in ·the second nnd · th:i.t'd
~years.-· .. This ·time is not only relatively· s~ort· but t~e timetable is
· ·often so arranged that it is b:roken ·and pupils attep.d_ :Ln the -wards
for no more than two consecutive hours. The curricUlum includes
tr~g in nidwifery and requires that the pupil should have observed
20 normal. oases and herself oonduot·ed 3 if she ·is to be granted o.
. j·oint" oertifioate in nursing and midwifery, but the opp-ortunities
tor instruction of· this nature. in most ·of the nur·sing schools ore
quite inadequate. ·
·
·,
·
...

There·are 16 schools, ll of which were-visited and exaained in
detail, .. whilst"sto.tistioal natter on b.ll was submitted by officials
o~ the~ G·overnment and UNCACK~ · The quaf.ity varies very greatly ~deed 1
in: som~ and notably those attached t·o ilission hospitals i.t is good, .
and -tinletables have been o.rrruiied to give pupUs ade'quate ward · ·
~strUotion and practice in auffioiefitly long consecutive periods.
·. In the majority of ·sohoola,··however, it appeared that the course wo.s
largely pe.Ssed in th.e class-roonl', the· olinic:ll ·work was. Lvdnly in··
out-patient departaents and not in wards; and that e~en for th~· classr~om the amount" of demonstro.tion mc.terial' for praotj.o,al t'eri.oh:i.ng ·was
quite inadequate. It is the intention ot Government that pupil nurses
should be gro.nted living aocommoda.ti.on and their keep throughout the:W.·
course, but inadequate original accommodation, ma.de worse by war
damage, often makes this tmpraotioable; in many sohools pupi~s must
live out for the firs~ year or two and in some they must provide all
the~ own food during this time.
They exper.ieil-oe great difficulty
and·hards~ip ~ut are not deterred from gaining training thereby.
..
..
'•

· The prosressive schools demonstrate the·· possibility of train~g
. '·on a high: standard and show· thp.t there ·can be a very big detla1ld for
instruction~ satisfactory conditions a.nd'status ~e gro.nte4 to
' the pupil. and the n.uree. Thee~· ·schools difter from the ·others not
only· in professional sto.ndards '·bti~ in the at.titude they .have· to
~ursilig in ··g~neral, reg~ding ·the· function ·of the· nurse as· on~ ··of
direot'nnd 'immediate resp~nsibility to the patient.· This is in
i;larked·'oontrast'·to ·the majority of schools ·•here· te_aohing is carr:led
· ··o\Jt on the assumption that ·the pric.ary responsibility of the nurse
·is to act ·as assistant to the ·doctor, the patient tald.ng··a seconda.rt
place. In som&·plaoes this ~s carried to·an extreme and·very ·
inadequate .actual nursing of poor patients was noted in ~capitals
.. to· _whiqh nursing sohools war~ n:ttaohed.
·
The work of the mission hospitals~ though exoellent within its
own sphere, has not acted as a useful example to be followed PY the
others, the two types being apparently insulated from each other.
'l'he Chief Nurse and nursing staff of UNC.kCK have, despite their
limited numbers, made an energetic effort to·improve conditions in
nursing schools and have produced considerable improve~ent in so~e.
It-was partioUlarly·noted.tha.t nurses and pupU nurses greatly
welcomed these efforts ·.o.nd took 'ali a.dvantage possible despite the
1·3ngua:ge barri'er ...ruid other dif.fi..culties.
·
.

.

.

IJ:Ihe reform needed in nursing 'a·ciuontion' is one of prinoi.ii'le
rather than of detail. It is n reform of the whole attituda to the
functions of a nurse. In the recommendations at the end of this
ohapter it' is suggested that a visittng international-team sho~d
operate ·a considerable hospital ~ectio~ integrated with the teaching
hospitals of Seoul _uni.versity. One o'f. the tirst pUrposes of th:i.s
team should be to set an example in the proper education of the nurse
and of the doctors in the·tunctions Of a nurse, ~d fo~ this pur~ose
it should extend its n:~t~vitie~ from ita special.~it to other
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hospitals, at first in Seoul and later elsewhere.· It is also suggested
that nursing instru9tors should be·. attached to Chun NBJ;l and .Kyung PUk
Colleges with the sat1e intention, but they should receive help from
the raain teem.
In the meantime conditions in schools can be improved by provision
of living:accoODodation and food for pupils, by the provision of
demonstration material nnd of nursing literature, as well as by an
enlargement of the present work of UNChCK, tor which a Nursing
Adviser to each province has been recommended in Chapter v.

It seems probable that the present system of licensing by
provincial authorities is resulting in a great variatio~ of standards
and even in the licensing of practically untrained people. It is
strongly reoo~ended that the delegation o! authority should be ·
rescinded.
PHARMACY EDUCATION
Seoul National University has a College of Pharmacy. It is
potable that the term has a much broader meaning than in Englis~
usage and refers to the subject of chemistry as applied to medicine
and pharnmcology_. ·The .four-year course for the degree o'f Bachelor
of· Pharmacology includes a long training in inorganic and organic
chemistry branching. ·off into allied subjects such as· bioo~efuistry,
nutritional. chemistry, the chemistry of drugs, pharmao.ology and other
subjects. In fact the training is a background for work as a
relativ.ely advanced cheLlist and not solely in the handling and
dispensing ~f drugs and elementary pharmacology. The Co~ege was
well constructed and elaborately fitted and had ~any excellent
laboratories for both individual and. class use. The equipment was
also elaborate and included a great multiplicity and r~~ of apparatus.
It·has suffered greatly by shell fire, blast and looting, and though
the structure is probably materially sound the services, ·fittings and
equipment are almost coopletely lost. It was an integral part of .
the medical· system and apparently of good standard,- and accordingly
the recommendation is made later in this chapter that in oatters of
restoration and repair it should be treated on an equal footing with
the .oedic.al oolleges.
SCHEME OF REHABILITATION
The proposals which follow constitute a logical scheme of
rehabilitation of medioal, dental, nursing and pharma~eutical
education. Together they amount to a major effort on the part o~ ·
the Korean Government and the international agencies which may
assist it, ~d constitute a large part of the Mission's recommendations
for rehabilitation. This proportion is intentional rather than
accidental. Korea had a well established system of eduoation which
has suffered great damage; by its reoonstruotion a very important
step would be tak~n towards the remedying of deficiencies encountered
in ot_her spheres. Proposals are necessarily listed in a serial order
which, though not meant to be strictly ~hronological, does indicate
the general pri~rity to be given.
1.
2.

T~e highest· priority should be given to the reopening of Seoul
National University Medical College~

Second only to this, high priorities should he given to the
reopening. in full of the Medioal College o·f· Kyu.ng ~ Puk University,
~d the Dental and Pharmacy C·o.l-lQgQa o:f Seo-ul. Ulli.versity~
No
.specific mention is made o£ Chun Nam College ae it ia already
:open.
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3.

An offer of restoration and repair of physical facilities,
including s~ruotures, s.ervices 1 fittings, equipment, materia.l.s
·and liprary ~teri~l which have been lost by war·should b~ made
to·all the ¥ted_ica1, clep.tD,l and pha:rmacy colleges recognised .as
suoh by the Minister of Eduoo.tion in JUne 1950. In the case . of
Seoul \"/omen' a Medical College an alternative offer of. abso:rption' ·
... ' into s.e.oul National. University Medical College I with a. clause
ensurillg an. adequate erltry. of ·wome·n into· tho.t College 1 should
be ~de...
.
.

4.

Equivale.n:t reoonstruc'tio:n should be ·off.ered to. nurer:i.ng schools
previously recognised o.s suoh, and now approved a.s suitable for
restor.a tion. . .
.

..

The hospital affiliated to Seoul National Medical College should
be enlarged by. the provision or· at 'leo.st another. 200 beds •.. This
should preferably be by new construction on the main site, but
if this is not possible it could be iMplemented by the c9nversion,
overhaul and equil?ping of the present Isolatioll Bospito.l of SeoUl·
City 1 whi_ch has a capacity of 200 beds in a sound structure.

6.

A visiting team comprising a full sto.ff of senior· physicians; ·. · ·
surgeo~~1 obstetricians and nurses~ with· para-medical s~~ff .
and tech~cians, shcn,1ld. be internationally recruited o.nd. -pos.ted
... to. Se. oul Natio~al Coll~ge to. operate a combined der.1on.strati,on.
gl"C>up., and. to oooper~te ir}. the management t profeasiona.l.. an.d
,.adm.inistr.~tional, of a teaching hospital and its nursing school.
··'The objecti:ve of. the par:ticipntion· of this team· in this. institution
should be .to. raise the .,stc.n:~arct·of medical, .nurs.ing e.nd. associated
teohn.ioal educatiQn t.~ ·a .hj,.g'h level·by a dual ,prooess of ,example
and teaohing intev.ate~. wi~h. that'· of other staff •. It~ ben~fite
should.not, however, be confined' to· one college, and:the staff
·of ether-~ati~nal colleges should be· given an·o~portunity of
... ··.: attaol'?,m~nt to it as. proposed below .. · The .team shoul.d parti~ipate
·fully in. under.graduate' ·beaching· alongside the. present st~ff, and
in nurs:e training throughout all hospitals of the college.. . .
Junior. st&!f of. Ko:r$a~ nationality shoul.d be o.ppointed :trotl ..the.
·first; · nn ·effort mad_e· t·o tro.in thee· within a J.iwited time to
take over the funot~ons of the international team, and to. assist
.:·., departments in other hos_pitals ·to achieve the standards provided
in the internationally op~rnted ho'spital.. The teSJ:!. should
cooperate in running the hospital in all ways, including annagement and finance, thus setting up a demonstration and practical
research ~it which would ostabliah standards and noras in
clinic.nl practice and hospital management.

7•

8.

This team should undert~e ~he training of nurses to a c~rioulum
.of its own devising, being given great freedom in this r~~peot
by the Minister.of Health.so that.it could aot in o.n e~perimental
manner. This. training should be increased in voluoe as fast as
faoilities perr.rlt, and it should be extended to other hospitals
of the oo.llege as soon o.s possible after its firm foundation in
the pr~y hospital •. In th::ls,.as in other functions. Korean
staff should be -appointed as soon as suitably trained and otherwise appropriat~ people Qeoome t~ai~able.
As members of this ~ter~t~onal team become released by reason

ot their duties boing taken over by Koreans tr'a::tn.ed by

the~,

subsidiary sma~ teams ~bou~d oe appointed to the other two
national oolleges to ~dGrtake oompart.:ble ·worlt on a smaller aoale.

9.

The contents of medical libraries should be reviewed by a visiting
special j at medical librarian~· who should be aske:d to d.raw up a
soheme ·9f lib.rary oonversiori. for medi.oal colleges with liberal
pztoviaion ·of literature ;J..n . the English l.ang\.\age. On receipt o~
his report conversion should be carried out.- '
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' ..
...-

'

.

OVe~a~a.s·

fellowships_ should be grante'd. to the_ .teaching staffs·
of ail the national. Medical, Dental and Pharriiacy··collegea,
including staff teaching non-clinical subjeots, and-on a
a~ffioient scale to ensure that within five..years· over half the
.... ' teaching staffs should have had the opportunity: of·· such study.
' ··The Mission estimates that this would involve the granting of
about ·29 f ellowshipa to this group each . yeu.
..

11.

...

English language instruction should be offered to the staffs of
medical colleges in order to facilitate both the production of
a soient:ific ,language collliilQn·to them and their students, and to
ensure that the maximum possible number-are suited to profit
from ,the
fellowshipe
which are suggested below.
: .
.-

This programme could well be expedited for the ataff .of Seoul
National University Medical college if ita immediate·reopening
. is not secured, to take advantage of the tiDe they are otherwise
debarred fro~ following their proper duties •.

:

J.Z.

·Post~graduate education for other i.roups should be arranged by

overseas fellowship. The most important of these ·gFoups is
those people to be engaged. in public· health-work. The Mission
es_timates ;that five such public health' fellowships should·· be
· given each year for two ye~, after which two should be given
annually. iln equivalent nU!flber .. of fellowships' could wel:l be
offered to graduates with suitable background and tacility in
langua e to study clinical subjects.

13.

14.

a fellowships should be offered to nu.ses who have
ent facility of language to profit from them and who
ated to act as chiefs of nursing schools and provincial
advisers in replacement of the visiting staff. The
e barrier makes reasonable estimation of number very
lt, but six annually could be regarded as a target.
Visit
be app
Univer
teach

I

g nursing instructors, recruited inte~nationally, should
inted.to the nursing schools of Chun Nam and KYung Puk
ities as soon as the ward arrangemente, residential and
g· aecommodation are considered suitable, and agreement
hed with the authorities concerned on their field of

I

l5.

Hospitu Nursing Advisers should
with t e object, if possible, of
at fir t be visiting staff to be
when s itably trained and proper

16.

The financing of teaching hospitals, as distinct from the
colleges with which they are associated, might be transferred
to the Minister of Health, whose budget should include a sufficient
provision for patients treated free of oost, or only paying part
coat, to ensure ability to support the large number of patients
required for teaching.

be appointed to the provinces
posting one to eaoh. They would
later replaced by Korean staff
people become available.

A mechanism should be set up for the management of medical
colleges and of teaching hospitals by Boards of Governors o~
other bodies with a sufficient amount of cross-representation
between the two to overcome the difficulties in appointment of
etaff to joint responsibilities and to ensure the unification
of policy.

18.

A review should be made of th~ national universities with which
medical colleges are not now associated, and a decision made on
the site of the next medical college to be opened. ~ation on
this decision will await decision on policy of the nuober of

;·
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···

doctors to b·e trained annually. On its settlement preparo.tiona
should be Qade'for opening a new aadical college, the initial
steps being the improvement 'of the."associated provincial hospital
to teaohing

stLUld~d-.

19. ·Rehabilitation and reconstruction of the National Lo.boratories
for the Prevention of Inf'eotious I)ise.ases and of Chemistry has
·been ·suggested in another ·;geot:f,.on ·of· the report·. RE:oone:itruotion
· shoU:ld be undertaken in su'oh · a wa.y that they can be aas·ooiated
·With the model Health· Unit to form the nucleus of a Sohool ot
Hygiene. Fur'ther ·progress in the pia.n for this School is not
suggested in the early· ~ears of re.construotion,· but its
initiation may become poss~ble tow~da the.end of that period.

zo.
I

21.

.

-

A Medical Council. with the
proposed should be set up.

..

f~ot~ona:.and.

cpnstitution already

A N~sing Affaii-s coauil.;i.tt~e o:( th~· Mi;..istry of Heo.lth. should
~e·reoo~tituted_

with.the functions.already described.
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SUPPLY AND FINANCE
EQUIPMENT AND STORES
Kerea is now relying almost exclusively on supplies from
abroad, mnst of them coming from CRIK and imported by UNCACK.
On landing they are transferred to the Korean Government but
assistance is given in transportation and distribution by UNCACK.
Without these aid supplies all medioal and health work in Korea
would have broken down and it is essential that their provision
should continue for a considerable time and to some extent to the
termination of international aid.
During the reconstruction period the Government will need help
to bebome self-supporting in its supplies progPamme, both as regards
purchase and distribution, but the demand for aid supplies should
decrease.
Equipment and stores are needed for government institutions
and for the maintenance of private praotioe by doctors and dentists,
while there is eome legitimate demand for simple products from the
general public. All of this needs to be catered for. The mechanism
of oooperative distribution by the medical and dental associations
has already been suggested and it hns also been proposed that
supplies to government institutions should be oosted and entered
into the aooounts.
It is oonsidered that there should be no monopoly of any sort
in the field of supply of pharmaceuticals and equipment. However,
there are certain exceptions to this view, one example being the
production of vaooines, sera and the like which are clearly the
responsibility of the Government-owned National Institute which
has carried out this work in the past and which, in any case, is
responsible for the maintenance of.standards for these products.
Supplies and equipment for general practitioners, dentiets, and
their institutions, should be directed into normal channels of
trade as soon as possible, though the poesibility of the Medicnl
nnd Dental Associations noting as cooperative sooieties for
·
distribution should be examined. It is important that the
provieion of medioal supplies should not rem~in in the ontagory
af a large financial transfusion whioh is unaccounted for and the
laok of which will inevitably cause oonsternntion when aid comes
to be withdrawn. For this reason it will be neoessnry to inorense
budgets of government institutions to enable them to pay for the
supplies and equipment they receive.
The considerations arising from contemplation of the supply
problems of the Government are many nnd various, and no single
classification of them is satisfactory. The Mission believes thnt
there are certain general principles which onn be applied:1.

There should be no monopoly of trade in these commodities
either by Government Gr private traders, eo as to ensure the
maximum amount of competition and the lowest possible prioes,
both for imported and indigenous produots. There are oertain
small exceptions to this rule about monopoly.

2.

At the same time there should be no wasteful expenditure, and
this implies a degree of technical oontrol by Government over
all imports or production of medical supplies and equipment to
eneure that precious resources are not wasted on the production
of unsatisfactory or unnecessary material and equipment.
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production or processing of supplies and equipment. This
also implies technical contr~l by the Government so that it
will be possible on the basis of sound technical advice and
experimentation to stimulate production of basic chemicals
and certain of the more complicated pharmaceutical products
by the investment of risk capital. This is necessary in order
to avoid so far as possible the inevitable imbalance in this ·
section of trade which would be produced by heavy purohasee
from abroad.
Groups to be supplied include general practitioners, dentist_s,
their institutions and the general public. During the period
before industry is able to take full responsibility for importation,
distribution should be effected by directing a sufficient quantity
of the supplies imported by outside agencies into the normal
channels of trade. It will be necessary to have reasonable control
of prices. The other general field to be supplied includes government institutions, hospitals, Health Units and laboratories. With
the exceptions mentioned below they should have discretion to
purchase their own supplies from a scheduled list provided by the.
Ministry of Health, whose responsibility it would be to determine the
cheapest sources of supply of standard quality. Within these margins
these institutions would purchase their equipment from inccme
received in respect. of their budgets. This is in accordance with
the proposals to increase the local responsibility of hospitals.
The sources of supply are, in· order ct magnitude, through
importation and heme production. The aim should be to have open
importation through the normal trade channels as soon ns possible,
but subject to licences issued by Government. It is clear that
some system of licensing will be necessary unless the economic
circumstances change greatly in the coming few years. Suoh lioe~1oes
should be issued only after determination ot the neoeesity for
importing the articles concerned by the Ministry of Health, though
this will be an unpopular and difficult t~ak to perform satistnotorily.
There is another class &f imported supplies over whioh the
Ministry of Health ebould exert special jurisdiction: highly
epecia.lised and expensive commodities and equipment wh~ch cannot
be produced in the country, euch as the antibiotics and certain
X-ra.y equipment. Importation 9 apart from that carried out by UlnCRA
of these,would be best left to the Ministry of Health, which should
channel them to the two groups of consumers mentioned above, the
general practitioners and the government institutions. This process
would also permit reasonable control of expenditure on these
expensive items. Any home production must be subject to government
assay which is moat properly carried out by the Ministry of Health.
In addition, the Ministry of Health should be the sole producer of
vaccinee and sera. It is ~lso the duty of the Minister to draw the
attention of Government to the need for stimulation of home
production where it has been found praetioal; for example, it is
probably more to the advantage of the country to manufacture
tablets of sulpha drugs from imported powder than to import the
tablets, and simple equipment and spare parts could well be looally
produced.
Until the country is able to sustain its own importation or
production, the supply programme of UNKRA might well be channelled
through the Ministry of Health. The Mission has noticed a considerable preoccupation with questions of supply on the part of the
Ministry of which a sub-section 17 shall control the import and
export of medical supplies, the shipping and management of mcuical
supplies." Supply is however arranged by several sections or subsections and should be concentrated in one.
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Too great preoccupation by the Ministry in the details of
production and importati~n can be harmful. A clear statement by
Government on what supplies are required and what may be imported
or produced would make it easy for the manufacturers and importers
to serve the oo~~unity and take their reasonable profit. Provided
competition is not impeded and risk capitol is not deterred,
supplies at reasonable prices are best secured in this way. The
Ministry of Health has a responsibility to make sure that unnecessary
and wasteful products or products below proper standards are not
impo~ted or placed on the market •
.Reoemmendations
A medical supply programme should be developed under the
Ministry of Health, to be the specific responsibility of the·supply
section of the Bureau of Pharmaceutical Affairs of that Ministry.
This programme shDuld be implemented along the following lines:
1.

Appointment of a visiting Medical Supplies Officer, internationally recruited, familiar with supply work in Asia and
other parts of the world and suitably instructed on supply at
\VHO headquarters. The WHO maintains a supply serviee, which
assists go~ernments in purchasing and also operates a largescale consultative service on prioes, quality, channels and
such matters. It will be the task of the Me.dioal Supplies
Officer to develop the programme in detail in consultation
with the government departments reeponeible. Re would assiet
the Ministry to implement the agreed programme and be •reapon.eiMe
for training an adequate Korean staff to oarry on after his
departure.

2.

Development of close liaison between the Ministry of Commerce
and Industry, the Bank of Korea and the Ministry of Health
should be developed - one of the main functions of this
Medical Supplies Offioer.

3·

Early training of Koreans in the mechanism of purchase,
shipment and distribution of medical supplies, and in drawing
up standard inventories for'different types of institutions.
Particular attention should be taken m ensure that these
processes agree with those carried out in other countries, in
particular in other Asiatic countries.

4.

Appointment of two or at most three Supply Assistants, internationally recruited, who would in the first place assist in
the work mentioned under 3 above. Thereafter they should work
in the proposed demonstration hoepital in Seoul, developing
and demonstrating methods of control of supply nnd hospital
management. The country should be divided into two or three
regions, to each of which one of these ~fficers should be
allocated. Their tasks would be to visit hospitals and other
institutions with their Korean colleagues, and assist them in
drawing up hospital inventeries based on looal standards, and
to develop store-keeping and purchasing systems. It is
believed that this oould be oarried out within about thre~
years, by which time the Kore~n staff would have beoome
accustomed to newer and more efficient methods.

5·

The Korean Supplies Officer who will take over from the visiting
officer should have opportunity to visit other countries ia
Asia and elsewhere to study supply methods and practices, storekeeping and other relevant matters. A visit to the vmo Headquarters Supply Seotion should be included in his programme.

- lOO MEDICAL LITERATURE
The loes of medioal literature has been very great. University
libraries have been scattered, destroyed or depleted, hospitals have
lost what they had, as have practitioners, and all are out off from
any present source of supply.
The resulting deficiencies are a very serious barrier to medical
education and to progressive work in any field. Muoh could be done
to provide a small amount of literatur~ including particularly text
books in the near future, and the proper rebuilding of libraries
would be an important contribution to reconstruction. The staff of
UNCACK have realised the situation and done what is in their power
by the production of a number of handbooks as well as of a journal
which records some recent advances in medicine. Activity of this
sort could well be continued to provide elementary material, but any
really satisfactory programmes will demand the services of specialised
staff, much organisation and a considerable finance. It i8 suggested
that a medioa~ librarian should be invited to the country to
organise the_,supply er literature, preparing a short-term. programme
to meet immediate needs, and a lcnger one covering four or five years
to complete rehabiLitation. The task will be made more elaborate
by the need to substitute books in English for the many in Japanese
which have lost the'ir value to students.
The short·-term programme woul1. probably be concerned largely
with the supply of t~xt books and of current and recent 1iterature,
both ef which are· urgently needed by medioa.l colleges, hospitals and
private practitioners. The long-term programme will be more concerned
with the supply of professional journals which presents m~y special
problems. It should be the object of the visiting,lib~arian to start
the training of at least two Koreans in medical librar~anehip, and
these men should be given the opportunity of overseas study including
a visit to the WHO Library in Geneva.
·
·
It should be the u~timate object to restore the normal channels
by which medical literature once reached the country, and with this
objective a study should be made of the financial difficulties of
importation, and the advio·e of UNESC'O asked in cxnnection with the
interchange of scientific literature and international book ooupo~
schemes.
We accordingly recommend:(1) A competent visiting librarian, internationally recruited,
should be appointed to work with the Bureau of Medical Administration
and requested to draw up both immediate and long-term schemes for
the provision of medical literatu~e to university libraries, other
medical institutions and practitioners.
(2) Two Korean librarians should be selected for training in
llledioal librarianship; they should be granted fellowsbips to study
abroad.

(3) A finanoial programme for library restoration should be
drawn up.
SOME REMARKS ON FINANCE
So far as this wide and important ·topic is concerned the Mission
has some quite definite view~ on certain practices it believes to be
faulty and often misleading. However, it is felt that such praotioes
·and faults may well be common to Korean governmental activities in
other fields than health, and any recommendations made have been
framed with this idea in mind.
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impression; for example, it has been said in various places and
by different authorities that the expenditure on healtn work cf
the national government is in the neighbourhood of 1.56 per cent
of the total government expenditures. But on examinatiQn of the
national budget as adopted for 1952-53 the maximum percentage of
the total expenditures on government functions and enterprises
allocated to health does not amount to 0.88 per cent, while if
a careful examination is made of the total national government
expenditures including such functions as the oolleGtion and
distribution of grants and the collection of payments on the purchase price of land sold under the Reform Law, wit~ the corresponding
compensation to former owners, the percentage allocated to health
will fall to 0.58 per cent. In many other countries these percentages, which can only be regarded as extremely low, would be offset
by considerable expenditure from taxation inoome derived from looal
sources, that is to say (in Korea) from provincial or county
taxation. In Korea it is doubtful whether looal taxation raises
.more thnn 10 per cent of the amount raised by the national government, and while the percentage of thw presumably allocated to
health work ·will be hi-gher than the minute amount recorded above,
the total expended remains extremely small. On the basis of the
budget figures for 1952-53 it is unlikely that governmental and
local expenditures will exoeed the equivalent of four milliou
dollars. This figure is calculated at the rate of 6,000 Won to the
US dollar, a figure whioh is recognised to be invalid, the true
figure while the Mission was in Korea being in the rutighbourhood
of 20,000 with the forecast that it might rise to 25,000 or 30,000
by the end of the year. In this case the dollar equivalent of the
budgeted expenditures w.ould only be. in the nlidghbourhocd of one
million. Taking it at the 6,000 rate the proposed expenditure
means only 20 cents per capita per year. In these calculations no
account has been taken of the value of the supplies and assistance
imported through CRIK and UNCACK. These are most important but
oannot reduce the responsibility of the gove~ment for t~e health
of its people, which re~onsibility oan hardly be said to be
adequately expressed in an expenditure of lees than 20 oents per
capita per year, even in time of war or while attempting to eombat
inflation.
At various points in this r&fort will be found references to
the financing of hospitals and other health institutions. For· the
purposes of this discussion, the financing of hospitals is held te
include whatever means are taken to ensure supplies of money, food,
clothing, fuel, medicaments and equipment, and it is therefore
necessary to give a short description of the various channels by
which, for example, a typical hospital in Korea receives its
sustenance.
For relief patients - refugees, displaced persons and those
who are otherwise entitled to a certificate of indigP.noe - an
alLowance is made through the Ministry of Health of 600 Won per
head per day, usually ba~ed on the numbers in the returns-for
the previous period. This figure is intended to cover the oost
of what are called "s:ide dishes", dietary supplements such as
vegetables and perhaps a little meat or fish.
For eaeh relief patient as defined above, and on a different
rationing ba8is for the staff of the hospital, the governm~nt makes
an allowance of rice on the minimum standard of 17 2 hops" per head
per day. For this the hoepital ia not required to pay.
These allowances are fraquently in arrears due to the difficult
situation and to the oomplicated machinery of diebureement
and distribution.

~inancial
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The hospital receives, at intervals which vary from institution
to.institution, subventions in cash based upon the approved annual
budget for the instit:.1tion.
These are frequently in arrears for the
same reasons. .
CRIK medical supplies are allocated on the presumed needs of the
hospital for the treatment of relief patients.
The hospital does
not pay for these.
In the exar,ti.no.tion of the budgeting and accounting procedures
of· the hospitals visited the Hission was struck by one apparent
·anomaly: the provincial authorities who are the cho.nnels through
which ·the goverrunen t supplies the hos·pi tals with their finunoial
sustenance would point out that a proportion of monies disbursed
by the provincial government were derived from local sources, usually
about 10 per cent.
Of this about 10 per cent was the suo which would
be paid out to ~11 health institutions and health workers, but it was
unusual for any individual hospital budget or accounts to show anything
other than a net profit.
This is partly due to the fact thAt
important sources of sustennnoe a.s uentioned above, namely rice, the
subsidy for "side dishes" and the cost a£ medical supplies, are not
included in the hospital's budget or accounts.· The fees paid to the
hospitals to those patients who are not clnseified as relief usually
ar.1ounted to fror.1 5 per cent to 15 per cent more thM the total cash
subvention to the hospital fro~ national and local sources.
In other
words, the hospitals are subsidising the general work of the provincial
a~inistrations.
These cash receipts are not allowed to remain in
the hands of those in charge of the adminstration of the hospital but
have t·;., be turned in to the bunk account of ·the province as soon as
possib'J.e.
It uight have been reasonably expected that these sums
should be earuarked for health work either eonneotod with the hospital
or even of a more general kind, but regrettably this was not the case.
Such a systeu1 is not calculated to induce a sense of responsibility
in those in charge of the adminstration of the institutions and
certainly gives a very spurious aspect to the figures for expenditure.
on health work.
It should be noted that suoh "refunds" are not taken
aoc9unt of in arriving at the already low figures of expenditure
mentioned at the beginning of this section.
certain reoomuendations
on this oatter will be made below.
As pointed out above the supplies received in kind, whether they
be rice or rlledioal supplies, do not become part of the ordinary
tra.nso.otions and book-keeping system of the hospital or other
instit'ution. . A special checking systew. is in operation for the CRIK
medical supplies; this is unrealistic and undesirable.
If, a~ must
soJ.lle day be the oase, these free or 11 reJ.ief" supplies cease, the
hospitals will be required at the same time - or probably some months
in advan~e - to increase their budgets so that they will be able to
purchase necessary supplies of all kinds in place of those they had
been in the habit of receiving free of charge.
This sharp increase
in the budgets will be a rude shook to all concerned.
It would be
much wiser to introduce reo.listio budgetary and accounting practices
in which sustenance from whatever source is charged in the same way
and so that the government and the public in general may have a clear
idea of the cost of these institutions.
In the provinces the Mission noted that there was in operation
a successful soheue of grants in the field of education.
The
Ministry of Education is of course an older, more influential ministry
than the Ministry of Health and it would seer.1 well to learn. from
its experience.
The Ministry of Education makes grants of anywhere
from over 90 per cent to less than 50 per cent of the cost of various
operations in the field of ~duoation. These grants hav0 then to be
"matched" or r.tade up to lOO per cent vf the necessary expenditure by
the province froru its own tc:.xa.tion inoooe.
In other words, the
r,rovinoes 1 the ayuns and thti ups are n.ssisted by the national
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governuent in varying proportion$ for different fields of educational.
work, but the national government does not car~ the entire load.
T.his procedure o.ppears 1:1ost proper because it .Glust well lead towards
publ.ie responsibility on the part of the comuunity served for the
services they receive.
A similar 11mo.tching 11 scheLle in the fi.el.d of
health is recor~ended below.
The Mission has been asked to give ~ost careful attention to the
economic aspects and in particular to possible inflationary tendencies
in recow.1endations it might put forward.
It is pointed out tho.t
this is a request which is nuch easier to uake than it is to observe.
The ?1ission does not wish and indeed does not have the financial
competence to comoent in det~il on particular budgets, though they
have exauined a number of the.Gl very co.refully.
Such comments would
perhaps produce invidious compn.risons.
'·1:'e have mentioned o.bove
oertain feo.tures of the budgetary ~d financial system which have
struck us as being unsatisfactory and linble to produce and encourage
a sense of complacency and to be dangerous for the future.
It is
pointed out that these flaws are not in the least likely to apply only
to operations in the field of health.
From enquiries made it seems
that they apply over a wide spectruu of governQental and public
activity.
For this reason no specific recomJendation is nade in this
report.
Rather, attention is drawn to these problems in full.
confidence that this entil•e and very important field of publio
administration will be examined and reco~ncnded on by experts in public
finance, in public adr.1instration and the operation of the public audit.
In these circuwstances the I{inistry of Health and health matters in
general cannot fail to ben8fi t not only pCU"ticule.rly but also frot~.
the rise in the overall standards of public ad~inistration, the
aRplioation of more sound principles and the streamlining of prooedures
which will follow.
The Mission would like to emphasise the ~portance
it plac0s on this work not only in its own field of competence but
for the efficiency and ~orale of the country in general.
It is believed that the total n~tionul incoue, by which is meant
the net n3tional product, is unlikely to exceed the equivalent of one
thousand million US dollars when conditions become reasonably stable.
It is most unlik~ly that the central govern~ent will be able to raise
more than 25 per cent of this amount by taxation.
Indeed there may
be sound reasons why it should not try.
In any case even 20 - 25
per cent would iup~y a considerable degree of opti~ism about improvel::tcnts in the effi.ciency of the to.xution systera, direct and indirect.
Local taxation, i.e. provincial, nyun und ~' is very little developed
in Korea.
At present it amounts to rather less than 10 per cent
of the national taxation.
A consicerable proportion of the nationally
raised funds are disbursed by the provincial n.duinstrations.
In
many countries tiiese locally raised funds would normally represent
quite a sizeable par~ of the oonies available for health work.
Thes~ fiscal considerations lie ro.ther outside the scope of the
Mission's competence, but it is felt necessary to draw attention to
the1:1 and to give some idea of the possible funds available for the
financing of health work and to 2-ssist in the financing of
reconstruction, without producing an inflationary tendency.
It is
generally recognised that expenditures either operntional or capital
which are derived fro::t budgetary rever.ues are not inflationary in
character.
It ean be said that the g-:>vernmental incoue at the
national lovel ;aay be of the order of 200 - 250 million US dollar
equivalents, and incooe fron local taxation may well amount to
25 - 30 Qillion US dollar equivalents per annuro.
Of these sums it
will surely be legitiuate to expect that 5 per cent of the gover1utental
taxation incoo,e should be expended on health work.
This estimo.te
may be criticised in some quo.rters o.s ouch too low but it is to be
remeJJJ.bered that the govcrnttent may have to m.t:.:et heavy defenoe
expenditures fur mmy yG:::rs t0 coue.
It would be proper to expect
th~t 1:
n~r c~=~ cf t ~ l0c~l t~x~ti0n ir.cou~ should b0 expended on
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health work.
The total of these two amounts would be in the
neighbourhood of 15 to 16 million US dollar equivalents.
This
amounts to the very small eJqJonditure by the Republic of Korea on the
health of its people of about 75 cents per head per year compared
·
This.can hard~ be regarded
vvith less than 20 cents as at present.
as excessive especially if it is remembered that this figure will
include a certain amount of medical supplies 1 considerable expenditure
on education of the lm7cr grades of personnel and ;participation in the
vrork of reconstruction of the health plant.
The .Mission believes that the econoiiU of the countr,y could support
the services cutlined, provided that the financing of these services
vrerc to be properly organised and administered.
The education of the lower grades of personnel will have to be
carried on on a large scale and at a graater rate in the first few
years of the reconstruction period than will be necessary later.
The
amount set aside for training will decrease after some years and will
then be devoted to other purposes which have had to be postponed in
the first period, e.g. such activities as nutrition, mental health work,
and the like.
With this income it would be possible to have on the pB3 roll 1
towards the end of the 5-year reconstruction period, some 500 medical
practitioners engaged in public health work of the various kinds
described in the report~ some 1,500 sanitar,y inspectors and about ,,006
nurse-midvdves.
In view of the ver,y large relative amount of reconstruction needed
by health institutions, notably the teaching schools and the hospitals,
and the considerable amount of new building 'Which ·will be necessar,y,
;!. t is to be hoped that the financing of this expenditure will rest
first on help from outside channels, notably through UNKRA and second
on what is raised by the Korean Govcnunent through taxation or sals of
bonds to the public.
Reconstruction work should not depend on money
created by the bankers; this last would only increase the inflation
and vrould bring the objects of the expenditure into disrepute.
It is clear that the Government will be fully occupied with the
development of the institutions described above for the five years to
•vhich this report refers, and the development of the " growing edges"
of health work is not always done by governmental sffort.
Health
'.7ork is so lone-term in nature that five years must be looked on as a
short period in the duration of a health programme.
So it is
suggested that UNKRA may wish to consider, either by itself, or in
cooperation with other international agencies or foundations interested
in health, the desirability of establishing one or more foundations
to do work in the field of' health, so that· the great international
effort made during the five-year period may be continued into the
future.
The best example of such a foundation would, it is submitted,
be the establishment and financing of an Institute of Public Heal1h,
to be associated with the National School of Medicine in Seoul, ~dth
the two National Laboratories, vlith the training centres in Public
Health, mixed and rural, alreaqy established during the five-year
period, and the .Minist:ry of Health.
This institute should be bo1h
a research centre and a school of public health and should receive such
a capitalisation from international sources as would guarantee its
operations, including about 4 fellowships of one year duration, for
at least ten years after the end of the five~~ar period, b,y which
time it could be expected to be viable vlithout outside assistance.
The Government vlould be expected to take increasing responsibility for
its financial vrelfare. There are other fields which might deservE:
consideration such as nutrition, it is the principle which is mentioned
here and the Institute of Public Health is the best example of the
principle which U:NKRA is asked to consider.

i

'V
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RecolJJJendations

1.

Attention is drawn to the need for Llore realistic budgetary
and accounting aethods.
This is a general problem not
particular to health work, and it should be the subject
of intensive study and reorganisation as soon as possible.

2.

In the case of hospitals all incoDe should be shown and
all receipts whether in kind or in cash should be entered
in the books and shown in th~ accounts.
The budgets and
subventions should be mqdified accordingly.

3.

Attention should be given to the ,need for raising the
expenditure on health work, including reconstruction, to
at least the level of 75 cents per head of the population
per year.

4.

It is believed that an expenditure by UNKRA of the order
of.lO- 12 uillion dollars per year, including all medical
supplies, would ~ply cover the capabilities of the
country to absorb assistance.

5·

SoDe attention should be given to the question of
establishing one or two s~all foundations largely financed
with foreign aid to carry on several of the long-term
aspects of what is after all a very long-term task.
A
good exnmple of this would be an Institute of Publio He~th.

t

